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Introduction 
 

A few decades before Rubens and Van Dyck made a reputation as portraitists and history 

painters in Italy and before the Bentveugels found the niche of genre and landscape painting 

in Rome in the 1620s, a number of pioneering Netherlandish artists travelled to Italy. Most of 

them went there as a part of their artistic training, to study the antiquities and Italian 

masters of the Renaissance. According to Van Mander, they went to Venice to educate 

themselves in the art of painting and the use of colours and Rome was where artists learned 

how to draw.1 While most artists returned home after their Italian sojourn, some of them 

stayed in Italy and integrated into the local artistic scene. Aert Mijtens (Brussels 1556 – 1601 

Rome) was one of the latter group. He undertook the journey to Italy at a very early age. First 

he studied in Rome and afterwards he went to Naples, where he started a family, a workshop 

and a successful career.  

 

Only a handful of other Netherlandish artists were active in Naples at the same time as 

Mijtens, whereas in Rome and Venice the number of Fiamminghi2 was much larger. Rome 

was the capital of the Catholic world, a wealthy city inhabited by rich patrons and with a 

flourishing cultural scene. Moreover, an artist could find an abundance of art to study such 

as the works of Michelangelo, Raphael and the Antiquities. The situation in Naples was very 

different. Since 1503 the city had been ruled by viceroys who answered to the Spanish king. 

According to the Florentine artist and art historian Giorgio Vasari, the Neapolitans were not 

interested in art at all and were incapable of understanding the value of good paintings.3 

Although the nationalistic Vasari might have been a bit prejudiced, it is undeniable that in 

Naples art was regarded in a different manner. The question is how the Fiamminghi, and 

Mijtens in particular, managed to survive in Naples. In other words, which factors in 

Neapolitan society between 1575-1601 made it possible for Aert Mijtens to work successfully 

as a foreign artist in Naples and the Spanish Viceroyalty? 

 

Motivation 

Research on the artistic exchange between Italy and the North and in particular on the  

sojourn of Netherlandish artists in Italy is of major importance to understand Art in the 

sixteenth and seventeenth century in both the Netherlands and Italy. For that reason the 

Fiamminghi in Italy are a well-researched phenomenon. When studying the phenomenon of 

Northern artists in Italy, the study of ‘Fiamminghi in Rome’ can arguably count as a pars pro 

                                                 
1 Van Mander 1604, fol. 7v 
2 ‘Fiamminghi’ is the Italian term used to indicate the people living on the Northern side of the Alps. The term 
includes people from the Northern and Southern part of the Netherlands and occasionally from Germany. Apart 
from this term I will use the adjective ‘Netherlandish’ to indicate this group, because the adjectives Flemish and 
Dutch are incorrect. Hans Vlieghe elaborately discusses this subject in his article ‘Flemish art, does it really exist?’, 
in: Simiolus 26 (1998), pp. 187 – 200.  
3 G. Vasari, Le vite…, ed. 1568, vol. 4, p. 476: “Avvenne che stando egli in Napoli, e veggendo poco stimata la sua 
virtù, deliberò partire da coloro che più conto tenevano d'un cavallo che saltasse che di chi facesse con le mani le 
figure dipinte parer vive.” Life of Polidoro da Caravaggio 
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toto as it has done in many studies on the subject. Most travelling artists seem to have 

equated the Iter Italicum with a journey to Rome. As stated before, Rome apparently had 

everything a Northern artist searched for in Italy. Why then should it be necessary to study 

those artists who did not reside in Rome, but who settled in Naples, which was in this 

context a city of secondary interest? It is the combination of two facts which makes the 

subject worth  investigating. On the one hand that Naples seems to have been of secondary 

interest and on the other hand that a number of Fiamminghi chose to leave Rome behind 

and continue their journey to the South. Investigating the ‘odd ones out’ will help us to 

refine our notion of the Iter Italicum that many Netherlandish artists undertook from the 

sixteenth century onwards. 

 

The decision to single out Aert Mijtens from the Fiamminghi in Naples is based on a couple 

of reasons. Firstly, within the limited time and space a master thesis provides for it is 

impossible to thoroughly investigate and describe all Netherlandish artists active in Naples in 

the last quarter of the sixteenth century. Of course we have to keep in mind that Art History 

is not an exact science and that we are dealing with individual artists. Explaining Mijtens’ 

success does not mean we can explain the survival of all Fiamminghi in Naples. However, it 

might give us an indication of the conditions all Fiamminghi had to deal with to achieve 

some success. 

 

Secondly, Aert Mijtens’ case is particularly interesting because of the fact that Carel van 

Mander singles him out in his Schilder-boeck (1604) as one of the few Netherlandish artists 

who was able to compete with the Italians on their own territory, i.e. the painting of figures. 

“…he was therefore an outstanding master who made the Italians say less often that 

Netherlanders have no proper approach to the painting of figures, or at least gave them 

enough reson and occasion to remain silent upon that matter, or to speak of us more 

moderately.”4 In Van Mander’s eyes Aert Mijtens’ success was an example for his 

compatriots on how to reach the same level in painting as the Italian artists. Not only does 

this mean that we have a contemporary biography providing us with information which 

cannot be found in archives, it also means we have a contemporary of Aert Mijtens trying to 

answer exactly the same question as is the subject of this thesis which is the question why 

Mijtens was successful in Naples.   

 

 

 

 

                                                 
4 Van Mander 1604, fol. 264r: “hy is gheweest een treflijck Meester, die den Italianen heeft spaerlijcker doen 
verhalen, dat Nederlanders geen handelinghe in beelden hebben, oft heeftse stoffe genoech gegheven en oorsaeck 
sulcx te swijghen, oft maetlijcker van ons te spreken.” 
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Outline 

To be able to explain Aert Mijtens’ success in Naples I will use the following outline. First I 

will present a biography of the artist based on the Life dedicated to him by Van Mander in 

his Schilder-boeck and on the archival information found so far.  

 

The second chapter will comprise a concise impression of Neapolitan culture and society 

during Mijtens’ stay in the city. The aspects of society that might have influenced the careers 

of the Fiamminghi or that might account for the attraction of Naples to Netherlandish artists 

will be elaborated on. These aspects are for example artistic patronage, religious 

developments and the reign of the Spanish viceroys. 

 

After these two introductory chapters, I will turn to the most important source of 

information: Mijtens’ oeuvre. The works that Aert Mijtens produced during his activity in the 

Spanish Viceroyalty are vital for a reconstruction of his success. Until now, we have had no 

catalogue of his oeuvre. Therefore, I will present a provisional catalogue raisonnée, divided 

into (A) documented works, (B) lost or unidentified works, (C) attributed works  and (D) 

formerly attributed but now rejected works. Based on this catalogue I will try to list the 

stylistic and iconographic characteristics of his oeuvre and make some remarks on the kind 

of commissions he received.         

 

State of research 

Specific literature on Aert Mijtens is very scarce. As was mentioned before, no modern 

biography or catalogue of his oeuvre exists. Wilhelm Rolfs dedicated a section to him in 

Geschichte der Malerei Neapels (1910) which consists mainly of a combination of the 

information found in archives. The same information can be found in Willem Fokker, Werke 

Niederländischer Meister in den Kirchen Italiens (1939) and Didier Bodart, Les peintres des 

Pays-Bas meridionaux et de la Principauté de Liège à Rome au XVIIème siècle (1970).  

 

Giovanni Previtali, in his survey of Neapolitan art, La pittura del Cinquecento a Napoli e nel 

vicereame (1978), was the first to not only ‘list’ Aert Mijtens but to analyse his work. He 

dealt with the question whether Rinaldo Fiammingo and Aert Mijtens are one and the same 

artist and furthermore gave a description of his style and oeuvre. The next art historian to 

elaborate on Aert Mijtens was Pierluigi Leone de Castris in his survey of Neapolitan art, 

Pittura del Cinquecento a Napoli : 1573 – 1606 l’ultima maniera (1991) . Leone de Castris 

attributed many paintings to Mijtens and described his place amongst the other 

Netherlandish artists and within the Neapolitan History of Art. In 1999 Leone de Castris 

elaborated on the  subject in an article in Prospettiva on the Netherlandish ‘colony’ of artists 
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in Naples. Another Neapolitan art historian, Carmela Vargas, made an analysis of the 

dynamic workshop practice of the Netherlandish artists in Naples.5  

 

Apart from the literature mentioned above, a few articles on works by Mijtens have been 

published over the years, O. Benesch, ‘A drawing by Arnout Mytens’6, (1951), M. Moretti, 

Museo Nazionale d’Abruzzo (1968)7, N. Barbone Pugliese, ‘La ritrovata ‘Assunzione della 

Vergine’ di Aert Mytens’ (1991) 8 and P. Leone de Castris, ‘La Madonna del Rosario di Aert 

Mijtens ed altre questioni di fine Cinquecento’ (2005)9.  

 

The annotated bibliography which was made during the preparation of this thesis, provides a 

comprehensive survey of the literature published on the more general topic of Fiamminghi in 

Naples 1545-1608. For this thesis, most of the literature in the bibliography is relevant.10  

 

Method 

For my thesis I will approach the subject ‘Aert Mijtens in Naples’ from two different angles. 

On the one hand there is Aert Mijtens’ oeuvre. As should always be the case with art 

historical research, art works will be the focal point of my research. It is impossible to study 

an artist without having studied his output. The stylistic and iconographic aspects of a 

painting will lead to questions about patronage and context. The answers to these questions 

will be found in archives and secondary literature.  

 

The second angle of my approach is of an interdisciplinary nature, namely the analysis of 

Neapolitan society and culture during the last quarter of the sixteenth century. Within this 

immense field of study I will limit the analysis to those political, social, religious, economical 

and cultural elements that seem to have been of importance to Mijtens’ life and artistic 

development. The criteria of the limitation will be partially based on the data provided by the 

catalogue raisonnée and partially on the instigations found in existing literature on the 

Fiamminghi in Naples. As a result, the analysis will be a useful start for further studies on 

the Netherlandish artists in Naples in a broader sense. 

                                                 
5 C. Vargas, ‘Cornelis Smet tra i "paisani" fiamminghi’, in: Mélanges de l'École Française de Rome: Italie et 
Méditerranée, vol. 103 (1991) pp. 629-680 
6 in : The Burlington Magazine XCIII (1951), pp. 351-352 
7 l’Aquila 1968, pp. 164-167; 
8 In : Napoli Nobilissima XXX (1991), pp. 161-171 
9 in: S.Milano, La Chiesa di S.Lucia in Cava de’ Tirreni, Cava de’ Tirreni (Tipolitografia De Rosa & Memoli) 2005, 
pp.123-137 
10 The manuscript “Netherlandish artists active in Naples 1545-1608: an annotated bibliography” is in the possession 
of the author. 
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Chapter One: The Life of Aert Mijtens (1556-1601) 
 

As an addition to the dry information found in archival documents,1 a more lively account of 

Mijtens’ Life is provided by Carel van Mander in the Schilder-boeck of 1604 (fig.1). According 

to Greve, Van Mander might have known Mijtens personally in Rome, since both of them 

were acquainted with Hans Speckaert.2  Via Mijtens’ son-in-law Bernard van Somer, in whose 

house Van Mander saw the painting of the Mocking of Christ (A9), Van Mander could have 

gathered information on Mijtens.3 Moreover, Van Mander visited the collection of Aert’s 

brother Jan Mijtens in Brussels4 and knew about the existence of another brother in The 

Hague.5 Another possibility is that Mijtens met with Van Mander during his journey to the 

Netherlands of 1591. In any case, the detailed information in the Schilder-boeck seems 

accurate. 

  

Youth in Brussels (1556 – ca. 1572) 

“Just as the strength of some new beverage is so great that, through searching for an 

opening it bursts the vat and runs forth – so, too, it happens with people in whom from 

youth onward an overflowing and powerful spirit prevails which cannot be concealed. That 

also happened and was found to be the case with the very capable and gifted painter Aert 

Mijtens.”6  

 

With these words Van Mander, keen as ever on metaphors, started the Life of Aert Mijtens in 

his Schilder-boeck. What follows is the story about the ambitious young Aert who tried to 

steal the body of a hangman from the gallows outside the walls of Brussels. He was assisted 

by another young artist. The second boy was too scared to complete the theft and fled back 

to the city. Mijtens ran after the boy, screaming “You don’t take it seriously, you will never 

learn”7. Although the first part of Mijtens’ Life in Van Mander’s Schilder-boeck is 

entertaining, to say the least, it does not tell us much about the origins of the painter. He 

was born in Brussels. His father was an acquaintance or friend of Johan van Locquenghien 

(1518-1574), the burgomaster of Brussels between 1546-1574. This might mean that 

Mijtens’ family was part of the elite, but we cannot find conclusive evidence of this. Due to 

this connection there were no consequences for the young Aert to the “belachlijcke clucht”.8  

                                                 
1 In 1991, Pierluigi Leone de Castris published a list of documents on Aert Mijtens found in the Neapolitan archives. 
He based the list partially on the documents found by Gaetano Filangieri, the nineteenth-century historian from 
Naples and added a number of rediscovered documents. Other documents were published by Hoogewerff  (1942) 
and Cannatà (1993).The documents, either as a summary or as a transcription, can be found in Appendix 1 of this 
thesis. 
2 Greve 1903, p. 153 
3 idem, p. 157 & Van Mander 1604, fol. 164r, 300r Greve adds that Dianora and Bernard were probably the ones 
who told Van Mander about the death of Mijtens. 
4 Van Mander 1604, fol. 264v 
5 idem, fol. 263v 
6 ibidem 
7 ibidem 
8 “the ludicrous incident”   Van Mander, 1604, fol. 263v, analysis by Miedema 1994-1999, vol. 5, p. 25 (n. 31,32)  
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Jan Mijtens, Aert’s brother, still lived in Brussels when Mijtens returned there in 1591. Aert’s 

other brother Martin, who was a saddle- and coachmaker, had left the Southern Netherlands 

for the Northern provinces. Both Martin’s sons, Daniël (1590 - c. 1647) and Isaac (1602 – 

1666) became portrait painters, respectively in London and The Hague. 9 

 

The most important information provided by Van Mander on Aert Mijtens’ youth, is that he 

was not only keen to learn how to draw and paint, but that he was very interested in 

studying anatomy. For that reason, the anecdote of him stealing a dead body from the 

gallows is not just entertaining, it is proof of his willingness to learn. He accused his scared 

companion of not being determined enough, the way he himself was. Van Mander describes 

the young Aert as a prodigy, as virgin distillate trying to burst out of the barrel. By which 

master painter the ambitious boy was taught the first drawing and painting techniques is not 

mentioned anywhere. Van Mander’s source might either not have been able to provide this 

information or it means that Mijtens’ first apprenticeship was in Italy. 

 

Early years in Italy (ca. 1572 – 1575) 

As Van Mander tells us, Mijtens travelled to Italy at a very early age. He was only around 

nineteen years old when he arrived in Naples. In whose company he made the long and 

dangerous journey South is unclear. It was uncommon to travel alone and it seems highly 

unlikely that the young painter went there all by himself. In Rome he was welcomed by the 

same Anthonis van Santvoort, nicknamed ‘green Anthony’, in whose company he found 

himself again at the end of his life. We do not know whether he was actually instructed by 

Van Santvoort or by Hans Speckaert, whom Van Mander also mentions. Van Santvoort’s 

house functioned as a gathering place for the Northern artists in Rome at the end of the 

sixteenth century. Van Santvoort, of whom we know virtually nothing, provided young 

travellers a place to sleep as well as with drawings and etchings they could copy. It is unclear 

whether we can speak of an actual ‘school of drawing’. Apart from Mijtens, Hendrick de 

Clerck, Cornelis Cort, Joseph Heintz and Hans van Aachen and many others stayed in Van 

Santvoort’s house.10 It is possible that Mijtens was a pupil of Marco Pino (1521-1583), also 

named Marco da Siena.11 That Marco Pino was of major influence on many artists, makes it 

more difficult to confirm a direct influence on Mijtens. Marco Pino’s second period in Rome 

(1568-1570) and afterwards his second period in Naples (1570-1583)12 do in fact coincide 

with Mijtens sojourn in both these cities.  

 

                                                 
9 The Dictionary of Art, vol. 21 “Mijtens”, pp. 508-512  
10 Kloek 1997, p. 156 and Siroka 1997, p. 139 . Meijer (1995, p. 36 ) points toward the fact that Mijtens, Speckaert 
and De Clerck came all from Brussels. 
11 Van Mander 1604,  fol. 195r: “Daer is noch geweest eenen Marco da Siena, een uytnemende Schilder, al van in den 
tijt van Michael Agnolo, en was van hem oock hooger, oft soo hoogh als Raphael Vrbijn gheacht. By hem heeft gheleert 
Arnoldus Mijtens, soo dat hy lange gheleeft moet hebben.” 
12 More information on Marco Pino, see: A. Zezza, Marco Pino: l’opera completa, Naples 2003. 
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There is no work left of Mijtens from his first period in Rome. He supposedly painted 

pictures of ‘Maria Maggior’ on copper. This means he copied the hodegetria icon in the Santa 

Maria Maggiore, which was the most important icon of the Madonna in Rome. (fig. 2) The 

icon was frequently copied, 13 especially in the 1570s, after an impulse given by Francesco 

Borgia to do so.14 This kind of work was an easy way to make a little money and since only a 

small part of the of the numerous Fiamminghi in Rome was able to work on autonomous 

and/or prestigious projects. The almost mechanical production of small format, inexpensive 

copies for the free art market was common practice amongst the less fortunate 

Netherlandish artists.15 At the same time the production of copies of the Maria Maggior 

helped Mijtens to familiarize himself with the Virgin as a subject. As we shall see, this would 

later be of great use to him. 

 

Naples (1575 – 1591) 

At a certain point, Mijtens decided to move to Naples. Unfortunately, the reason(s) for this 

decision remain(s) uncertain. If we search for a professional reason, we will have to 

understand why Mijtens thought to be able to find commissions in the kingdom of Naples. 

This will be elaborated on in the next chapter.  

 

As he had in Rome, Mijtens soon found himself in the company of his compatriots. In this 

case ‘Cornelis Pijp’, identifiable with Cornelis Smet, and Dirck Hendricksz Centen who had 

both been living in the city for a few years by then. Although it is difficult to say whether we 

can speak of a Netherlandish ‘colony’, similar to the one in Rome, it is a fact that many of 

the Fiamminghi were closely related to each other.16 Van Mander tells us that after his arrival 

in Naples, Mijtens first started to work with Cornelis ‘Pijp’, i.e. Cornelis Smet. Smet was the 

head of a large workplace and he provided work and housing for several Netherlandish 

artists upon their arrival in Naples. His house was close to the Porta Reale. It was large 

enough to provide his pupils with housing. We do not know whether Mijtens was already a 

fully-educated painter by that time or that he was taught by Smet. Through Cornelis Smet, 

who hired Wenzel Cobergher in October 1580 to work for him during the latter’s stay in 

Naples,17 Mijtens must have made contact with Cobergher too. Mijtens had met Dirck 

Hendricksz for certain in 1575.18 Since Cornelis’ wife Margareta Medina was the sister of the 

wife of Dirck, we can assume that the two were in close contact with each other. Aert Mijtens 

                                                 
13 Miedema 1994-1999, p. 26, (n. 43) with reference to existing copies of the Salus populi romani (the ‘protectress 
of the roman people’, as it was called). For more information on the ‘afterlife’ of the icon, which took in an 
important place in post-Tridentine devotion, see: K. Noreen, ‘The icon of Santa Maria Maggiore, Rome: an image and 
its afterlife’, in: Renaissance studies, vol. 19 (2005), pp. 660 - 672 
14 Noreen 2005, pp. 662-665 
15 Meijer 1995, p. 39 Next to the Fiamminghi who received prestigious commissions and the largest group of 
‘unfortunate’ copyists, Meijer distinguishes a group that produced original and refined pictures with religious or 
mythological subject destined for important collectors.  
16 Pierluigi Leone de Castris in fact refers to the Netherlandish colony of artists in his article of 1999 “Su Aert Mijtens 
e  la colonia dei pittori fiamminghi a Napoli” The colony will be more elaborately discussed in Chapter Two, p. 26. 
17 Cobergher  stayed in Naples until the beginning of 1598, after which he stayed in Rome until September 1601 
when  he  left for Antwerp and started to work for Archduke Albert and Archduchess Isabella. 
18 From the marriage deed of 21 June 1592, see Appendix 1, document X 
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lived in the same neighbourhood as Smet. He owned a house just outside the Porta Reale, 

near the present piazza del Gesù Nuovo.19 

 

Van Mander wrote that Mijtens had many pupils in his Neapolitan studio.20 In the archival 

documents, we can find mention of five different pupils. As early as 1581 Giovan Donato 

Bruno from Altavilla Irpinia signed a contract to work in Mijtens’ studio for four years.21 The 

sixteen-year-old Francesco Infernuso started for four years in 1584.22 Giovan Camillo Circolo  

from Campagna, thirteen years old, joined for seven years in 1585.23 In 1586 they were 

followed by Bartolomeo Castagnara from Genova, fifteen years old,24 and Angelo Parrilli from 

Frasso, twelve years old,25 for respectively three and five years. This means that between 

1586 and 1588 at least four pupils were active in Mijtens’ studio simultaneously. Francesco 

Infernuso and Bartolomeo Castagnara had probably had other teachers prior to Mijtens and 

could work as senior assistants, Giovan Camillo and Angelo were still a lot younger when 

they started in Mijtens’ workshop. To be able to put all these students to work, Mijtens must 

have had several commissions to work on. Unfortunately it is exactly of this period that we 

don’t have any archival sources on Mijtens’ activity. 

 

The first documented commission to Mijtens is from 1580, five years after his arrival in 

Naples. He was commissioned to paint a large altarpiece for the Chapel of the Holy Rosary in 

the Santa Maria Maggiore of “Altavilla beneventana”, i.e. Altavila Irpinia near Benevento (B1), 

where one of Mijtens’ pupils came from.26 Because of the size of the commission, we might 

assume that this wasn’t the first painting Mijtens painted after becoming a master painter. 

We have twelve documented commissions for the subsequent years.27 Only two of the 

paintings are requested by patrons from the kingdom’s capital itself. For the brothers Ettore 

and Geronimo Boccia a painting of the Madonna di Piedigrotta (B3) and for Marcantonio 

Todeschi a Pietà (B7).28 All of the other commissions are for towns and cities scattered over 

the kingdom’s territory.    

 

In 1578 Aert Mijtens married the Neapolitan girl Giuditta de Negro.29 They had at least four 

children together: the eldest son Antonio, Dianora, Marco and Francesca. The last three 

                                                 
19 Document 31 July 1585. See appendix 1, summaries by Leone de Castris 1991,. Although Leone de Castris keeps 
referring to this house as ‘one of his houses’, I have not been able to find any other houses owned by Mijtens in 
Naples. 
20 Van Mander 1604, fol. 263v 
21 Document 19 March 1581, see Appendix 1, document II 
22 Document of 27 August 1584, see Appendix 1, summaries Leone de Castris 1991. We do not know where 
Infernuso was born.  
23 Document of 7 November 1585,  see Appendix 1, summaries Leone de Castris 1991 
24 Document of 16 April 1586, see Appendix 1, document VIII 
25 Document of 27 October 1586, see Appendix 1, summaries Leone de Castris 
26 Document of 2 March 1580, see Appendix 1, summaries by Leone de Castris 
27 I will elaborate on the subjects and iconography within Mijtens’ oeuvre in Chapter 3 of this thesis. 
28 Document 29 February 1581, see Appendix 1, document I & Document 6 June 1585, see Appendix 1, document VI  
29 Document 21 June 1592, see Appendix 1, document X 
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children were respectively born in 1583, 1587 and 1589.30 Antonio must have been a minor 

of around thirteen years old in 1591 when his father put him and the other children under 

their aunts custody.31 Giuditta had died in 1589.32  

 

Southern Italy (1591-1601) 

In October 1591 Cornelis Smet died. Aert Mijtens promised to take care of his affairs in 

Brabant and Flanders, since both of Smet’s sons were minors. Although there are no 

documents on this, we can conclude from Van Mander’s biography that in the subsequent 

months Mijtens made a trip to the Netherlands, arranging Smet’s affairs and visiting his 

friends and relatives in Brussels and The Hague.33 We are unable to reconstruct Mijtens’ 

sojourn in the Netherlands. On 7 January 1592 he is reported back in Naples to be appointed 

Consul and Master of the Corporazione dei pittori. At the same time as Mijtens, Michele 

Curia, Curzio de Giorgio, Sebastiano Sellitto, Francesco Spasiano, Girolamo Imparato and 

Matteo di Guido were appointed for the board of the painter’s corporation.34 After his return, 

Mijtens had apparently secured his position amidst the major artists in the kingdom’s 

capital. In 1593 he was again elected Consul, this time together with Giovan Bernardo Lama, 

Gian Marino Cacace, Fabrizio Santafede, Dirck Hendricksz Centen, Girolamo Imparato and 

Giacomo de Pereda.35  

 

On 21 June 1592 Aert Mijtens married the widow of his colleague Cornelis Smet, Margherita 

de Medina. Dirck Hendricksz, who would become his brother-in-law through this marriage, 

and Pieter Mennens, another Netherlandish painter, were his witnesses. In September he 

bought a new (or second) house and in February he bought Smet’s old house from his new 

wife and her son Cesare. His second marriage was not a happy one. Van Mander tells us that 

the couple lived in separate houses, Mijtens together with the children from his first 

marriage and his assistants. As the reason for their separation Van Mander names the 

“onbescheydenheyt zijner tweedder Huysvrouwe en haer kinderen”,36 which suggests that 

Margherita and her sons Cesare and Adriano were spending too much money.37 

 

Although we can assume that Aert Mijtens was a sought-after painter by the time he became 

Consul of the Corporation of painters, very few documented commissions are known from 

the time after his return to Naples in 1592. Fortunately, Van Mander is well informed on 

Mijtens’ activity during this period. He lists a number of paintings: an Assumption of the 

                                                 
30 Hoogewerff 1942, p. 9, from the Liber animorum of the Santa Maria del Popolo in 1601, see appendix 1, 
document XIII  
31 Document of 3 April 1591, see Appendix 1, summaries Leone de Castris 
32 Document of 21 June 1592, see Appendix 1, document X.  Giuditta was buried at the cimitery of the church of 
Gesù e Maria in Naples, outside the porta di Costantinopoli. 
33 Van Mander 1604, fol. 263v 
34 Document 7 January 1592, see Appendix 1, document IX 
35 Document of 13 October 1593, see Appendix 1, summaries Leone de Castris 1991 
36 Van Mander 1604, fol. 264r 
37 Miedema 1994-9, vol. 5, p. 28 (and n. 62, 63) 
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Virgin for a church outside Naples (A7), four Evangelists for a Neapolitan church (B13), a 

Saint Catherine and a ‘S. Maria del Secors’ for the Church of San Luigi di Palazzo in Naples 

(B16 & B17), a Circumcision and a painting of the Three Magi that were sent to Abruzzo (A4 

& A5), a Mocking of Christ (A9) which ended up in Bernard van Somer’s possession and a 

large Calvary (A8) for a church in L’Aquila.38 Based on Van Mander’s list we can after all 

confirm that Mijtens received many commissions during this period. Six of the paintings 

commissioned were for Neapolitan patrons. The first two paintings Mijtens created for 

Abruzzo were executed in Naples and sent there after they were finished. We don’t know 

whether this was also the case for the other commissions from outside of Naples. 

 

After 16 January 159739 and prior to 29 November 1599 Aert Mijtens and his four children 

left Naples for good. They travelled to l’Aquila, where the Dominican monks of the Church of 

San Bernardino contracted Mijtens to paint the large Calvary which is still displayed in the 

church.  

 

When his work on the Calvary was finished at the beginning of October 160040, Mijtens and 

his children travelled on to Rome. We can assume that he had quite a reputation by this time, 

since he was ordered to paint an altarpiece for the Cathedral of Saint Peter. Next to some 

unknown activity mentioned by Van Mander, he finished the Mocking of Christ he had started 

in Naples.41 He settled in the house of his old friend Anthonis van Santvoort on the Via della 

Ripetta.42 Mijtens’ oldest daughter Dianora married the 27-year-old painter Bernard van 

Somer (or Van Someren, ca. 1572 – ca. 163343) from Antwerp.44 The newlywed couple lived 

together with her family and some other people in Anthonis’ house. Aert Mijtens died soon 

after the wedding, leaving the altarpiece for the Saint Peter unfinished. He was buried on 28 

September 1601 in the Roman church of San Lorenzo in Lucina.45    

                                                 
38 Van Mander 1604, fol. 263v-264r    
39 On this date he settled a dept with his second wife Margherita de Medina, see Appendix 1, summaries by Leone 
de Castris.  
40 Document of 29 November 1599, see Appendix 1, document XII (final payment to Mijtens on 2 October 1600) 
41 Van Mander 1604, fol. 264r: “Going thence to Rome, he completed the aforementioned piece of the Coronation 
along with some others. And as he obtained a commission, he made a large, grand piece in the new building of St 
Peter’s in which he wanted to show what a Netherlander could do in our art.” 
42 Hoogewerff 1942, p. 191, Anthonis van Santvoort died on 11 October 1600.  
43 Miedema 1994-9, vol. 5, p. 30 on 264r29 and n.77 
44 Although the RKD-database  (recordnumber 56075) names Van Somer as Mijtens’ only student ( even though we 
know of several students in Naples), we have no proof of this. On the other hand, the close relationship between the 
two painters suggests such a connection. 
45 Burial register of the church of San Lorenzo in Lucina (vol. I, 1588-1610, c. 127): “Settembre 1601, Arnaldi 
Maitens morse nella strada del Corso sepolto in S. Lorenzo a di 28.” (see Appendix 1, document XIV) 
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Chapter Two: Neapolitan society and culture (1575-1601) 
 
 
In the previous chapter we have seen that Aert Mijtens worked successfully in Naples and the 

Viceroyalty for a quarter of a century. The South-Italian world that he made his own was 

different from that of his native country and from Tuscany or Rome. The purpose of this 

chapter is to reconstruct the world that Mijtens lived in, in order to understand whether or 

how it influenced his choices and success.  

 

To give a complete image of the Spanish Viceroyalty during the last quarter of the sixteenth 

century is an impossible task. Therefore, I will concentrate on elements that could have been 

of influence on Mijtens’ life and work and on that of the Netherlandish artists in general.1 Of 

course the choice of these elements is unavoidably highly selective and relying on available 

research and data. Surveys on the history of Naples often focus on the period right before 

and a few decades after Mijtens’ sojourn in the city. This is due to the significant events and 

changes that took place during the reign of Viceroy Don Pedro de Toledo (1532-1553) and 

right before the revolt of Masaniello in 1647. Moreover, the focus was often on the capital of 

the Viceroyalty, treating the province as though it was only a shadow and loyal follower of 

the capital. Due to time limits, too, I could only adhere to this simplified image and focus 

mainly on Naples. This limitation is partially justified by the fact that Naples was the main 

centre of Aert Mijtens’ activities in Southern Italy from which he served more peripherical 

places. However, even though politics and economy were indeed very centralised, it is 

important to keep in mind that the image provided in this chapter is not always 

representative for the entire Viceroyalty. 

 

2.1 Government and economy 

The vast territory of the Spanish Viceroyalty included the provinces of Abruzzo, Molise, 

Puglia, Basilicata, Calabria and Campania.(fig. 3) In 1595 there were 540,090 households.2 

Naples was the capital of this territory, with around 280,000 inhabitants in 1606, which 

made it the largest city in Europe. In the last few decades of the sixteenth century a wave of 

urbanisation took place, increasing the number of inhabitants even further.3 In comparison 

to the provinces, life in Naples was relatively good. It offered the people a workplace in the 

harbour, the markets and the city palaces. On top of that the inhabitants did not have to pay 

taxes and the prices of food were low and the availability good, with the exception of years 

with a bad harvest.4  

 
                                                 
1 Even though this is an less complicated task, it will still be a subjective selection of elements. 
2 Storia di Napoli 1975-1981, vol. III, p. 670 
3 In 1547 the number of inhabitants was around 210,000. (Storia di Napoli 1975-1981, vol. III, p. 666) 
4 Storia di Napoli 1975-1981, vol. III, p. 671 The following paragraphs will show just how relatively good life was. 
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The increased number of inhabitants called for a restructuring of the city. Viceroy Don Pedro 

de Toledo initiated the building of new fortifications, a good sewer system and living 

quarters for the soldiers (I quartieri spagnoli). Moreover, during his reign, the grid of the city 

was restructured by planning a number of large streets to stimulate the flow of traffic. The 

restructuring gave Naples the aura of a modern city. Giovanni Tarcagnota praised the 

embellishments by means of a fictitious conversation between three members of the nobility, 

Girolamo and Francesco Pignatelli and Giovanni d’Avalos: “But these are maybe too many 

words on this, since today there is no one who does not know of the great mutation that is 

the entire body and façade of the city, when the same viceroy, to embellish and ennoble her 

drastically, has re-arranged, deepened and broadened the streets on many places and has 

demolished many porticoes, lodges and stairs and often even houses. The way it looked 

before, it will never look again, when one returns to look at it, it is almost unrecognisable, 

but he will without a doubt judge that it is more beautiful and better arranged than before.”5 

 

The occupation of Naples and the provinces by the Spanish Habsburg dynasty began in 

1503, when the previous rulers from Spain, the Aragon, were defeated. The state of 

occupation was not new for the inhabitants of the area. The city was founded in Antiquity by 

the Greeks, who named the city Parthenopolis. After the Greek invaders came the Romans, 

the Normans, the French Anjou dynasty and the Spanish Aragon. The most important 

families in the city and the provinces originated from all these different nationalities, which 

accounts for the different influences that can be found within Neapolitan culture.  

 

Under the rule of the Habsburg dynasty, the power was more centralised than ever before. In 

1575, the Venetian ambassador Lippomano praised the way the provinces obeyed to the 

government based in Naples.6 The feudal lords from the provinces had to live in the capital 

itself, were they were kept under close surveillance.7 The most important person within the 

Viceroyalty was the Viceroy, who answered directly to the Spanish king. Next to the Viceroy 

and his court there was the Archbishopric of Naples. The battle for power between the 

archbishop and the Viceroy led to problems more than once, not in the least because of the 

two different juridical systems. Apart from this, the capital itself was governed by the 

Annona, the city council. The city was divided in six parts, called sedili or piazze. Five of 

them were in the hands of the nobility (Capuana, Montagna, Nido, Porto and Portanova), the 

                                                 
5 Strazzulo 1989, ‘Un descrittore della Napoli del ‘500 : Giovanni Tarcagnota’, in : Atti dell’Accademia Pontaniana 
vol. XXXVIII, pp. 131-140 (Girolamo Pignatelli) : « Ma che pero io tant parole in questo, poi che hoggi non è chi non 
sappia la gran mutatione che é tutto il corpo et la facciata della città, quando il medesimo viceré per abbellirla et 
nobilitarla maggiormente fé ridirizzare, abbassare et allargare in molti luoghi le strade et gettare tanti portichi, 
palchi et scale, et talvolta le case istesse per terra. Che veduta prima la havesse, non la havrebbe, ritornando poi a 
vederla, quasi riconosciuta, ma la havrebbe ben senza alcun dubbio giudicata è più bella è più ordinata che 
prima. » (my own translation to English) 
6 Storia di Napoli 1975-1981, vol. III, p. 111 
7 Labrot 1992, p. 5 
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sixth piazza was of the merchants and craftsmen who were allowed to choose the ‘Eletto del 

popolo’.8  

 

The Viceroys were chosen for their loyalty to the Spanish king and they were often men who 

had proven their capability elsewhere in the Habsburg territory. For example Cardinal 

Antoine Perrenot de Granvelle (1517-1586), former high counsellor of Emperor Charles V and 

his daughter Margareta van Parma, who was the Viceroy between 1571 and 1575, had 

proven himself in both Brussels and during the negotiations around the coalition of the Holy 

League among the powers in Europe (i.e. Venice, Spain, the Pope and the Holy Roman 

Empire)  that preceded the battle of Lepanto in 1571. He was highly esteemed by Charles V 

and Philip II of Spain and by pope Gregory XIII.9 A conflict with both the ecclesiastical and 

military power in Naples brought an end to Granvelle’s reign. Within the context of this study 

we should consider the possibility that Cardinal Granvelle, who was a great maecenas to the 

arts10, had in Brussels been acquainted to some of the Netherlandish artists who came to 

Naples during the first years of the 1570s.  

 

The political atmosphere in the Viceroyalty started to grow worse towards the end of the 

sixteenth century. A small revolt took place in May 1585 under the reign of Viceroy Don 

Pedro Tellez Girón, duke of Ossuna, over the ever increasing prices of grain and bread. The 

situation had escalated when the Viceroy, with permission of the Annona, exported grain to 

Spain even though the harvest was hardly large enough for the Viceroyalty itself.11 The 

enormous number of common people living in the city became ever more insubordinate 

towards the Spanish government. The tension grew because of famine, disease, bandits 

terrorising the countryside, the influence of the Council of Trent and the religious conflicts in 

the rest of Europe.12 The majority of the people had barely enough money to survive. In 1595 

at least 12500 people lived through the support of charity, more than one-thousand of them 

were monks. A large number of charity organisations were founded in these years, 13 among 

others seven Conservatori di Donzelle, twelve hospitals and numerous lay confraternities.14 

 

                                                 
8 Storia di Napoli 1975-1981, vol. III, p. 249 
9 Gregory XIII offered Granvelle an important job in Rome which he refused in order to stay in Naples. (Coniglio 
1967, p. 118) 
10 See: Les Granvelle et l’Italie au XVIe siècle : le mécénat d’une famille, symp. Besançon 1992, Besançon 1996 
Antoine Perrenot collected illuminated manuscripts, a number of which he bought in Naples (p. 25), he 
commissioned several important Netherlandish artists such as Anthony Mor and Lamber Lombard (p. 160) He 
seemed to have esteemed the Netherlandish art higher than the Italian (in a letter of 1576, cited on p. 164): “Nous 
n’avons pas de peintres ici comme aux Pays d’Embas [Flanders] car Titien, à Venise, est de santé bien fragile, 
Michel- Ange n’est plus et, après eux, je ne vois pas que nous puissions trouver mieux ici qu’au Pays d’Embas » 
11 Vilari 1976, pp. 48-49  Villari elaborately described the anti-Spanish sentiments that arose as a result of this 
revolt.  
12 idem 1976, p. 33 
13 This was noted as an important accomplishment by the Venetian ambassador Lippomano in 1575. (Storia di 
Napoli, 1975-1981 vol. III, p. 111) 
14 Divenuto 1990, pp. 91-93, fol. 355v-357r from Giovan Francesco Araldo’s Cronaca della Compagnia di Gesù of 
1595. The Conservatori di Donzelle were organisations that granted poor girls a wedding present, in 1595 alone, no 
less than 3500 girls were helped.  
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In contrast to the poverty and political turbulence described above, Naples was so much 

more important from an economic perspective. The production of linen, the construction of 

ships, the fishing and manufacturing of coral and the building of new churches, houses and 

palaces for the nobility were just a few of the fields in which the Neapolitans found work. 

Naples was also known for the production of luxury goods such as silverware, gold and 

books.15 Most of the goods produced were exported to Spain, the Netherlands and England. 

From the beginning of the sixteenth century a steady trading route existed over land 

between the Low Countries and Naples. In 1585, the Antwerp merchant Martin della Faille 

established a trading route over sea between his hometown and the capital of the 

Viceroyalty. A steady commerce between the two cities continued to exist in the seventeenth 

century. 16 

 

2.2 Religion 

The Church in Naples was divided into two groups. On the one hand there was the 

Archbishopric, governed by the archbishop who was assisted by the bishops in the 

provinces. On the other hand there was an ever increasing number of religious orders based 

in Naples and the Viceroyalty. In principle, the monasteries only had to answer to the heads 

of their order, who in turn answered to the Pope.  

 

For more than a century, the archbishops came from the same noble Neapolitan family, the 

Carafa. The 60th Neapolitan archbishop, Oliviero Carafa (1458-1484) was the first in the list. 

The reign of the Carafa dynasty continued, apart from a pause of five years during the term 

of office of Ranuccio Farnese (1544-1549), until Mario Carafa (1565-1576) died and was 

succeeded by Paolo Burali d’Arezzo (1576-1578).17 The nepotism had come to an end by 

then. Burali d’Arezzo was succeeded by members from other influential Neapolitan families, 

such as the di Capua, Gesualdo and Acquaviva. Mijtens arrived just after this change in 

power. It is hard to tell to what degree everyday life and Mijtens’ life in particular was 

influenced by all this. For as far as we know, Mijtens did not receive direct commissions from 

any of the archbishops.  

 

Mario Carafa had started to reform, that is straighten out, the clergy. This was a necessity, 

since it had begun to show signs of decay for a few decades. The vices of the clergy and the 

Archdiocesan ‘court’ were loose, especially in the capital of the Viceroyalty. The Teatine 

cardinal Paolo Burali d’Arezzo, known for his austerity, maintained a strong directive, as did 

                                                 
15 Storia di Napoli 1975-1981, vol. III, pp. 674-677 and Letts 1919, p. 485 (travel diary of 1577 by the French 
humanist Nicolas Audebert) 
16 Storia di Napoli 1975-1981, vol. III, pp. 679-681 Two famous Antwerp merchants, who dominated trade between 
Antwerp and Naples were Gaspar Roomer and Ferdinand Vandeneynden. (see: R. Ruotolo, Mercanti-collezionisti 
Fiamminghi a Napoli: Gaspare Roomer e I Vandeneynden, Naples 1982) 
17 Strazullo 2003, pp. 81-82 
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most of his successors.18  Burali had lived in Naples for several decaded and was familiar 

with its government. In 1564 he had successfully negotiated with Philip II on behalf of the 

Neapolitan city council to assure that the horrific Spanish version of the Catholic Inquisition 

would never be introduced in the Viceroyalty.19 He was among the confidants of Pius V, 

Gregory XIII, Carlo Borromeo and Gabriele Paleotti. If it had not been for his well-known 

severity, he would have been elected pope after Pius V’s death instead of Ugo 

Buoncompagni. During his short period as  archbishop of Naples. Burali reformed the clergy, 

the nunneries and kept a close censure on the press. 

 

The Roman version of the Inquisition had been introduced in Naples in 1542. The inquisition 

fought against immoral behaviour within its own ranks, but limiting heresy within the 

territory of the archbishopric was its main goal. Visitors coming from protestant countries 

were kept under close surveillance and more than once they were accused and banned or 

imprisoned.20 The treat of the Turks was fought by forcing Muslims within the city to convert 

to Catholicism. Jews were also persecuted. Another problem was the omnipresence of 

superstition in Neapolitan culture.21 Throughout the end of the sixteenth century women and 

men were convicted of witchcraft and Satanism. In 1608, the artist Jacob Isaacsz van 

Swanenburgh from the Dutch city of Leiden was persecuted by the Inquisition for showing 

paintings with scenes of witchcraft and selling them in his art shop.22 The religious severity 

under Burali and his successors made life in the Viceroyalty tough, but not as tough as the 

situation of religious strife and upheaval in the Netherlands that the Fiamminghi had left 

behind. 23 

 

There is no reason to suppose that the decrees of the Council of Trent were received in a 

different manner in Naples than in the rest of the Catholic world. On the other hand, every 

different Italian city had a different interpretation on certain topics. In Naples, the decrees 

were certainly discussed by intellectuals but the direct influence on everyday life is difficult 

to establish.24 Change came very gradually. However, the Jesuits treated Southern Italy as an 

area where thorough missionary work was necessary. In 1575, a Jesuit monk observing 

Naples wrote in a letter to the General Superior of the order: "Just as some of ours QesuitsJ 

go to the Indies, here, it seems to me, they could accomplish as much in the service of God 

                                                 
18 Pontieri 1971, p. 7 
19 idem, p. 11 
20 idem, p. 35 
21 idem 1971, pp. 41-43 and a more comprehensive study on the superstition on Naples can be found in: J-M. 
Sallmann, Chercheurs des trèsors et jeteuses de sorts: la quête du surnaturel à Naples au XVIème siècle, Paris 1988 
22 Amabile 1890, pp. 17-19 
23 Of course the religious situation in the Low Countries at the beginning of the Eighty-Year-War is difficult to 
compare to the influence the regulations of the Roman inquisition had on everyday life in Naples, and this is without 
the scope of this study. 
24 De Maio 1983, p. 49  More on the influence of the Council of Trent on art in the next paragraph of this chapter. 
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(…). because there is a great necessity to extirpate many errors, superstitions and abuses of 

which there are many in  abundance."  25 

 

The battle of Lepanto, fought on 7 October 1571 near present-day Naupaktos, was an 

important event for both political and religious reasons. For decades the sea and coastal 

towns had been terrorised by Turkish attacks. After complicated negotiations, a Holy League 

was formed between Venice, Spain and pope Pius V. Their joined fleet defeated the Turks on 

7 October, the liturgical day of the Madonna del Rosario and also of St Giustina as holy 

patron. The victory was used as Catholic propaganda by all the allies. Naples, which was of 

course part of the Spanish kingdom, took part in the battle as well. Admiral Marcantonio 

Colonna and Juan d’Austria parted from the Neapolitan harbour with their fleet.  

 

Apart from the twenty-eight regular churches and parochial churches in Naples that fell 

directly under the power of the archbishop, around one hundred monasteries with churches 

and chapels existed.26 During the last quarter of the sixteenth century, these monasteries 

were inhabited by over 3500 monks and nuns. The order that was by far the best 

represented within the capital was that of the Franciscans. All the different branches of the 

Franciscan monks and nuns put together, there were 1757 of them living in Naples. The 

number of Franciscan nuns was higher than that of the monks, namely 1031. The largest 

convent in the city was the monastery of Santa Chiara, where 380 Franciscan nuns resided. 

The second-best represented order was that of the Benedictine order (644 in total), followed 

by the Dominicans with 355 monks (no nuns). Smaller and newly founded orders also had 

their annexes within Naples or in its vicinity, for example the Certosians, Minims, Carmelites, 

Jesuits27 and Teatines.28 The impact of the presence of monks and nuns in the city was 

unmistakably felt by all the citizens. In 1592 for example, the apostolic nuntius Jacopo 

Aldobrandini was struck by the behaviour of the Neapolitan monks and nuns: “I find here a 

most immoral lifestyle of all the monastics, who go out with much scandal and rumour every 

day and night alone and accompanied wherever it pleases them to go, and often, for 

whatever reason, with forbidden weapons, not only to the houses of women of easy virtue, 

but to public comedies, in a way that, to the Viceroy and the ministries it has become an 

unwritten rule that whenever there are excesses within the Viceroyalty, either a priest or a 

monk is involved.”29  

                                                 
25 Selwyn 2004, p. 95. Unfortunately, I was only able to consult the comprehensive review of this study by Helen 
Hills in Church History vol. 75 (2006), pp. 907-910. Hill summarises Selwyn’s study as follows: “She argues that 
partly because of its persistent portrayal as a city of spiritual and social disorder, Naples became the object of the 
Jesuits' intense interest between their arrival in 1552 and their expulsion in 1767. (…) Selwyn is as interested in 
what effect "Naples" had on the Jesuits as what effect they had on Naples.“ (p. 907) 
26 Divenuto 1990, p. 91, fol. 355r of Araldo’s Cronica. 
27 See Selwyn 2004 for a comprehensive and excellent study on the activity of the Jesuits in Naples during the 
sixteenth and seventeenth century.  
28 Pontieri 1971, pp. 56-60 Pontieri has made a list of all the Neapolitan monasteries, including the number of 
inhabitants and itheir income. All the previous figures are based on this list. 
29 Letter from Aldobrandini to Statilio Paolini on 5 June 1592 (Archivio di Stato di Firenze, Carte Strozziane, serie I, 
210, reg. Secondo di Napoli.): “Io trovo qua un modo di vivere molto licentioso di quasi tutti i Regolari, che con molto 
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However, a positive result of the increasing number of monastics within Naples, was the 

impulse to build new monasteries to accommodate the monks and nuns. The Cronica della 

Compagnia di Gesù, written in 1595 by the Jesuit monk Giovan Francesco Araldo, gives us a 

detailed image of the building activity.30 After completion the monks and nuns 

commissioned sought-after artists to adorn the new monasteries with  luxurious objects and 

decoration. 

 

In chapter three of this thesis, we will see that Aert Mijtens worked primarily for the 

Dominicans. This calls for a closer analysis of this order within the Viceroyalty.31 Even though 

the Dominicans were not as omnipresent in Naples as were the Franciscans, in the last 

quarter of the sixteenth century a lot of activity from their side can be detected.32 The fact 

that pope Pius V (1504 - 1572) belonged to the Dominican order certainly had influence on 

its increased popularity of the order. Three different branches of the order were based in the 

city: the Observants from Lombardia, the conventual and the reformed Dominicans. The 

conventual Dominicans owned eight monasteries, of which the San Domenico was the largest 

and most important.33 The reformed Dominicans were housed in the Santa Maria della Sanità, 

the San Severo Maggiore al Pendino and the Gesù e Maria (outside the Porta di 

Costantinopoli). The Observants were based in the monastery of Santa Caterina a Formello. 

This last branch remained small in Naples, even though several attempts were made to 

increase its influence.34 

 

The monastery of San Domenico, equipped not only with the prison of the Roman 

inquisition, but also with an extensive library, was very progressive and it housed many 

libertarian monks.35 Most famous among them was the philosopher Giordano Bruno (1548 - 

1600), who had lived in the monastery before he fled to Rome in 1576. We can assume that 

Bruno’s revolutionary ideas were partially developed within the walls of the Neapolitan 

monastery. We have no confirmation that Aert Mijtens was in contact with the friars of the 

San Domenico, but his compatriots Cornelis Smet, Dirck Hendricksz Centen and Wenzel 
                                                                                                                                                         
scandalo et querela di questa città vanno giorno e notte soli et accompagnati dove lor piace, e tal’hora, per quanto 
intendo, con armi proibite, nè solo in Casa Donne sospette, ma ale publiche commedie, sì che nel Signor Vice Re et in 
questi ministri regii è venuto concetto che non si faccia eccesso notabilie in questo Regno che non c’intervenga o 
preti o frati. [he continues:] Ho pensato che sia bene darne notitia a Nostro signore, acciò sua Santità possa 
commandare sopra il rimedio che gli par meglio, perchè se bene tengo il Breve contro a quelli che stessino alla 
strada [i briganti], non di meno , quanto alle cose soprascritte, che ho trovato per molti riscontri vere et non ho 
lasciato occasione d’avertirne i loro superiori, nè ho autorità alcuna rispetto a’privilegii di detti Regolar.”’ Cited in: 
Miele 1963, p. 29 
30 Published integrally and annotated by Francesco Divenuto in 1990 (see bibliography) 
31 The only Franciscan commission was the St Michael for the convent of Santa Maria la Nova (C2). It is noteworthy 
that Dirck Hendricksz Centen, Mijtens’ compatriot, received several commissions from monasteries of the 
Benedictine order (e.g. San Gaudioso, San Gregorio Armeno, Santa Maria Donnaromita). 
32 Sallman 1994, p. 138 
33 The other monasteries were (the number of monks is indicated) : San Pietro Martire (60), Santo Spirito (10), San 
Tommaso d’Aquino (8?), Santa Maria del Rosario (15), Monte di Dio (2), the convent of Torre del Greco (3) and the 
convent of Afragola (4). (Pontieri 1971, p. 57) 
34 Miele 1963, pp. 51-52 
35 Miele 1963, p. 73   Miele calls the San Domenico Maggiore: «  un po’come la roccaforte di quanti in Provincia 
avversavaono la riforma » 
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Cobergher painted altarpieces for this important church.36 Mijtens did work for the 

conventual Dominicans of the small monastery of San Tommaso. Originally founded as a 

nunnery, it became the home of the intellectual elite among the Dominican monks in Naples, 

sometimes called University of Philosophy and Theology.37  

 

The remark made by Jacopo Aldobrandini in 1592, cited above, was certainly applicable to 

the conventual Dominicans within the Viceroyalty. The Dominican order had long recognised 

the problems caused by the loosened moral within their ranks, and had started to reform. 

The reformed Dominicans first settled in the capital in 1581, when father Paolini from the 

province of Abruzzo came to Naples. He first settled in the church of Santo Spirito, where he 

became immensely popular, to a degree that he was allowed to establish a new Dominican 

monastery together with other reformed Dominicans from Abruzzo.38 This monastery was 

the San Severo Maggiore al Pendino, for which Mijtens painted a Madonna del Rosario (A2). 

Soon after this first monastery, father Paolini founded the convent Gesù e Maria, just outside 

the Porta di Constantinopoli.39 The size of these two monasteries soon became insufficient 

for the number of reformed Dominicans within the city. Therefore, the small monastery of 

Santa Maria della Sanità, in the vicinity of the city walls, was enlarged to house the new 

headquarters of the reformed Dominicans in the Viceroyalty.40  

 

The increased presence of the Dominicans in Naples stimulated the foundation of lay 

confraternities with Dominican origins. The most important of these were the confraternities 

devoted to the Virgin of the Rosary. Around 1470 Alanus de Rope had founded the first 

Rosary confraternity. In 1478 the confraternity obtained the right to give indulgences to its 

members from Pope Sixtus IV. The nature of the confraternity, with its headquarter in 

Cologne and later in the Roman church of Santa Maria sopra Minerva, was very international. 

Initially all confraternities were based on Francesci’s Quodlibet41. The confraternities were  

accessible for all layers of society, either clerical or profane, and for people of all ages and 

both sexes. The membership of the Holy Roman Emperor Fredrick III, his wife Eleanora and 

their son Maximilian, had granted the confraternity a widespread popularity in the German 

regions. Within a few years new confraternities were established in Italy42, Portugal, Poland 

and Denmark as well. The first Rosary confraternity in Naples was probably founded around 

                                                 
36 Respectively a Madonna del Rosario and a Virgin and child surrounded by Dominican saints (Smet), a Resurrection  
(Hendricksz) and an interesting painting depicting a Rosary procession (Cobergher). 
37 Liguori 2004, p. 15 The monastery was officially devoted to the ‘Sacre Lettere’. “I frati, infatti, vi tennero 
l’università di filosofia e teologia” For more information on the convent of San Tommaso and on Mijtens’ painting in 
particular, see B12. 
38 Miele 1963, p. 65 
39 ibidem  N.B. This is the convent where Mijtens’ first wife was buried in 1589  
40 idem, pp. 73-74  
41 Camara 2003, pp. 31-32   ’Quodlibet de veritate fraternitatis rosarii seu psalterii beatae Mariae virginis’, « It went 
through numerous Latin editions, as well as translations in German, French, Dutch and Italian” 
42 Camara 2003, pp. 46-47   Due to the large German community in Venice, the first confraternity was established 
there in 1480, Rome and Florence followed a year later and soon many cities (especially in the North of Italy) had a 
Rosary confraternity. 
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1493, when the Dominican Observants first came to the city.43 A century later it was a highly 

popular devotion, spread throughout the Viceroyalty. The Rosary confraternity of the church 

of St Dominic was the most important in the capital.44 Apart from the Dominicans, the Jesuits 

in Naples had a hand in this as well.45 The increased popularity of the confraternities in the 

last quarter of the sixteenth century in the whole of Europe was based on the influence of 

the Council of Trent and the Victory at Lepanto in 1571.  In 1569 Pius V had issued the papal 

bull Consueverunt, in which the importance of the participation of lay people in devotional 

practices, as advocated by the Council of Trent, was underlined. The Rosary confraternities 

were the most important examples of lay devotion at the time.46 The widely propagated 

involvement of the Madonna del Rosario with the battle of Lepanto, was even more important 

for the popularity of the Rosary confraternities. 

 

2.3 Culture 

“Polidoro took the road to Naples, where he nearly died of hunger, as the nobles 

cared little for art. (…) Seeing his talents were so little appreciated at Naples, Polidoro 

determined to leave a place where they prefer a horse that jumps well to a clever 

painter.”47 

 

This paragraph can be very short if we trust Giorgio Vasari`s opinion on the cultivation of 

the Neapolitans.48 The Florentine artist worked in Naples around 1544 and even though the 

artworks he produced during this period had a great impact on local artists, patrons were 

not always as pleased with the result of their commissions. If we keep this in mind, Vasari’s 

words sound like those of a disappointed man instead of a mere observer.49 On the opposite 

side of the spectrum we can place Tarcagnota’s eye-witness report, cited above, filled with 

praise of all the new developments that had recently been instigated by Don Pedro de 

Toledo. 

  

There was a lot of intellectual activity in Naples and the rest of the Viceroyalty, especially in a 

number of scientific academies, such as the Accademia Pontaniana. In these academies, the 

Neapolitan elite discussed politics, science and art. Foreigners were just as welcome to 

                                                 
43 Camara 2003, p. 61, n. 62 
44 Rosa 1999, p. 252 
45 Camara 2003, pp. 111-112   The Jesuits were particularly active in the distribution of Rosary prints within 
Southern Italy. In 1561 Pius IV, on the instigation of Neapolitan Dominicans, issued a degree stating that Rosary 
confraternities could only be founded with permission of the Dominican Master General or his delegates.  
46 idem, p. 107  Pius V made a parallel between St Dominic’s struggle in the 13th century and the battle against 
heresy in his own time: ‘illuminated by these meditations and inflamed by these pious prayers, (…) the shadows of 
heresy began to diminish and the light of the Catholic faith to grow.’, said St. Dominic in his prayers in Toulouse.  
47 Vasari 1550, English ed. 1970, vol. 2, p. 353 (from the Life of Polidoro da Caravaggio) 
48 Previtali 1978, p. 7 has noted that Vasari speaks only of the low level of cultivation of the nobility, whereas the 
most important patrons came from the clergy and the upper middle class.  
49 For more information on Vasari’s period in Naples, see: Vasari 1550 (ed. 1568), ‘Life of Giorgio Vasari’, vol. 6, pp. 
384-390 and F. Divenuto, ‘L’avventura napoletana di Giorgio Vasari nel racconto del protagonista’, in: Studi 
Rinascimentali 3 (2005), pp. 87-96 This article focuses on the artworks Vasari produced in Naples. 
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attend the academies as were the inhabitants of the Viceroyalty.50 The Neapolitan elite 

enjoyed literature and theatre.51 Highlights during the last quarter of the sixteenth century 

were the presence in the city of the famous poet Torquato Tasso, who was originally from 

Sorrento, and the play Candelaio written by the philosopher Giordano Bruno. Tasso was 

educated by the Jesuits in Naples and he spent some time in the city at the end of his life. 

Even though Tasso worked in many different cities all over the Italian peninsula, literary 

historians name several typically Neapolitan aspects in his writings.52 In the previous 

paragraph we have seen that Giordano Bruno was educated in the Neapolitan monastery of 

San Domenico. Around April 1576 he finished il Candelaio, the only play he ever wrote.53 The 

story is situated in Naples, but what is more important in the context of this thesis, one of 

the main figures is an artist named Gioan Bernardo. This figure was probably based on the 

important Neapolitan painter Gianbernardo Lama. Apparently Lama based his art on the 

decrees of the Council of Trent, but not his lifestyle.54 A lot more can be said about the 

literature in the Viceroyalty in this period, but I will leave this subject for now since it seems 

that Aert Mijtens was not in any way involved with intellectual life. This was in contrast to his 

compatriot Wenzel Cobergher (1560-1634), who could read Latin and Greek and collected 

antique coins, and could be called a pictor doctus.  

 

An interesting phenomenon is the archaeological activity in and around Naples at the time. It 

was fairly easy to find antique remains in the area, since it had been inhabited by both the 

Greeks and the Romans. Many Neapolitans must have possessed antiquities of some sort. We 

know for example that the Netherlandish painter Wenzel Cobergher collected ancient coins 

and medals. The collections of Antiquities of the Neapolitan nobility were visited and praised 

by many foreign visitors, for example by Hendrick Goltzius (1558-1617) in 1591.55 The 

interest for the antique remains around Naples seems to have taken a flight after the 

‘emergence’ of a new cylinder cone in the Campi Flegrei, the volcanic area in the bay of 

Naples near the town of Pozzuoli, in 1538. Antiquarians suddenly realised the necessity of 

documenting the ruins.56 The interest was certainly motivated by patriotism, Sean Cocco 

stated that: “Neapolitan antiquarians in the sixteenth century boasted that their city 

                                                 
50 Nicola Badaloni provides a comprehensive description of the intellectual circles in the Viceroyalty (Storia di Napoli 
1975-1981, vol. VIII). IN 1567, Girolamo Ruscelli described one of these academies within the Viceroyalty. According 
to Ruscelli, of the twenty-seven members, seven were from the Viceroyalty, seven from other Italian regions, seven 
from the rest of Europe, there was one slave, one Jew and one Greek. The last three members were Viceroy together 
with a relative and a minister. (Storia di Napoli 1975-1981, vol. VIII, p. 323) 
51 Literature was commonly written in ‘standard’ Italian. Literature in the Neapolitan dialect was first printed on a 
large scale from the 1620s. 
52 Storia di Napoli 1975-1981, vol. VII, p. 392 
53 The play was first published in Paris in 1582 (Storia di Napoli 1975-1981, vol. VII, p. 398). 
54 De Maio 1983, p. 13 
55 Van Mander 1604, fol. 283v Goltzius travelled together with Philips van Winghe and Jan Matthijssen. Malcolm Letts 
has published on German and French visitors to the Naples, whose interest in Antiquities was apparent. M. Letts, 
‘Some sixteenth-century travellers in Naples’, in: English Historical Review vol. XXXIII (1918), pp. 176-196 and M. 
Letts, ‘Some French travellers in Naples in the sixteenth century’, in: English Historical Review, vol. XXXIV (1919), 
pp. 476- 490 
56 A comprehensive study on the rise of antiquarianism in Naples was done by Sean Cocco for his PhD dissertation: 
S. Cocco, Vesuvius and Naples: Nature and the City 1500-1700, Univ. of Washington 2004. Unfortunately I was 
unable to consult the dissertation. See also Cocco’s article: Cocco 2007 
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challenged Rome as a site for recovering antiquity.”57 The number of travel guides that 

focussed on the Antiquities in Naples and its surroundings grew during the sixteenth and 

seventeenth century.58 Cartographers such as the Netherlanders Abraham Ortelius (1527-

1598) and Joris Hoefnagel (1542-1600) came to Naples to chart the antique remains.59 

Christian archaeology became increasingly popular as well thanks to the focus towards the 

Christian martyrs that was propagated after the Council of Trent. In 1576 an old fresco 

representing the Virgin Mary was discovered in the old catacombs near the church of Santa 

Maria alla Sanità. Around the same time the remains of San Severo and San Gaudioso were 

found in the catacombs. It is very well possible that the recovery of the old catacombs was 

another reason for the Christian archaeologist Philips van Winghe (1560-1592), a nobleman 

from Brussels,60 to undertake the journey to Naples together with Hendrick Goltzius. 

 

We will now turn to painting, since this was the artistic field with which Aert Mijtens was 

directly involved. The painters in Naples were united in a guild, together with miniaturists, 

and the craftsmen who gilded or worked with paper and the ‘rotari’.61 At a certain point, the 

painters were by far the best represented and therefore the most powerful within the guild. 

The guild became known as the Corporazione dei pittori. The seat of the Corporazione was 

in an oratory dedicated to Saint Luke, the patron of the painters. The oratory was located 

between the church of Sant’Agostino alla Zecca and the chapel of the Holy Cross.62 

Unfortunately, we have almost no information on the guild between 1541 and 1665. 

Therefore we can not say much about regulations of admission or the number of painters 

within the guild63 It is also unclear how strict the rules of the guild were concerning the 

quality of paintings, the art market and the workshop practice. What we do know is that 

several Fiamminghi were members of the board of the Corporazione for one or more years. 

Aert Mijtens was in the board in 1592 and again in 1593 together with Dirck Hendricksz 

Centen, who on his turn was also a boardmember in 1594.64  

 

The influence of the decrees of the Council of Trent on art in Naples, can particularly be 

found in the increased veneration of local saints and martyrs. The excavation of the 

catacombs described above was part of this trend. Neapolitan saints such as St. Aspreno, St 

Aniello, St Gennaro, St Severo and St Gaudioso, became very popular and they were often the 

subject of non-narrative devotional paintings and prints. It is a fact that the number of 

                                                 
57 Cocco 2007, pp. 15-16 
58 idem, p. 21 
59 idem, p. 26   Hoefnagel made an etching entitled ‘Mirabilium sulphureorum motium apud Puteolos Campos 
Flegreos’ in which he depicted himself and Ortelius in conversation in the Campi Flegrei, printed in  Civitates orbis 
terrarum (1572).  
60 More on Philips van Winghe: C. Schuddeboom, Philips van Winghe (1560-1592) en het ontstaan van de christelijke 
archeologie, diss. University of Leiden 1996 
61 Ceci 1898, p. 8 
62 idem, p. 9 
63 idem, p. 11 
64 See the archival documents in Leone de Castris 1991, pp. 331 & 333 
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hagiographic books printed in the post-Tridentine era in Naples was very high.65 Cardinal 

Cesare Baronius (1538-1607), from 1593 the General Superior of the order of the Oratorians 

and involved in matters regarding art and artists, was closely connected to the Oratory of 

Naples and supplied the Oratorians with advise on artistic matters. Another famous 

theological theoretician who influenced art in Naples was Hieronymus Nadal. His Evangelicae 

Historiae Imagines of 1593, was widespread within the Viceroyalty. The two volumes of the 

first edition included no less than 153 images, etched by Netherlandish engravers such as 

the Wiericx brothers, Adriaen and Jan Collaert and Martin de Vos.66 The Neapolitan historian 

Romeo de Maio stated that these etchings had a great influence on the Netherlandish artists 

in Naples.67 

 

Neapolitans were attractive patrons who wanted the very best and modern artists to decorate 

their newly built churches and city palaces. Gérard Labrot’s comprehensive study of 

seventeenth century Neapolitan private inventories tells us a lot about the type of art the 

Neapolitans were interested in.68 Labrot stated that “… there may have been only a few 

paintings scattered here and there in Neapolitan homes at the end of the sixteenth century 

and perhaps  a few dozen fifty years later,…”69 This might be a bit overstated, since the 

number of fifteenth and sixteenth century paintings listed in the inventories suggests that 

Neapolitans had been collecting paintings for many years. Labrot’s most important finding is 

that Neapolitan collections consisted for a relatively large part of paintings with religious 

subjects, especially in the private rooms of the city palaces. Most of these paintings were 

used for devotional purposes. Subjects that had a strong post-Tridentine connotation were 

very often depicted, for example the ‘new saints’ and repenting saints such as Mary 

Magdalene.70 Only during the last quarter of the seventeenth century, profane art began to 

become increasingly popular.71 Most of the paintings were made by painters of Neapolitan or 

regional origin. Among the foreign paintings many works from Rome, Bologna, Venice and 

the Netherlands could be found, reflecting the taste of the Neapolitan collectors.72 The 

Netherlandish paintings were actually the second-best represented group within the 

inventories after the Neapolitans. However, these were primarily seventeenth century 

                                                 
65 Sallman 1994, p. 22 Five to seven percent of the books printed in Naples from the late sixteenth until the end of 
seventeenth century was in fact hagiographic literature. 
66 For more information on Nadal’s Evangelicae…, see for example Meijer 1997, pp. 122-123, 130:n. 40-43 
67 This was stated by Romeo de Maio (1983, p. 72). Unfortunately I have been unable to check this hypothesis by 
comparing the oeuvres of the Fiamminghi with the images in Nadal’s book. 
68 G. Labrot, Collections of paintings in Naples 1600-1780, Documents for the history of collecting (Getty Research), 
München 1992. Even though the corpus is on seventeenth century collections, Labrot’s study can, up to a certain 
point, be used as representative for the sixteenth century as well. Moreover, many of the paintings within the 
collections were in fact from the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. 
69 Labrot 1992, p. 12 
70 idem, pp. 35-36 
71 idem, p. 16 
72 idem, p. 27   Apparently Florentine, Genoese and Sicilian works were far less popular in Naples. Labrot identified 
three different groups of northern artists in the Neapolitan collections. First, the Northern caravaggists. Secondly, 
Rubens and Van Dyck and their followers. And thirdly, northern painters of minor genres. (pp. 28-29) 
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artworks. Dirck Hendricksz Centen is mentioned several times in the inventories.73 Leone de 

Castris has identified some of the paintings that Centen produced for private use.74 As will 

become clear from the catalogue in the following chapter, no private commissions to Mijtens 

have been identified thus far.  

 

Painters in Naples did not only work on commission. Paintings, along with the craftwork in 

which Neapolitan craftsmen were specialised,75 were exported to other countries, most 

commonly to Spain.76 Even though the exact form of the Neapolitan art market has not been 

sufficiently investigated until now, it is certain that paintings were also bought on the free 

art market within Naples itself.77 The Netherlandish artists in Naples were also involved in the 

free art market. As said before, Jacob Swanenburgh had an art shop in his house78 and 

Wenzel Cobergher is documented to have sold several paintings that were not by his own 

hand.79 It is very well possible that Mijtens too acted as an art dealer on occasion.80  

 

As we have seen in the first paragraph of this chapter, Naples had always been an 

internationally orientated harbour city. This becomes apparent not only from the reaction to 

the cultural innovations brought there by subsequent invaders, but also through the 

different influences that can be found in Neapolitan art. Over the years, a number of North-

Italian painters settled for a certain period in Naples. The most important of them were 

Polidoro da Caravaggio (1499-1543) in the 1520s and Marco Pino (1520-1587) from 1557 

until 1571. They had an enormous impact on the development of painting in Naples and the 

Viceroyalty. Marco Pino, allegedly Aert Mijtens’ teacher in the 1570s,81 brought the 

Viceroyalty the crème-de-la-crème of manieristic art from Rome. The expressive form of the 

figures and the rather bright colours used by Pino were followed by local artists such as 

Deodato Guinaccia and Michele Curia. At the same time two Neapolitan painters, Silvestro 

Buono and his pupil Giovan Bernardo Lama, established themselves by working in a 

different, more severe manner as opposed to the relative softness and sweetness of Marco 

Pino’s style. Previtali found typical Netherlandish elements in Lama’s style, and has tried to 

establish parallels with contemporary Spanish artists.82 Lama had a large studio and, due to 

his long life and activity, became a key figure in Neapolitan art.  

 

                                                 
73 idem, pp. 520-521  Forty-two paintings (including two series of seven paintings each) by Centen are mentioned in 
the inventories.  
74 Leone de Castris, ‘Teodoro d’Errico : i quadri privati’, in : Prospettiva 57-60 (1989-90) pp. 121-130   
75 See p. 14 of this thesis (n.15) 
76 Labrot 1992, p.3: “On the docks of Naples ships bound for Spain were loaded with crates containing antiques, 
sculptures, bas reliefs and above all paintings, including those commissioned by the kings of Spain for their 
residences, may of which hang in the Prado today.” 
77 Labrot 1992, p. 12 has mentioned the ‘Rua Catalana’ “where workshops turned out dozens of such quadri 
ordinari,”  
78 Amabile 1890, pp. 17-18 
79 Nappi 2004, p. 168, nos. 159 & 160  
80 See catalogue B15 
81 Van Mander 1604, fol. 195r   (see Chapter 1 of this thesis) 
82 Previtali 1978, pp. 69-71 
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The fact that a number of local artists delivered high quality art during the last two decades 

of the sixteenth century is a sign of the maturity in painting that had been reached by 

Neapolitan painters of that period. Northern and local influences were incorporated in the 

style of for example Francesco Curia, Girolamo Imparato, the brothers Giovanni Antonio and 

Giovann’Angelo d’Amato, Ippolito Borghese, Giovan Bernardo Azzolino and Fabrizio 

Santafede. The presence of foreign artists remained important. The very productive fresco-

painter Belisario Corenzio came originally from Greece and the artists who worked on the 

prestigious project of the decoration of the Certosa San Martino, such as the Cavaliere 

d’Arpino, his brother Bernardino and Giovanni Baglione, all came from Rome.83 As we shall 

see, the Netherlandish artists who were active in Naples also had an important role in the 

development of painting in Naples.  

 

For those Fiamminghi adventurous enough to undertake the dangerous journey along the 

roads south of Rome, Naples was a must-see. A number of Netherlandish artists visited ‘La 

Gentile’. Van Mander mentioned the journeys of a couple of them in the Schilder-boeck. He is 

not always clear about what exactly attracted them in Naples. The nature around Pozzuoli, a 

town in the Campi Flegrei, is mentioned several times, for example in the Life of Hendrick 

Goltzius and Pieter Vlerick (1539-1586). Jacob Isaacsz. van Swanenburgh (1571-1638) was 

one of the Northern artists to depict the beautiful natural phenomena around Pozzuoli.84 

Apart from the storia naturale, the storia civile was an important reason for visiting Naples.85 

The artworks and antiquities accumulated in the capital of the Viceroyalty and the remnants 

in the neighbourhood were also an attraction to travelling artists. Goltzius is reported to 

have admired artworks within private collections and in the palace of the Viceroy. He 

supposedly made a wonderful sketch after a sculpture of a seated Hercules.86 

 

In every survey of Neapolitan art a special role is reserved for the Fiamminghi in Naples. This 

does not only underline the importance of Netherlandish are in Naples, it also implies that 

the individual Northern artists have always been regarded as a clearly identifiable group. 

Arguments for this hypothesis are convincingly based on documented social and legal 

connections such as marriage, acting as a witness for each other and living in the same area. 

Similarities in style, working in each other’s studios and cooperative projects are used to 

define the Netherlandish artists on an artistic level. Carmela Vargas has posed the 

interesting theory that the artists intentionally promoted themselves as a group with special 

                                                 
83 In this context it is interesting to note that the beautiful wood inlay in the old sacristy of the Certosa was probably 
done by Netherlandish craftsmen. 
84 Van Mander 1604, respectively fol. 283v, and 250r   For Swanenburgh, see: R. Judson, J. Isaac Swanenburgh and the 
Flegrean Fields, in : Essays in Northern European Art – Egbert Haverkamp-Begeman on his 60th birthday, 1983, pp. 
119-122 
85 More on the storia naturale vs the storia civile, see Cocco 2007. 
86 Van Mander 1604, fol. 283v (Life of Hendrick Goltzius) 
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qualities as opposed to the local artists. 87 In her opinion, this would explain the difficulties 

in attributing paintings with Northern characteristics to one of the Fiamminghi in particular. 

 

The names that most frequently appear in the context of the ‘Northern colony’ during the 

last quarter of the sixteenth century, are Cornelis Smet, Dirck Hendricksz Centen, Wenzel 

Cobergher, Jan Soens (1547-ca 1613), Pieter Mennens (1556-after 1592), Hector Crucer and 

Pietro Torres. The hierarchy within this group is difficult to establish.88 Since they were the 

first to settle in Naples and because of the amount of documented commissions to their 

studios, Centen and Smet are most often named as the leading figures. Francesco Abate 

thought that Mijtens was the most important artist within the colony.89 In my opinion it was 

Smet in particular who acted as a pater familias for the other Netherlandish artists. 

Cobergher, Soens and Mijtens were active as assistants in Smet’s workshop soon after their 

arrival in Naples. Centen on the other hand was the most productive artist. He employed 

numerous assistants who could adapt to his style to collaborate on large commissions such 

as the ceiling of the church of San Gregorio Armeno. The artists he chose were often of 

Netherlandish origin. However, the individual Netherlandish artists all have their own stylistic 

characteristics, which makes it impossible to mistake them for each other. The  warm 

colours used by Dirck Hendricksz Centen and the angular forms of the faces are, in my view, 

quite different from Cobergher’s, Mijtens’ or Smet’s style. I think the main problem is that 

we know too little about the works by other Netherlandish artists such as Pietro Torres, 

Hector Crucer and Pieter Mennens, who were socially related to the other painters and 

worked in Naples for a long period. Knowledge of the works of these artists would help us to 

define better the individual oeuvres of all the Fiamminghi. 

 

Apart from the ‘members’ of the colony who worked on a certain kind of commissions for a 

specific kind of patrons, a number of other transalpine artists worked in Naples as well. 

These artists are usually not included in surveys, even though it is unlikely that they were 

not in contact with their compatriots. An interesting example is Isaac Jacobsz van 

Swanenburgh. Swanenburgh worked in Naples from 1598 until 1608 as an artist and an art 

dealer. He mainly painted landscapes with scenes of witchcraft and demons that were 

apparently rather popular in superstitious Naples. After his arrival, he began working for the 

art dealer Michele del Re, who shipped his paintings to Sicily. Later he received commissions 

to decorate the houses of the Count of Montemiletto and Don Pietro Cavaniglia. Apparently 

Van Swanenburgh, as a Netherlandish artist, was able to work in Naples in a way entirely 

different from that of the ‘colony’. He influenced local artists such as Filippo Napoletano 

(1589-1626) and after his return to the Netherlands he became Rembrandt’s first teacher.90 

                                                 
87 Vargas 1991, p. 653 
88 idem, p. 651 
89 Abate 2001, p. 229 
90 For more information on the influence of Swanenburgh on Napoletano, see : M. Chiarini, Teodoro Filippo 
Napoletano di Liagno detto Filippo Napoletano ; 1589 - 1626 ; vita e opera, Florence 2007 and M.R. Nappi, ‘Il 
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However, as we have seen in the previous paragraph, the witchcraft themes of his works 

created problems for him with the local inquisition and his fate was not as glorious as that of 

his compatriots.  

 

We should not forget that the painters of the colony were not the first Fiamminghi to work in 

Naples. In the decades before 1570, the city had welcomed artists such as Jan van Calcar  

(1499-1550), Sebastiaan Auser, Pieter Bruegel (1525-1569), Hendrick van de Broeck (1519-

c.1597) and Paul Schephers.91 Van Calcar had even worked as a portraitist for the physician 

of the Viceroy.92 Auser and Schepers are documented as working in the Neapolitan church of 

Santi Severino e Sossio. Another group of artists who were successful in Naples were the 

landscapists and cartographers, among them NIcolaus van Aelst (c. 1526-1612), Jan van 

Stinemolen (1518-1589), Anton Lafrery and Etienne Duperac (c. 1525-1602). They depicted 

the city and its beautiful surroundings Giovanni Tarcagnota even mentions the Netherlandish 

landscape paintings that ‘portray’ beautiful views of Naples in his praise of the city.93 

 

In the seventeenth century Netherlandish presence continued to play an important role in 

Naples. Some of the artists that worked in the city, in particular Abraham (1580-1619) and 

Cornelis Vinck, Louis Finson (1580-1617) were pupils of Caravaggio, and later Matthias 

Stomer (c. 1600-1652) and Hendrick van Somer (1615-1684) were followers of Caravaggio. 

During the seventeenth century, typically Northern genres such as landscapes, vedutes and 

still lifes were introduced in Naples by Netherlandish artists or grew immensely popular 

among Neapolitan collectors. Among the greatest art collectors in Naples were the 

Netherlandish merchants and art dealers Gaspar Roomer and Ferdinand Vandeneynden. 94 In 

other words, the position of Netherlandish art in the Spanish Viceroyalty even further was 

represented and reinforced by a variety of factors in the course of the seventeenth century.

                                                                                                                                                         
'Filippo Napoletano' di Roberto Longhi : Scipione Compagni o Cornelio Brusco?’, in : Prospettiva 47 (1986), pp. 24-
37 
91 They were in Naples in respectively : 1545 (Van Calcar),  1546 (Auser), 1560 (Bruegel), 1567-1568(Van der Broeck) 
and 1565-1572 (Schephers) Leone de Castris 1996, especially Chapter Four: “Le presenze forestiere: gli spagnoli, I 
fiamminghi e gli altri ‘nordici’”, Leone de Castris 1999, p. 70 
92 Leone de Castris 1996, p. 168 
93 Strazzulo 1989, p. 136  « Vedeste mai per vita vostra la più bella prospettiva di questa? Se si vedesse ritratta in 
uno di questi quadri di Fiandra, che non direbbe che questa fosse la più delicata cosa del mondo ? » 
94 For more information on Roomer and Vandeneynden, see : R. Ruotolo, Mercanti-collezionisti Fiamminghi a Napoli: 
Gaspare Roomer e I Vandeneynden, (Ricerche sul ‘600 Napoletano) Naples 1982  
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Chapter Three: Catalogue raisonnée of Aert Mijtens’ oeuvre 

 

All the information gathered in this thesis up to this point, comes together in this last 

chapter in which the catalogue raisonnée of Mijtens’ oeuvre is presented. It is the last piece 

we need to complete the puzzle. As is always the case in Art History, artworks take in a 

central position. They show us the options Mijtens had and the choices he made. With what 

remains of his oeuvre as a basis, we are able to reconstruct an image of Mijtens as an artist. 

In this chapter I will try to answer the following questions: What are the characteristics of 

Mijtens’ style and in what direction did it develop during his twenty-six years in Southern 

Italy? Was there a specific kind of subjects he depicted? Is it possible to discern a network of 

patrons interested in Mijtens’ work?   

 

For the analysis we can make use of a reasonable amount of paintings. No less than thirty-

two artworks are documented. However, only eleven can be identified with certainty, based 

on nine different original compositions. The other twenty-one paintings of which we have the 

contract or other contemporary written sources are no longer known to us. Fortunately, a lot 

can be deduced from the commissions of these paintings alone, such as the description of 

the subject, the type of patronage and sometimes specific details that can be of great value. 

On top of these thirty-two artworks, art historians - primarily Giovanni Previtali and Pierluigi 

Leone de Castris -  have attributed another twenty-three paintings to the painter from 

Brussels. After careful examination of these paintings, I can agree with the addition of seven 

of them to Mijtens’ oeuvre based on stylistic and compositional elements. Because we know 

too little about the assistants that were active in Mijtens’ workshop, it is possible that a 

number of the works I have dismissed from his oeuvre, were in fact partially produced by 

him.1  

 

Style 

Art historians who came across work by Mijtens in the past often had problems 

understanding how it was possible that the Madonna del Rosario currently in the Museo 

Capodimonte (A2) and the Mocking of Christ in Stockholm (A9) were painted by one and the 

same artist.2 It is true that Mijtens went through a huge development in the almost twenty 

years that these paintings are apart, but if one takes a closer look it is not that difficult to 

find the same elements throughout his oeuvre.  

 

                                                 
1 As a starting art historian I will not go into this issue, more so because it is of minor importance to answer my 
main question. 
2 Moretti 1968, pp. 164-167 ; Previtali 1972, pp. 871-873, 900-901 : n.15-24, Previtali 1978, pp. 102-105, 135-
136:n.25-33;  
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Mijtens’ earliest style is characterised by features such as as soft contours, cool and bright 

use of colour, detailed representation of fabric and hair and traditional symmetric 

compositions. The Madonna del Rosario painted for the church of San Severo in Naples 

between 1582 and 1584 (A2) is the best example of these characteristics. The strict 

pyramidal shape of the composition, with the women on the left hand of the Virgin Mary and 

the men on the other hand, is very traditional and simple. The colours are cool, especially 

the incarnate of the women and the sky. A close observation of the faces of the male and 

female saints shows us Mijtens’ craftsmanship (fig.30). He succeeded in convincingly 

depicting the roundness of the faces. They are individualised and idealised at the same time. 

The dress of the Virgin and those of the saints are straight but not heavy. The landscape in 

the background is painted with broad brushstrokes, although some details can be discerned.  

 

The next step in his development is characterised by a more complex and dynamic 

composition. The Circumcision (A4) and Adoration of the Magi (A5) in l’Aquila and the 

Madonna del Rosario (A3) from Benevento, all from the last years of the 1580’s, are good 

examples. The figures have more diverse poses and there is more interaction between them. 

The use of colours is still the same, although bright pigments of yellow and red are used 

more prominently. We still find the same roundness and softness in the faces. 

 

For a long time, the gap between the style of the paintings produced by Mijtens before 1589 

and the Calvary of 1599-1600 (A8) remained unexplained. Nuccia Barbone Pugliese provided 

the answer by convincingly attributing the Assumption of the Virgin (A7) in Castelnuovo della 

Daunia to Mijtens. The upper part of this impressive painting is very similar to the Madonna 

del Rosario in Benevento (A3), whereas the dynamic composition of the lower part has much 

in common with the Calvary in l’Aquila and the Madonna della Neve in Albano (C4). The 

more pronounced and brighter colours of the clothes of the apostles also point in this 

direction. The faces of the men have the softness and individualisation found throughout 

Mijtens’ oeuvre. 

 

Mijtens last two documented works (A8 & A9) make clear that he was very well able to adjust 

his style to the new tendencies in art. He used different ways to make sure that the audience 

had the opportunity to get emotionally involved in the story that was depicted. Dramatic 

poses, a centralised but dynamic composition and intense facial expressions can be named 

in this context. However, we still find the elements of his earlier work in the depiction of the 

fabric and the soft undertones.        

 

Subject 

A first look at the list of the presently known paintings provided in the catalogue, tells us 

that they all have religious subjects. Most of the paintings have either non-narrative 
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devotional themes, or subjects from the New Testament. This does not come as a surprise, 

knowing that the Neapolitan patrons mainly ordered and collected religious artworks. 

However, Carel van Mander stated specifically that Aert Mijtens“made many altarpieces, 

histories and portraits”3.  No portraits are identified and neither are history paintings by 

Mijtens’ hand i.e. if we take it that Van Mander meant profane as well as religious histories. 

Nevertheless, there is evidence that Mijtens did in fact paint portraits. We know that he 

occasionally included portraits within his altarpieces, for example the Madonna di Piedigrotta 

(B3) of 1581 comprising the portraits of the Boccia brothers. Moreover, two portraits by his 

hand are found in the inventory of his daughter Dianora recorded in Amsterdam on 14 

September 1649. The sitter of one of these paintings is identified as Mijtens’ son-in-law and 

Dianora’s late husband Barend van Someren, the other is of an unspecified figure.4 From 

seventeenth century Neapolitan inventories, it becomes clear that Neapolitan collectors 

generally owned great amounts of portraits representing family members, saints, famous 

statesmen and artists.5 In the same inventory an indication can be found that not all of 

Mijtens’ paintings had religious subjects. At the time she died, Dianora owned a painting of 

Cleopatra painted by her father.6  

 

Mijtens depicted several popular scenes from the life of Christ and the life of the Virgin Mary, 

taken from the New Testament or from apocryphal sources. He painted the Annunciation, the 

Adoration of the Magi, the Circumcision, the Mocking of Christ, the Crucifixion, the Calvary, 

the Transfiguration and the Assumption of the Virgin. Equally popular and well represented 

in his oeuvre were non-narrative devotional subjects, most of them focusing on the Virgin. 

Examples are the Immaculate Conception, the Madonna di Piedigrotta, the Madonna del 

Soccorso, the Madonna and Child and the Pietà. These subjects enjoyed an increasing 

popularity in the post-Tridentine era and because of the Dominican Reform.  

 

For as far as we know, the theme most often depicted by Aert Mijtens by far is the Madonna 

del Rosario. He painted this subject at least seven times. For this reason it seems useful to 

elaborate a little on this subject. Although at the end of the sixteenth century the devotion to 

the Madonna del Rosario or Virgin of the Rosary, was also common among other orders such 

as Franciscans and Jesuits, it had Dominican origins firmly connected with the 

Confraternities of the Rosary, as we have seen in Chapter Two. In 1569 the papal bull 

Consueverunt Romani established the Rosary as a weapon against heretics. The popularity of 

this specific iconography increased after the battle of Lepanto on 7 October 1571, the day of 

                                                 
3 Van Mander 1604, fol. 263v  and Appendix 2: “maeckte veel Altaer-tafels, Historien, en Conterfeytselen” 
4 Bredius & Moes 1906, pp. 7- 8; Inventory of the possesions of Mrs Leonora van Someren, widow of Barent van 
Someren, 14 Sept. 1649 Notary A. Lock (Amsterdams Stadsarchief, Notarial archive 5075, inv.no. 2188B): “Een 
Conterfeijtsel gedaen by aert Mytens. (…) Een conterfeytsel van Barent van Someren gedaen by Aert Mytens.” 
5 Labrot 1992, pp. 34-35 
6 Bredius & Moes 1906, p. 8; Inventory of the possesions of Mrs Leonora van Someren, widow of Barent van 
Someren, 14 Sept. 1649 Notary A. Lock (Amsterdams Stadsarchief, Notarial archive 5075, inv.no. 2188B): “Een dito 
van Cleopatra, gedaen by Aert Mijtens, met een vergulde lijst.” 
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the Rosary, especially in the regions ruled by the members of the Holy Liga (Venice, Spain – 

including Naples- and the Papal army). In 1572 pope Pius V officially ascribed the Victory on 

the Turks to the Virgin of the Rosary. The headquarter of the confraternity, based in the 

Santa Maria sopra Minerva in Rome, had issued strict regulations on all elements of the 

devotional practice, including the altarpieces.  

 

Prints with depictions of the Rosary were distributed throughout Europe and also in Naples.7 

The iconography remained very conventional for a long time, due to the encouragement of 

the ecclesiastical authorities and confraternities, who argued for the sanctity of tradition.8 

Apart from the Virgin Mary and Child, the fifteen mysteries9 of the Virgin were part of the 

standard iconography in the post-Tridentine era.10 The way in which the mysteries of the 

Rosary were included in the composition differed. There are examples of a chain of circular 

fields around the Virgin Mary with depictions of the Mysteries. In Southern Italy the mysteries 

were commonly placed in square frames around the main canvas, similar to the 

compositions of paintings of the life of a saint in the middle ages.11 The Madonna del Rosario 

in Santa Lucia (D4) is a good example of what this looked like. An earlier example with a less 

rigid iconography is the enormous painting in the Neapolitan church of Santa Maria di 

Montecalvario attributed to Michele Curia (fig.6). He has included the mysteries in a more 

playful way, common in Northern Italy. Other figures that were commonly part of the 

composition are St Dominic, St Catherine of Siena, and in the post-Tridentine era pope Pius 

V, Juan d’Austria (admiral of the Holy League at the battle of Lepanto and half-brother of 

Philip II) and in the North of Italy the Padovan St Giustina (whose saint’s day was 7 October). 

It is noteworthy that Mijtens did not only often depict the Virgin of the Rosary, but he was 

also commissioned to paint altarpieces that had separate Mysteries of the Virgin as a 

subject.     

 

Patronage 

Mijtens received commissions from both private persons and religious institutions. His work 

was definitely not cheap, the average price of Mijtens’ paintings was around 58 ducats. In 

comparison on the other hand, his compatriot Dirck Hendricksz Centen received a much 

higher wage, namely an average of 92 ducats over the same period and amount of paintings. 

                                                 
7 The Jesuit Vicar General Francesco Borgia sent prints of the Rosary to Germany, Belgium and Napels in 1562-63. 
(in: Camara 2003, reference to: Hieronymi Nadal Societatis Jesu ab anno 1546 ad 1577, 4 vols. 1898-1905, 2: 171-
2 n. 4, 619) 
8 Camara 2003, p. 172 
9 The fifteen mysteries, which were also remembered during the reciting of the prayers of the Rosary, are the 
Annunciation, the Visitation, the Nativity, the Presentation of Jesus at the Temple, the Finding of the Child Jesus in 
the Temple (Joyful Mysteries), the Agony in the Garden, the Scourging at the Pillar, the Crowning with Thorns, the 
Carrying of the Cross, the Crucifixion (Sorrowful Mysteries), the Resurrection, the Ascension, the Descent of the 
Holy Spirit, the Assumption of Mary, the Coronation of the Blessed Virgin Mary (Glorious Mysteries). 
10 A well known very early depiction of the Virgin of the Rosary is Albrecht Dürer’s Rosenkranzfest  of 1506 for the 
Rosary confraternity in Venice, nowadays in the National Museum in Prague. 
11 Gelao 1999, p.136   Gelao argues that the characteristic South-Italian composition was a combination of the 
‘Congrega’-iconography (e.g. Saint Francis  in the middle, surrounded by members of his order) with a pyramidal 
composition and the small depictions of events from the life of a saint. 
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This is of course partially due to the different kind of commissions, but it might also be an 

indication that Centen’s work was more highly appreciated and bought by patrons from a 

higher level of society (which consequently meant Centen would receive more prestigious 

projects). A little more than one-third of Mijtens’ documented paintings, namely ten of them, 

were ordered for a Neapolitan location. The ‘provincial’ component within his oeuvre is 

clearly rather high. Of course, the territory of the Viceroyalty was enormous and Naples was 

certainly not the only city with a demand for quality artworks.12 The fact that he received so 

many commissions from outside the capital is not a sign that his work was second-rate, but 

rather of the opposite, a sign of his fame. Although it is probably that Mijtens visited the 

churches and private houses in the provincial towns for which he received commissions, I 

assume that he painted the majority of his paintings in his Neapolitan studio. This 

assumption is based on the fact that Van Mander tells us that Mijtens sent the Circumcision 

and the Adoration of the Magi to Abruzzo (resp. A4 & A5), after he had painted them in 

Naples.13 

 

At least ten of the commissions that Mijtens accepted through the years were for individual 

patrons. These works were probably hung in the family chapel, since they are of relatively 

large size. Unfortunately, I have not been able to find any biographical information on these 

patrons, which makes it difficult to establish whether there is a connection between them. 

The Boccia brothers and Marcantonio Todeschi certainly lived in the capital of the Viceroyalty 

(B3 & B7). Several clerics gave private commissions to Mijtens as well, among whom were the 

three Dominican nuns Giovanna and Antonia Bilotti and Diana de Roggerio from the convent 

of San Pietro in Benevento (A3 &. B11) They were from distinguished families and 

embellished their family chapels in the convent with luxurious images. The way in which 

Mijtens’ work came under their attention is hard to reconstruct. The commission by the 

bishop of Avellino, Pietro Antonio Vicedomini, to paint a Transfiguration (B10) must have 

been rather prestigious, although the price the bishop paid for this artwork was rather low 

(60 ducats). Then there is a number of private commissions by people from the province of 

the Viceroyalty. The most southern commissions we know of are from the region of Cosenza 

in Calabria (B2 & B6). Another interesting case is  the painting commissioned by Giovan 

Domenico d’Abate from Albano di Lucania in Basilicata (B4), which helped to spread Mijtens’ 

fame in these regions.  

 

At least seventeen paintings were ordered to adorn churches.14 It is noteworthy that in many 

cases, Mijtens’ patrons were the governors of a confraternity based in the church.15 As we 

have seen in the previous chapter, confraternities of different devotions were very popular 

                                                 
12 The important Neapolitan artist Girolamo Imparato received an even higher percentage of commissions from the 
province. (De Mieri 2005, p.141) 
13 Van Mander 1604, fol. 264r. See also A4 and A5 of the catalogue on the subsequent pages. 
14 Namely, A1, A2, A4, A5, A7, A8, B1, B4, B5, B9, B11, B12, B13a, B13b,  B16, B17, B18  
15 Namely, A2, B5, B9, and it is very probable that B6, and B12 were also destined for a confraternity. 
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during the last quarter of the sixteenth century. At least two altarpieces depicting the Virgin 

of the Rosary, but probably many more,  were ordered by confraternities of that particular 

devotion (A2 & B9). Another important characteristic of the commissions by religious 

institutions that Mijtens received, is that the largest part of these churches were of the 

Dominican order. As we have seen the Dominican Reform was very active in Naples during 

Mijtens’ sojourn in the Viceroyalty. Of particular interest is the fact that Mijtens seems to 

have been closely connected to the reformed Dominicans in the city, who initially had their 

‘headquarter’ in the Neapolitan church of San Severo Maggiore al Pendino. Mijtens did not 

only paint a Madonna del Rosario for the confraternity based in that church, but he also 

buried his first wife Giuditta de Negro in the church of Gesù e Maria, which was run by the 

same group of reformed Dominicans.16 The reformed Dominicans originally came from 

Abruzzo in the 1580’s to implement the Reform of the order in Naples. It could very well be 

that the fathers of the San Severo, who apparently were in contact with Mijtens between 

1582 and 1584,17 introduced the painter to their colleagues in  l’Aquila. Even though the San 

Bernardino was not a reformed monastery, but part of the Observant Dominicans, the 

‘Dominican connection’ is just too obvious to be ignored. There is another Dominican church 

in Naples that commissioned a Madonna del Rosario from him in 1593 which the church and 

monastery of San Tommaso d’Aquino, located at the beginning of the Via Tribunali and 

home to the university of the ‘conventual’ Dominicans. It seems to me that Mijtens cleverly 

recognised the power of the Dominican order in the Viceroyalty and profiled himself in such 

a way that he was an attractive choice when an altarpiece for the many new churches and 

confraternities was needed. 

                                                 
16 Pontieri 1971, p.51 
17 Document 11 December 1582, see Appendix 1, summary Leone de Castris and Document 15 January 1584, 
Appendix 1, document V 
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Catalogue 
 

The catalogue raisonnée on the following pages is divided into four groups (respectively A, 

B, C and D). First, the documented and identified artworks by Aert Mijtens’ hand are 

discussed, followed by the lost or unidentified documented works. For a number of the art 

works within category A and B, we do not have the contract or other documentation. These 

works are accepted based on the fact that Van Mander describes them in the Schilder-boeck 

of 1604. After a comparison between the works and the text by Van Mander, I have decided 

to include these works respectively in category A or B.1  

 

The last two categories comprise artworks that have been attributed to Mijtens in the past. 

After a revision of these attributions, the artworks in category C are still accepted as by 

Mijtens and in category D I discuss the rejected works that were formerly attributed to him. 

The order of the artworks is chronological, based on the dated documents or on dating by 

style.  

 

The abbreviated literature can be found in the bibliography to this thesis. Due to the limited 

time I had at my disposal, the listed literature on the art works will not always be complete. 

Although the information found in old city guides is often very useful, it is especially in this 

category that I must be incomplete since the availability of these guides for consultation is 

limited. In categories A and B, a reference to the archival documents (i.e. contracts, 

payments and inventories) based on which the works are identified, can be found in the 

footnotes.  

                                                 
1 The choice to see Van Mander as a reliable source can be disputed, but as has been discussed in Chapter One, Van 
Mander’s information has often proved to be very accurate in the case of Aert Mijtens. 
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A: Documented works 
 
 
A1 
Annunciation 
1582 
Oil on canvas, p. 15 x 10 (= 393 x 262 cm) 
badly damaged and discoloured varnish 
Albano di Lucania (Basilicata), church of Santa Maria Assunta 
Prov.: Albano di Lucania, commission on 11 December 1582 by Marco Ciucciano (50 duc.) 
for unknown location1 
Lit.: A. Grelle Iusco 2001 [ 1981], fig. 238, p. 275; Leone de Castris 1991, pp. 87-88, 102 : 
n.18, fig. on p. 89; Leone de Castris 1999, p.72 
 
This is the earliest still existing documented painting by Mijtens. The commission is dated 
11 December 1582. The Annunciation was one of the fifteen mysteries of the Virgin Mary 
that were part of the iconography of the Madonna del Rosario, so often painted by Mijtens 
and his contemporaries. We now know of only one Annunciation by Mijtens, but because of 
the number of altarpieces of the Madonna del Rosario he produced, he must have been well 
trained in painting this subject. Mijtens’ composition is not very original. The artist was not 
very inventive and the elements that are so characteristic for the rest of Mijtens’ oeuvre, such 
as soft contours and a cool palette, are hardly recognisable. The reason for this seems to be 
that the patron obligated Mijtens in the contract to base his altarpiece on a similar painting 
in the church of Santa Maria delle Grazie a Caponapoli in Naples. Unfortunately we do not 
know to which painting the commission refers.  
 
The composition, including the flying angel is probably also inspired by Marco Pino’s 
Annunciation in the Neapolitan church of San Giovanni dei Fiorentini (fig.7). An example of 
an Annunciation from the same period as that by Mijtens, also derived from Marco Pino’s 
painting, is the painting by Dirck Hendricksz Centen (Teodoro d’Errico) now in Montorio nei 
Frentani (fig. 8). If we compare the two works, the similarities in composition are telling. 
However, the difference in colours and in the softness of the contours in Mijtens’ work is 
apparent. Another difference is that God the Father is missing in Centen’s painting, whereas 
He is depicted by Pino and Mijtens. The background of the compositions are closely related 
to each other. In general we could say that Mijtens’ work is more dynamic.  

 
This Annunciation has to be the same one as the altarpiece with the same subject that was 
ordered in December 1582 by the notary Marco Ciucciano from Albano.2 The location 
coincides and although Mijtens’ stylistic characteristics are not very pronounced, we do 
recognise his style. The painting had to be finished before the end of February 1583.3 In 
1581 a Giovan Marco Ciucciano and Giovan Domenico d’Abate had ordered a less expensive 
and smaller Immaculate Conception for the chapel of the family of d’Abate in the church of 
Santa Maria Maggiore ‘in terra Albani’ (B3). As a year later, the same notary Ciucciano signed 
the commission for the Annunciation by Mijtens here under examination, apparently the first 
painting had been appreciated and well received.  

                                                 
1 Document 11 December 1582, see Appendix 1, summary Leone de Castris and Document 15 January 1584, 
Appendix 1, document V 
2 P. Leone de Castris, ‘Avvio a Francesco Curia disegnatore’, in : Prospettiva 1984, p. 23 n. 23 
3 The date is probably connected with the fact that the celebration of the Annunciation takes place on March 25. 
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A2 
Madonna del Rosario 
1582-1584 
Oil on wood? (298 x 207 cm) 
Naples, Museo di Capodimonte (inv.nr. Q1092) 
 
Prov.: Naples, San Severo Maggiore al Pendino1 (until 1806); Palazzo degli Studi Napoli; Real Museo 
Borbonico; Museo Nazionale, on loan to Museo di San Martino (1883-1926); Gaeta, church of San 
Domenico; Gaeta, Museo di Palazzo Vio; Naples, Museo Capodimonte (inv.no. Q1092) 
 
Lit.: Giustiniani 1822, p. 180 (as by P. Landolfo); D’Aloe 1843, p. 12, n. 48; Quaranta 1848, n. 48; 
D’Ambra-de Lauzières 1855, I, p. 630, n. 51 ; Chiarini 1856-60, III, p. 1837, n. 51 ; Aurigemma-De 
Sanctis 1955, p. 16 ; Salerno 1956, p. 33 (as by F. Curia) ; G. Previtali 1978, p. 137, n. 36 (as 
‘Netherlandish’); G. Previtali 1980, p. 217, fig. 3 (as by Pietro Torres, incorrect prov.: Naples, San 
Domenico2); C. Vargas 1991, p. 633, 656, fig. 5 ; Leone de Castris 1991, pp. 88, 102 n. 32 (as by A. 
Mijtens) ; idem, 1993, p. 222 ; idem 1999, pp. 69-78, fig.1 ; Barbone Pugliese 1991, p. 168; cat. 
Museo Capodimonte 1999, pp. 172-173 
 
The bright and fresh colours give the painting an overall cool atmosphere. The green 
pigments used for the landscape, the bright yellow and grey-blue sky and the grey undertone 
in the whites are characteristic of this atmosphere. Mijtens intentionally chose these cool 
pastel tones. This can be deducted from the fact that, in contrast to the rest of the painting, 
the faces of the male figures, of the angels and of the Child have a very warm facial tint, 
whereas he chose to depict the female faces in cooler bluish tones.  
 
Unfortunately the fifteen Mysteries of the Virgin that are also named in the contract for the 
commission are now lost. The commission that Mijtens received in 1587 (B9) to paint an 
altarpiece resembling this one in the Museo Capodimonte with a depiction of the purgatory 
in the bottom, possibly gives us a further indication as to what the latter work looked like. If 
it had been complete, the altarpiece here discussed must have resembled the altarpiece that 
is today still present in the small village of Santa Lucia near Cava de’Tirenni (D4), painted a 
decade later. The composition is very static and traditional.3 Mijtens’ craftsmanship is 
apparent from the magnificent rendering of the faces (fig. 5). In particular the features of the 
male figures are very individualised. 
 
There are two different documents, dated 1582 and 1584, in which the Governors of the 
Confraternity of the Rosary based in the Neapolitan church of San Severo Maggiore al 
Pendino confirm their commission to Aert Mijtens to paint a Madonna del Rosario for their 
chapel. The San Severo Maggiore was founded around 1580 by a group of Dominicans from 
the province of Abruzzo, who had been sent to Naples to introduce the Dominican Reform in 
the city.4 From 1619 on, there were two confraternities of the Rosary based in the San 
Severo, one of the Neapolitans and the other of the merchants.5 We can assume that one of 
these already existed in 1582, but which one is unclear. The two confraternities seem to 
have taken turns in the use of the Rosary chapel. Unfortunately, the chapel was torn down 
when the Via Duomo was constructed.6 The painting is now part of the collection of the 
Museo Capodimonte in Naples.  
It is noteworthy that the elderly painter Giovan Bernardo Lama together with Wenzel 
Cobergher were assigned by the patrons to appraise the finished painting. The painting was 
based on Lama’s design and he was one of the most influential artists in Naples at the time. 
Wenzel Cobergher on the other hand, had just arrived in the city and worked as an assistant 
in the workshop of Cornelis Smet. 

                                                 
1 Document 22 October 1582, see appendix 1, doc. V. Document 18 January 1584, see Appendix 1, summary Leone 
de Castris 1991 
2 Carmela Vargas (1991, p. 633, fig. 5) made the same mistake in the provenance of this painting. From the 
catalogue of the Capodimonte we can assume that the work came originally from the San Severo in Naples, but was 
transferred to Gaeta in the beginning of the 20th century. 
3 For more on the composition see the Introduction to this chapter and A3. 
4 See chapter 2 
5 Carderi 1971, p. 18 
6 More information on the reconstruction of the church after the construction of the via Duomo and on the San 
Severo Maggiore in general: L. M. Mazzolani, San Severo al Pendino, MA thesis Univ. Napels ‘Federico II’, 1994-5 
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A3 
Madonna del Rosario 
1589 
Oil on canvas, p. 15,5 x 11,75 (= 406,1 x 307,85 cm) 
Benevento, church of San Domenico 
Prov.: Benevento, commission by Antonia and Giovanna Bilotti for the monastery of San 
Pietro1 
Lit.: Leone de Castris 1991 p. 88, fig. on p.86; Leone de Castris 1999, p. 69-78, fig. 4; 
 
The similarities in style and composition fo this Virgin of the Rosary and the previous 
painting (A2) in the Museo Capodimonte are remarkable. Especially if one is reminded that 
the works were painted more than five years apart from each other. As we know, A2 was 
based on a design by Giovan Bernardo Lama. Apparently, Mijtens re-used this design as a 
starting point for the later commission. The compositions are very similar,  angels crowning 
the Virgin Mary who is seated on a crescent moon. The Madonna and Christ on her lap hand 
out rosaries to the saints and other figures underneath. The figures on the right side of the 
painting are women (St Catherine of Siena is present on both works), on the other side the 
men are gathered in adoration, including St Dominic, St Thomas Aquinas, pope Pius V and 
Juan de Austria (half-brother of Philip II of Spain). Apart from these similarities, the 
differences are telling too. The landscapes in the backgrounds of the paintings are different 
from each other. The composition of the Benevento painting, although still rather traditional, 
is more dynamic, for example in the interaction of the Madonna and child in the upper part 
with the figures in the lower part. In the group of the Madonna and child more movement is 
to be found as well. The symmetry of the angels is still there in the later painting, but in a 
more playful manner. 
 
The fifteen Mysteries of the Rosary and the coat of arms of Giovanna Bilotti mentioned in the 
contract for the commission are now lost. In 1993 it was noted that the figures depicted on 
both sides of the Virgin do not correspond entirely with the commission. St Thomas Aquinas 
and the Benedictine nuns are missing.2 Differences between what was stated in a contract 
and the actual execution of an art work are rather frequent. However, based on stylistic 
resemblance we can assume that this is in fact a painting by Mijtens’ hand. The difference in 
iconography will probably remain unresolved. As for the changed location of the art work. 
The women’s monastery of San Pietro was demolished in the twentieth century. Apparently 
part of the inventory was transferred to the church of San Domenico.3 
 

                                                 
1 Document 6 July 1589, see appendix 1, summary Leone de Castris  
2 Ann.., Gli Oratori del SS. Rosario e dell'Ave Maria nel Convento di S. Domenico a Benevento : storia e restauri. - 
Ceppaloni : Edizioni d'arte Parente, ca. 1993, p. 21 
3 More information on the demolishment of the monastery is possibly found in: S. Diglio, Una grande proprietà 
ecclesiastica del Sannio : il Monastero di San Pietro delle Monache di Benevento, Naples 1993. I was unable to 
consult this study. 
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A4 
Circumcision 
Date unknown, ca. 1585 - 1591 
Oil on canvas (285 x 140 cm) 
L’Aquila, Museo Nazionale d’Abruzzo (inv.nr. 378) 
Prov.: L’Aquila, church of San Bernardino di Siena  
Lit.: Van Mander 1604, fol. 264r ; Moretti 1968, p. 165; Previtali 1978, p. 103, fig. 117; pp. 
87-88, fig. on p. 91 ; Miedema 1994-1999, vol.5, p. 28 & p.28:n.64; Leone de Castris 1991, 
pp. 87-88, fig. on p. 91; Leone de Castris 1999, pp. 72 -78 
 
The Presentation of Christ to the High Priest in the Temple, often called the Circumcision, 
was a very common theme in sixteenth century art.1 The scene is based on a passage from 
the Holy Bible:  

And when the time came for their purification according to the Law of Moses, they brought him 
up to Jerusalem to present him to the Lord (as it is written in the Law of the Lord, "Every male 
who first opens the womb shall be called holy to the Lord") and to offer a sacrifice according to 
what is said in the Law of the Lord, "a pair of turtledoves, or two young pigeons." Now there 
was a man in Jerusalem, whose name was Simeon, and this man was righteous and devout, 
waiting for the consolation of Israel, and the Holy Spirit was upon him. And it had been 
revealed to him by the Holy Spirit that he would not see death before he had seen the Lord’s 
Christ. And he came in the Spirit into the temple, and when the parents brought in the child 
Jesus, to do for him according to the custom of the Law, he took him up in his arms and 
blessed God and said,  
"Lord, now you are letting your servant depart in peace, 
according to your word; 
for my eyes have seen your salvation 
that you have prepared in the presence of all peoples, 
a light for revelation to the Gentiles, 
and for glory to your people Israel."  
And his father and his mother marvelled at what was said about him. And Simeon blessed them 
and said to Mary his mother, "Behold, this child is appointed for the fall and rising of many in 
Israel, and for a sign that is opposed (and a sword will pierce through your own soul also), so 
that thoughts from many hearts may be revealed." And there was a prophetess, Anna, the 
daughter of Phanuel, of the tribe of Asher. She was advanced in years, having lived with her 
husband seven years from when she was a virgin, and then as a widow until she was eighty-
four. She did not depart from the temple, worshiping with fasting and prayer night and day. 
And coming up at that very hour she began to give thanks to God and to speak of him to all 
who were waiting for the redemption of Jerusalem. 2 

 
According to Luke, the people present in the temple were the Virgin Mary, Joseph, Christ, the 
high priest Simeon and the prophetess Anna. In Mijtens’ representation of the subject, Anna 
is left out, whereas a girl carrying the turtledoves that will be sacrificed, takes in an 
important place in the composition. Her presence is even more emphasized by the fact that 
she looks towards the beholder of the painting. The other people depicted by Mijtens’ seem 
to be mere spectators to the scene, without a specific role in the story. 
 
The use of colour immediately reminds us of the Madonne del Rosario in Naples and 
Benevento (A2 and A3). The same greyish whites and bright pastels are used. However, the 
yellow of the dress of the girl carrying the pigeons on her head and the mantle of Joseph are 
somewhat warmer components, which re-occur in the Assumption of the Virgin in 
Castelnuovo della Daunia (A7). The soft lines of the faces and the delicate texture of the hair 
are very typical for Mijtens. Some resemblance with the Mocking of Christ (A9), now in the 
Nationalmuseum in Stockholm, can be found in the depiction of the architecture. 
 
Unfortunately the contract of the commission for this painting, as well as that for the next 
painting (A5) is now lost. However, in 1604 Carel van Mander mentioned both paintings in 
his Life of Aert Mijtens: “…and he boldly painted various large pieces, in particular two which 

                                                 
1 The difference between the Presentation and the Circumcision is very small. In the first case, Mary presents her 
Son to the Priest, in the second case, the Priest holds the Child in order to circumcise Him. It seems more 
appropriate to use Circumcision as a title for the painting examined here. 
2 Luke 2: 22-38,(English standard version) 
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were taken to Abruzzo, the one a Three Kings and the other the Circumcision, which were 
executed very grandly and richly.”3 Although there is no absolute certainty, it is very 
probable that these are in fact the same paintings as those currently in the Museo Nazionale 
d’Abruzzo. The similarities in style confirm Mijtens’ authorship. It is interesting that Van 
Mander made notice of the fact that Mijtens produced the works in Naples and afterwards 
they were transported to Abruzzo. As Van Mander tells us, a while after the production of 
these two works, Mijtens moved to l’Aquila himself to work on the immense canvas of the 
Calvary for the same church of San Bernardino (A8). If that is correct, this means that both 
paintings should be dated before 1599. In my opinion, the paintings were executed around 
the same time as the Madonna del Rosario in Benevento (A3). Maybe even a little later, since 
the composition is a bit freer and the use of colour shows more similarities with later 
paintings by Mijtens such as the Calvary and the Assumption of the Virgin in Castelnuovo 
della Daunia (A7).  
 

                                                 
3 Van Mander 1604, fol. 264r and Appendix 2 of this thesis: “schilderende cloeckmoedich verscheyden veel groote 
stucken, besonder twee, die nae Abruzzo ghevoert wierden, een de dry Coninghen, en t'ander de Besnijdenis, seer 
heerlijck en cierlijck gedaen wesende.” 
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A5 
Adoration of the Magi 
date unknown, ca. 1585-1591 
Oil on canvas ( 289 x 152 cm) 
L’Aquila, Museo Nazionale d’Abruzzo (inv.nr. 379) 
Prov.: L’Aquila, church of San Bernardino di Siena 
Lit.:  Van Mander 1604, fol. 264r; M. Moretti 1968, p. 164; Previtali 1978, p. 103, fig. 116; R. 
Cannatà 1993, pp. 79-92, fig.10; Leone de Castris 1991, pp. 87-88, fig. on p. 91; idem 
1999, pp. 69-78, fig.7; Vargas 1991, p. 632; Miedema 1994-1999, vol.5, p. 28 & p.28:n.64 
 
This beautiful altarpiece depicts the Adoration of the Magi, the three kings who came from 
the East to worship the newborn Christ.1 The scene takes place in a shed with a thatched 
roof, through which we can see the star that guided the Magi to Bethlehem. This setting is 
typical for the Northern iconographical tradition of the subject, with the exception of the 
antique capital which is placed in the left-hand corner of the painting. The painting shows 
some resemblance with for example Martin Schongauer’s print. In the landscape in the 
background we can see the journey of the Magi. Apart from the three kings and the Holy 
Family, there is a couple of men standing in the far away left corner of the shed and another 
man kneeling down just behind the black Magus Melchior, maybe his assistant. We can see 
the head of the horse of one of the Magi. Roberto Cannatà thought Mijtens included a self-
portrait among the men standing in the background. Based on Hondius’ etching of Mijtens in 
the Schilder-boek, he identified the man with the helmet behind the young Magus as such.2 
This identification seems to be based on mere speculation and it does not convince me, 
since the face in the painting is far too dark to compare it to the etching. Moreover, Hondius’ 
portrait is very standardised and probably not even based on reality. 
 
Compared to typical Neapolitan depictions of this subject, the differences outnumber the 
similarities. If we take for example the four almost identical Adorations by Cornelis Smet, 
Wenzel Cobergher, Pietro Torres and Ettore Crucer produced for churches in the Spanish 
Viceroyalty, so conveniently reproduced together by Leone de Castris,3 we can see that 
Mijtens’ version from the same period is nothing like them. Mijtens’ version has fewer 
figures and the composition is more compact and has less depth. Instead of ancient ruins, 
Mijtens’ location is a farmer’s shed. However, both versions feature the depiction of the 
Magi’s journey in the background and the appearance and crown of the kneeling Magus in 
the foreground is very similar. 
 
According to Van Mander, both the Circumcision (A4) and the Adoration discussed here were 
sent from Naples to l’Aquila and were painted sometime before the Calvary (A8). The first 
two paintings do indeed seem stylistically and chronologically rather close to each other. The 
question whether the two paintings were ordered together to be part of a larger 
iconographical programme must remain unanswered for now. 

                                                 
1 Matthew 2: 1-2, 9-11 standard English version: “After Jesus was born in Bethlehem in Judea, during the time of 
King Herod, Magi from the east came to Jerusalem and asked, "Where is the one who has been born king of the 
Jews? We saw his star in the east and have come to worship him." (…)”After they had heard the king, they went on 
their way, and the star they had seen in the east went ahead of them until it stopped over the place where the child 
was. When they saw the star, they were overjoyed. On coming to the house, they saw the child with his mother Mary, 
and they bowed down and worshiped him. Then they opened their treasures and presented him with gifts of gold 
and of incense and of myrrh.” 
2 Cannatà 1993, p. 85 
3 Leone de Catris 1991, pp. 34-35 
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A6 
Madonna beneath a baldachin, offering her breast to the child 
Aert Mijtens inventor 
Engraving by Raphael Sadeler (TIB vol. 71-1, .058)  
191 x 127 cm 
1592 
repositories: Brunswick; Brussels; Coburg; Dresden; London; Milan; New York MMA; 
Nuremberg; Orléans; Oxford; Paris BN; Philadelphia; Rotterdam; Turin BN; Vienna H; Vienna 
ST; Wolfegg. 
Literature: Le Blanc, no. 39; Wurzbach, no. 18; Hollstein 1980, vol. 21, no. 63; Fiamminghi a 
Roma 1995, no. 138.  
 
Inscription (lower margin): “Quisquis fortunae correptus turbine. perfers/ Quam tibi iacturam 
fata sinistra ferunt/ Auc animae dedicta gemis. Phlegetontis & ignis/ Anxius aeternos corde 
tremente paves./ Quisquis & urgeris iam iam decedere vita / Alterius : migrans : nescius 
hospitij/ Huc ades : auxilium : pete : continuoque rogabo/ Pro te : quem pavi lacte : tulique 
sinu./ Ille dues rerum mini sudidit astra: deosque/ Flectitur ille meis o homo supplicijs./ 
Renaldi Mijtens inventor   Raphael Sadeler/fecit et excudit 1592” 
 
 
Raphael Sadeler I (Antwerp/Brussels? 1561 – Munich 1632) was an apprentice to his brother 
Johan I in Cologne. The two brothers worked there from 1580 to ca. 1585. Later they worked 
in Frankfurt and Cologne for Bishop Ernest of Bavaria until 1593 and then in Munich between 
1593 and 1597 for William V of Bavaria. Afterwards they travelled to Verona and Venice, 
where Raphael I lived until 1604. He reproduced in print drawings and/or paintings of 
Maarten de Vos, Joos van Winghe, Pieter de Witte (Candido), Hans van Aachen, Mathias 
Grünewald and Jacopo Bassano, amongst others.1 When and where Raphael Sadeler and Aert 
Mijtens were in contact with each other is unclear. Maybe Mijtens made a stop-over in 
Cologne or Frankfurt during his trip to the Netherlands in 1591, but the drawing might as 
well have been brought to Sadeler via for example Joos van Winghe, whose work the 
engraver reproduced frequently. 
 
This is the only Madonna lactans by Mijtens that we know of. We do not know whether 
Sadeler’s print was based on a drawing by Mijtens or on a sketch by an unknown artist after 
one of Mijtens’ paintings. The term ‘inventor’, used by Sadeler, does not answer this 
question.  
 
The triangular composition of the scene is very dynamic. The clothing and representation of 
drapery are rather similar to those of the Madonna with Child and Saints from the church of 
Santa Caterina in l’Aquila, (C1) or the Adoration of the Magi (A5) from the church of San 
Bernardino in l’Aquila, today both in the Museo Nazionale d’Abruzzo. The features of the 
Child are comparable as well. Therefore, Mijtens’ work, on which the print discussed here is 
based, may well date from more or less the same years as A4 and A5. However, the 
baldachin in the background has no precedents in Mijtens’ oeuvre. In my opinion, small 
details such as the dress of the Virgin suggest that the print was more likely made after a 
sketch after Mijtens’ original by an artist other than Mijtens himself. M.R. Nappi compared 
the “secure shaping of the head and the delicate and dynamic limbs of the Child” that of the 
Madonna del Rosario in Benevento (A3) and in Ottati (D6).2 I do not agree on this. To my 
opinion the shape of the Virgin Mary is different, Mijtens normally emphasises the chin 
more. Concerning the posture of the Child I have to agree with Nappi. 
 

                                                 
1 I. de Ramaix, Raphael Sadeler I, The Illustrated Bartsch vol. 71 (2006), part 1, p. VII (Author’s Note) 
2 Fiamminghi a Roma 1995, pp. 256-257 
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A7 
Assumption of the Virgin  
Castelnuovo della Daunia, ‘Chiesa Madre’ (named St Maria la Morgia)  
Lit. Van Mander 1604, fol. 263v, 264r ; N. Barbone Pugliese, la ritrovata ‘Assunzione della 
Vergine’ di Aert Mytens, In : Napoli Nobilissima XXX (1991), pp. 161-171, fig. 1 ; Miedema 
1994-1999, vol.5, p. 28 (n.58); Leone de Castris 1999, p.72 
 
In her comprehensive article of 1991, Nuccia Barbone Pugliese attributed the altarpiece of 
the main altar in the Chiesa Madre of the Puglian town Castelnuovo della Daunia to Aert 
Mijtens. She convincingly argues that Van Mander talked about this specific artwork when he 
wrote: « Then he painted an Ascension of Our Dear Lady with many angels and the apostles, 
larger than life, in which he acquitted himself well and competently – it is in a church outside 
Naples. »1  
 
The altarpiece was probably produced for its current location and still has its original frame. 
Barbone Pugliese suggests that a potential patron for the altarpiece can be found in the lord 
of Castelnuovo at that time, Giovanni Francesco di Sangro. .Even though the commission is 
not documented, Barbone Pugliese comes to this suggestion because of the intensive 
relationship of the family Di Sangro with the church. In 1628 Giovanni Francesco di Sangro 
was buried in the church. 2  
 
In her article, Barbone Pugliese does not propose a date for the altarpiece. As I described in 
the introduction to this catalogue, the Assumption constitutes a bridge between Mijtens’ 
early style and his last two works respectively in l’Aquila and Stockholm. I propose a date 
around the middle of the 1590s, between 1594 and 1598.  
 

                                                 
1 Van Mander 1604, fol. 263v-264r: “Doe heeft hy ghemaeckt een ons Vrouwen Hemelvaert, met veel Enghelen, en 
d'Apostelen, meerder als t'leven, in welck hy hem dapper en wel heeft ghequeten, en staet in een Kerck buyten 
Napels.” 
2 Barbone Pugliese 1991, pp. 161-2 
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A8 
Calvary 
1599-1600 
Oil on canvas (c. 500 x 900 cm) 
L’Aquila, church of San Bernardino di Siena 
Prov.: L’Aquila, church of San Bernardino di Siena1 
Lit.: Van Mander 1604, fol. 264r; Leone de Castris 1991, pp. 87- 88, 102: n.19, fig. on p. 93; 
Cannatà 1993, pp. 83-87; Miedema 1994-1999, vol. 5, p. 29 (n.66) ; B. Meijer 1997, p. 128, 
fig. 10a/10b; Leone de Castris 1999, pp. 69-78 
 
Study: 
Calvary 
c. 1597-1599 
Oil on canvas (150 x 250 cm) 
L’Aquila, Museo Nazionale d’Abruzzo  
Prov.: L’Aquila, church of Santa Maria Paganica 
Lit.: Moretti 1968, p. 161; Cannata 1993, p. 83, fig. 7; 
 
Copy: 
Calvary 
Copy after Mijtens? 
c. 1597 – 1599? (after 1594) 
Oil on canvas, size unknown 
(Under restoration in September 2007) 
Calascio (Abruzzo), convent of Santa Maria delle Grazie (Founded in 1594) 
Prov.: idem 
Lit.: unpublished 
 
 
Regarding its size, complexity and craftsmanship this immense canvas can be seen as the 
culmination of Mijtens’ work until this moment. Van Mander agrees on this. He wrote in 
1604 in his Schilder-boeck: “In Aquila, among other works, he made a most superior 
excellent large piece on canvas which covered a whole bay of a church, showing a 
Crucifixion, full of large figures and details, astonishingly inventively designed and painted, 
accomplished nonetheless with great difficulty on a ladder and suchlike difficult 
circumstances – which is something to astonish and amaze all artists.”2 Although Meijer 
stated rightly in 1997 that the rendering of form is “rather massive and heavy”3, the 
centralised composition and monumental proportions indeed make this work very 
impressive. 
 
In the centre of the composition we see the crucified Christ, the good and the bad murderer 
on His sides. At the base of the Cross Mary Magdalene falls on her knees in despair, wearing 
a wonderful dress with a detailed yellow-white design. To his right we see St John, the Virgin 
Mary and the other Holy women. The group draws attention because of the use of clear red 
and green. On the other side of the Cross Mijtens placed a group of Roman soldiers on 
horseback. One of them carries the Roman banner, and the centurion says: “Vere filius Dei 
erat iste”4, thus telling us that the exact moment of Christ’s death is depicted. This 
knowledge might explain why Mijtens used such a dark background, different from the skies 
he painted in other works, since there was an eclipse of the sun at the moment of Christ’s 
death. Of course, the use of light and dark contrasts is also part of Mijtens’ development 
towards a more modern style with more contrast. Mijtens depicted many figures in various 
complicated poses, something he had done before to a smaller extent in the Madonna della 

                                                 
1 Document 29 Novembre 1599 (final payment confirmed on 2 October 1600), see Appendix 1, document  XII  
2 Van Mander 1604, fol. 264r: “Tot Aquila, heeft hy onder ander dinghen ghemaeckt een boven al uytnemende groot 
stuck op doeck, een heel vack van een Kerck beslaende, wesende een Crucifix, vol groote Personnagien en werck, 
wonder versierlijck geordineert en gheschildert: doch met groote ongheleghentheyt op een leere en derghelijcke 
onghemack, dat een dinghen is om alle Constenaers te doen verschricken en verwonderen.” 
3 Meijer 1997, p.128 It should be noted that Meijer called the work and A7a “complex and interesting” as well. 
4 Mark 15: 39 (standard English version) 
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Neve (C4) the Crucifixion (C5) and the Assumption of the Virgin (A7). Professor Meijer and 
professor Van der Sman have suggested that Mijtens must have looked at Jacopo Tintoretto’s 
Crucifixion in the Scuola Grande di San Rocco in Venice (1565)5 (fig. 9), or the etching after 
this work by Sadeler. The similarities between the two paintings can not only be found in 
their size, but moreover in the central composition. It would be no surprise if Mijtens, upon 
receiving the commission to paint the immense canvas, turned towards a famous example of 
a Crucifixion of a similar size. However, it should be said that Mijtens did not repeat any 
motives of Tintoretto and that in fact the scene’s that are depicted differ. In Tintoretto’s 
painting, the crosses of the good and the bad murderer have not yet been raised. And it are 
exactly  details such as the tormented body of the bad murderer in Mijtens’ painting, which 
make a lasting impression. 
 
We have discussed several aspects of the Calvary, that have previously instigated the thesis 
that Aert Mijtens and Rinaldo Fiammingo were two different artists. In 1968 curator Mario 
Moretti was convinced that the Circumcision and the Calvary were by two completely 
different hands.6 At first sight, one would have to agree with Moretti, since the differences 
between the works are clear. The use of colour is totally different, the clairobscur is more 
apparent and the poses of the figures are more dramatic and less elegant than in other 
works. However, one has to keep in mind that this work was painted in 1599-1600 and that 
Mijtens was influenced by different artworks than those which influenced him in the 1580s 
and early 1590s. When the faces are studied carefully, the same features can be found. The 
somewhat stiff and heavy rendering of the fabric is similar to for example the Madonna della 
Neve in Albano (C4), as are the poses of the male figures and the features of the pope and 
the centurion in the Calvary. The details that are so typical in Mijtens’ earlier work can also 
found in the faces and hair.  
 
The painting was commissioned by the church of San Bernardino in l’Aquila on 29 December 
1599. In the contract, Mijtens committed himself to working solely on this painting for 
eleven months. The final payment was done on 2 October 1600, which means that Mijtens 
did in fact finish in time. The church and monastery of San Bernardino, was a very important 
base in Abruzzo for the conventual Dominicans. In the contract an existing ‘disegno’, 
probably by Mijtens’ hand, is mentioned on which the painting should be based. It is 
possible that the design of which is spoken is the bozzetto now in the Museo Nazionale in 
L’Aquila (see Study). The bozzetto and the painting resemble each other to a high degree, 
although it is clear that Mijtens indeed perfectioned the figures, the details of the landscape 
and the use of colour as was demanded in the contract.7 The contract does not mention the 
subject of the painting. 
  
We can be certain that we are dealing with the same artwork though, since the location 
corresponds and Van Mander mentions the subject, material and dimensions of the work.8 It 
was destined to be hung on “la facciata dentro il coro della predetta ecclesia de Sancto 
Bernardino, cioè, la facciata del altare magiore”9. It seems likely that the ‘façade inside the 
choir’ was the wall behind the main altar, on the inside, facing the presbytery. Nowadays the 
painting is hanging on the right wall of the choir, where it can hardly be admired because of 
its size. Both the central composition and the fact that it fits precisely with the width of the 
presbytery, confirm its original location. The painting of God the Father (A8a) still on the 
vault of the choir, attributed to Mijtens by Meijer in 1997 and by the scholar proposed as 
part of the same commission, would have been positioned exactly above the Calvary, 
completing the iconography. The original position of Mijtens’ huge canvas is indirectly 

                                                 
5 J. Tintoretto, Crucifixion, 1565, Scuola Grande di San Rocco, Venice, Oil on canvas, 518 x 1224 cm 
6 M. Moretti, Museo nazionale d’Abruzzo nel castello cinquecentesco dell’Aquila, L’Aquila 1968, p. 161 (on A7b): “… 
da non scambiare con Aert Mijtens, autore di altri dipinti nella basilica bernardiniana, che presenta caratterestiche 
stilistiche assai diverse dal pittore di questo Calvario.”(not to be confused with Aert Mijtens, artist of different 
paintings in the church of San Bernardino that show different stylistic characteristics from the painter of this 
Calvary.) 
7Appendix 1, document IX : « et quello migliorando de figure et paesi et de colori finy et dicta pictura si faccia di 
mano propria desso Rinaldo » 
8 Van Mander 1604, 264r 
9 Idem, “… the façade inside the choir of the aforementioned church of St Bernardino, that is, the façade of the main 
altar.”  
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confirmed by the fact that an unpublished copy of the painting is hanging on an identical 
location within the presbytery in the convent of Santa Maria delle Grazie in the small village 
Calascio (see Copy). It cannot be a coincidence that one of the procurators of the San 
Bernardino, who was mentioned in the contract, came originally from Calascio.10 The small 
convent probably ordered a copy from Mijtens’ workshop perhaps based on the same 
bozzetto. The fact that the copy is of average quality confirms the assumption that it was 
not painted by Mijtens himself.  
    
A8a 
God the Father 
Canvas (oval) 
1599-1600  
L'Aquila, church of San Bernardino L'Aquila, church of San Bernardino  
Prov.: L'Aquila, church of San Bernardino L'Aquila, church of San Bernardino 
Lit.: B. Meijer 1997, p. 128, fig. 11;  
 

                                                 
10 Idem, “frater Johanne Baptista de Calasio vicarus eiusdem conventu´’ 
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A9 
Mocking of Christ 
1598 – 1602 
Oil on canvas (310 x 228 cm) 
Stockholm, Nationalmuseum (inv.no. 755) 
Prov.: in the artist’s possession at his death in Rome1; transferred to Amsterdam by its 
owner, his son-in-law Bernard van Somer in Amsterdam; coll. Chancellor Axel Oxenstjerna; 
Parochial church of Ǻker (Sweden), donation in 17th century by Oxenstjerna; bought by 
Gustav III of Sweden in 1770; Royal Museum (1795); Nationalmuseum Stockholm 
 
Study: 
Aert Mytens 
ca. 1596-97 
Drawing in pen and brown ink and brown wash over black chalk on pink-tinted paper, 
heightened with white (53,6 x 40,5 cm) 
London, Collection of her Majesty the Queen at Windsor Castle 
Lit: A.E. Popham & J. Wilde, The Italian Drawings of the XV and XVI Centuries in the 
Collection of H.M. The King at Windsor Castle, London 1949, no. 236, fig. 51; O. Benesch, ‘A 
drawing by Arnout Mytens’, in : Burl. Mag. XCIII (1951), pp. 351-2; A. Blunt, Supplements to 
the Catalogues of Italian and French Drawings, London 1971, no. 315; C. White & C. 
Crawley, The Dutch and Flemish drawings of the fifteenth to the early nineteenth centuries in 
the collection of her Majesty the Queen at Windsor Castle, Cambridge 1994, pp. 44-45, no. 
58 
 
Replicas:  
The Fogg Art Museum Harvard (no. 1958.276)2; replica on copper sold at Christies (Oct. 6, 
1950); a study was offered to the Snite Museum of Art/ University of Notre Dame in 1980 
 
Copies:  
Atheneum, Helsinki (oil on copper, 61 x 47 cm); auction Jan Vel Nijmegen 1933 (oil on wood, 
52 x 40,5 cm); coll. Landwehr, Waalwijk 1959 (oil on wood, 115 x 91 cm); National Museum 
Prague (inv.no DO-5400, cat. 1961, no 2) 
 
Lit.:  Van Mander 1604, fol. 264r; cat. Konglig Museum (Royal Museum) 1795; cat. Konglig 
Museum 1816 (as Giuseppe Ribera); Göthe, cat. Nationalmuseum 1887, p. 118; Göthe, cat. 
Nationalmuseum 1893, p. 149 (as Italian master, first part 17th century); O. Sirén, in: Nordisk 
Tidskrift 1906, pp. 553-562 (as Jan Lys); Göthe, cat Nationalmuseum 1910, p. 168; O. 
Granberg, Konst och konstnärer, 1912, p. 40 (as Aert Mytens); O. Granberg, Inventaire 
general des trésors…, 1912, p. 33 no 135; O. Benesch, ‘A drawing by Arnout Mytens’, in : 
Burl. Mag. XCIII (1951), pp. 351-2; B. Nicolson, Caravaggio and the Netherlands, in: Burl. 
Mag. XCIV 1952, p. 247; cat. Nationalmuseum 1958, p. 137; cat. Nationalmuseum 1990, p. 
243; G. Cavalli-Björkman, cat. Nationalmuseum Dutch and Flemish paintings I 1986, p. 100, 
fig. 49 (as Aert Mytens); G. Previtali 1978, p. 104, fig. 120; Leone de Castris 1991, pp. 87-
88, 102:n.19, fig. on p.93; Fiamminghi a Roma 1995, pp. 255-256; Leone de Castris 1999, 
pp. 71-78    
 
This is probably Mijtens’ most discussed work. In 1912 the work was first attributed to 
Mijtens and linked with Van Mander’s description of the painting in the Schilder-boeck. The 
earliest attribution to Giuseppe Ribera is telling. Throughout art history the influence of 
Caravaggio was found in the dramatic lighting of Mijtens’ painting. Yet, as Bernard Nicolson 
stated in 1952: “It is mistaken to suppose that all night pieces with dramatic lighting should 
be due to Caravaggio’s influence. The mannerist Arnout Mytens could have arrived at his 
Caravaggesque solutions without ever having known of Caravaggio’s existence.”3 In his 

                                                 
1 Van Mander 1604 and Appendix 2. 
2 Aert Mytens? (replica), Ca. 1597-1601, Oil on copper (60,3 x 45,7 cm), Cambridge (USA, Massachusetts), Fogg Art 
Museum (inv.no. 1958.276), Prov.: Gift of Robert Rantoul Endicott ,Lit.: E.P. Bowron, European Paintings before 1900 
in the Fogg art Museum, Cambridge 1990, fig. 176; Nappi, in: Fiamminghi a Roma 1995, p. 255, fig. 137; B. Meijer 
1997, p. 128.  
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elaborate discussion of the preparatory drawing (see Study), Otto Benesch, dating the 
modello around 1594, wrote: “…in any case Caravaggio was not in a position to influence 
the mature master working in Naples. Mytens’ style was either an anticipation of 
Caravaggio’s, or a parallel to it.”4 Even if we date the modello a few years later, we would 
still have to agree with both art historians. Mijtens’ artworks previous to this one fully 
explain why the artist arrived at this point. Benesch convincingly argues that the drawing had 
more ‘mannerist’ elements, mainly visible in the restless composition.5 
 
Placed in a undefined architectural setting, covered in shadows, the scene with Christ in the 
centre lights up. He is surrounded by strong, half-naked men and men dressed in bright 
coloured garments. The men all observe Christ with intense gazes. The strikingly white body 
of Christ is in contrast with the more yellow skin of his torturers. Another contrast can be 
found in His quiet meditation against their violent movement. In the background, two 
soldiers stand guard.  Even though Mijtens used more intense colours than n his previous 
work, we can still find the characteristic softness in for example the clothes of the men on 
the right. The depiction of the drapery is different, less rigid. 
 
It is unknown who commissioned the painting to Mijtens. Based on Van Mander’s description 
of the long period it took for the work to be finished,6 we might argue that there was no 
patron to the painting and that the artist painted it for study purposes. This hypothesis 
would be an explanation for the fact that Mijtens was more innovative than in any of his 
previous paintings.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                                                                                                                         
3 Nicolson 1952,  p. 247 
4 Benesch 1951, p. 52 
5 ibidem 
6 Van Mander 1604, fol. 263v-264r: “and he took a piece with him which he had begun on canvas, in which Christ is 
crowned [ with thorns] in the night. (…) Going thence to Rome he completed the aforementioned piece of the 
Coronation along with some others. (…) The aforementioned piece with the Coronation is still in Amsterdam with 
Barnardt van Somer, painter, who married his daughter. It is amazingly competently executed, very differently from 
the usual Netherlandish manner;” 
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B: Lost or unidentified documented works 
 
 
B1 
Madonna del Rosario  
1580  
p. 13,5 x 11 (= 353,7 x 288,2 cm) 
original destination: Altavilla Irpina, church of Santa Maria Maggiore, commission by Andrea 
Vassallo (duc. 95)1 
lit.: Leone de Castris 1991, p. 333; Leone de Castris 1999, p. 72 
 
In the contract of 2 March 1580, the subject is described by Andrea Vassallo, the patron, in 
the traditional manner for Madonne del Rosario : “Madonna del Rosario e i quindici Misteri, 
nella cimasa l’Eterno [e nella predella] la Predica di San Domenico” (Virgin of the Rosary with 
the fifteen mysteries, God the Father in the upper part of the cornice and the Preaching of 
Saint Dominic in the lower part). A curtain, “panno”, with a representation of the Virgin to 
hang in front of the altarpiece during the days of Lent was also ordered from Mijtens. The 
altarpiece was probably very similar to the painting in the church of Santa Lucia (D4).  
 
Andrea Vassallo was the chaplain of the chapel of the Rosary in the church of Santa Maria 
Maggiore in Altavilla. The fact that he and not a Rosary confraternity ordered the painting 
and that in the lower part the general iconography of the Preaching of Saint Dominic was 
depicted instead of a Rosary confraternity, as was also very common, could indicate that the 
Dominican church of Santa Maria Maggiore did not house a Rosary confraternity. 

                                                 
1 Document 2 March 1580, see Appendix 1, summary by Leone de Castris 1991 
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B2 
Circumcision   
1580 
Oil on canvas, p. 10 x 6 (= 262 x 157,2) 
original destination: Scigliano (Calabria), unknown location, commission by Giovan 
Bernardino Milano di Scigliano (duc. 30) 1  
Lit.: Leone de Castris 1999, p. 74 
 
In 1999 Leone de Castris, was the first to publish a summary of the document of this 
commission. It has an interesting iconography, the combination of a Circumcision with 
purgatory and hell in the frame under the main frame of the painting is to my knowledge 
unprecedented.  
 
The painting is the first private commission that Aert Mijtens received. Although the size of 
this painting is more or less equal to that of the Circumcision in the Museo Nazionale in 
l’Aquila (A4), the work must have been of a far lesser quality and produced with less valuable 
materials. Giovan Bernardino Milano only paid 30 ducats for it. This had nothing to do with 
Mijtens’ status at the time, because a month earlier he received a commission worth 95 
ducats (B1). Together with the commission by Giulio de Raho from Cosenza (B6), this 
commission gives us an indication of the area of the Spanish Viceroyalty in which Mijtens 
was active.  

                                                 
1 Document 7 April 1580, see Appendix 1, summary of Leone de Castris 1999, no. I 
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B3 
Madonna di Piedigrotta 
1581  
Oil on wood, p. 9 x 6,25 (= 235,8 x 163,75 cm) 
original destination: Naples, commissioned by Geronimo and Ettore Boccia (duc. 24)1  
lit.: Filangieri VI 1891, p. 156 ; Bredius & Moes 1906, p.4 ; Leone de Castris 1991, p. 333; 
Leone de Castris 1999, p. 72 
 
The painting has a very typical Neapolitan subject. The description ‘Madonna di Piedrigrotta’ 
refers to the image of the Virgin in the church of Santa Maria di Piedrigrotta in Naples 
(fig.10). The Virgin was said to protect fishermen and other people travelling by sea. The 
following poem by Gianbattista Tufo illustrates this:  
 

L’altro più bel si vede ov’è la grotte  
in cui v’è sempre notte 
Nè la cui bella Chiesa,  
con mille grazie insiem Ella n’invia 
 i suoi merti palesa  
una divota immagine di Maria. 
 …  
A questa Immagin sacrosanta e bella  
Qual tramontana stella,  
di mattina o di sera,  
ogni nave o vascello, ogni galera,  
o sia di mezzanotte,  
Tiran per salutarla alquanto botte 2 
 

The cult around this image received a new impulse after the battle of Lepanto (nowadays 
Naupaktos near Corinth) in 1571. Juan de Austria (1547 – 1578), the commander-in-chief of 
the battle and Philip II’s half-brother, had invoked the help of the Madonna di Piedigrotta 
before he departed from Naples for Lepanto.3 Another interesting aspect of the iconography 
described in the commission is the “flight of the Turkish horsemen”, which also indicates 
that the patrons associated the Madonnna di Piedigrotta with the victory at Lepanto. 
 
The commission states that the composition should include, next to Saint Lucy (the patron 
saint of the neighbourhood Santa Lucia in Naples) and Saint Aniello (another important 
Neapolitan saint), two portraits of the Boccia brothers “farele de naturale” (made after 
nature). Apparently Mijtens was thought to be able to make good portraits.   
 
Unfortunately we know nothing about the patrons, Geronimo and Ettore Boccia. It is clear 
that the two brothers lived in Naples. This becomes apparent from the inclusion of two of 
Naples’ most important saints, Lucy and Aniello, and the request to include a landscape 
resembling Naples and its surroundings. The fact that Girolamo and Ettore Boccia ordered a 
Madonna di Piedigrotta could indicate that they were from that quarter of the city (nowadays 
called Mergellina), but this is certainly not indisputable. Another hypothesis is that they 
fought at the battle of Lepanto, therewith explaining the order to include fleeing Turks in the 
landscape in the background of the composition. 

                                                 
1 Document 21 February 1581, see Appendix 1, document I 
2 Caccavale 1930, p. 126 
3 Idem, pp. 124-125 
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B4 
Immaculate Conception   
1581 
Oil on canvas, p. 12,5 x 7 (= 327,5 x 138,4 cm) 
original destination: Albano di Lucania (Basilicata), Santa Maria Assunta, commissioned by 
Giovan Marco Ciucciano for Giovan Domenico d’Abate (duc. 38)1 
lit.: Filangieri VI 1891, p. 156-7 ; Bredius & Moes 1906, p. 4 ;  Leone de Castris 1991, p. 333; 
Leone de Castris 1999, p. 72 
 
In the contract, the commissioned painting is described as follows:  
“above the head of the Virgin in the same frame he has to paint us God the Father 
surrounded by five angels and in a triangular frame above, high 3,5 palmi on top of the 9 
palmi of the mentioned frame and 7 palmi wide, with the Holy Spirit painted in the top, 
underneath it on one side an angel and on the other side the Holy Virgin of the Annunciation 
around that of the mentioned Madonna of the Conception in church of Montecalvario… 
similar to the form of the design shown to him in our presence.”2  
 
In the contract it is stated that the painting should resemble the manner and form of the 
painting of the Immaculate Conception “found painted within the Neapolitan church of 
Montecalvario”3. We do not know to which painting the commission refers. Could it have 
been a fresco? The church of Montecalvario was founded in 1560, which means that the 
artwork to which is referred was very recent at the time. Unfortunately, the church was 
drastically restored in 1857. Mijtens has painted another Immaculate Conception (C3), which 
might give us a clue about what the painting for Giovan Domenico d’Abate must have looked 
like. 
 
It is difficult to establish a general iconography of the Immaculate Conception. Like in 
Theology, the ideas on the nature of this concept have been very diverse throughout Art 
History.4 Around the end of the sixteenth century, the discussion seemed to be settled more 
or less. There are a number of examples of Immaculate Conceptions are in Naples. 
Apparently Giovan Bernardo Lama and his studio were famous for depicting this subject, 
since a relatively large number of paintings of the Immaculate Conception was produced by 
them. Laneri attributed the Immaculate conception in the churches of  Gesù delle Monache, 
St Maria della Rotonda and the Confraternita di Maddaloni (1574) to his studio. Ippolito 
Borghese painted the subject for the St Maria la Nova and the  SS. Filippo e Giacomo.5  
 
One could expect a depiction of the Madonna standing on clouds in the sky, adored by 
people on the ground. The Holy Spirit was usually part of the composition. In this case, the 
Holy Spirit was depicted in a separate frame. From the contract it is apparent that the 
Annunciation was also part of the altarpiece. This is quite common and can be found in for 
example Piero di Cosimo’s Immaculate Conception which is now in the Galleria degli Uffizi in 
Florence. In what form the Annunciation was integrated in the composition is not entirely 
clear from the commission. My guess is that the scene was placed in a separate frame at the 
base of the altarpiece.6 Apparently Mijtens had to work after a drawing which had been 
shown to him during the meeting with the notary on 8 July 1581. Whether this was his own 
drawing or that of another artist, as happened in other cases (e.g. A2), is unclear. The 
similarities between this painting and A1 were already mentioned above.  

                                                 
1 Document 8 July 1581, see Appendix 1, document III 
2 See appendix 1, document III : « sopra la testa de la madonna nel medesmo quatro ci habbia da depengere l’Idio 
patre con cinque angeli intorno et nel triangolo sopre detto quatro quale ha da essere d’altezza de palmi tre tet 
mezzo ultra li nove palmi di detto quatro et di larghezza palmi sette, con lo spirito Santo depinto in cima, et sotto 
da l’una parte un angelo et da l’altra santa Maria de l’Annuntiata et intorno di detta madonna de la conceptione di 
detta ecclesia de Montecalvario….iuxta la forma del designo mostratoli in presentia nostra ” 
3 See appendix 1, document III : « de la medesima manera et pictura che se ritrova pintata dentro la ecclesia de 
Montecalvario de questa città de Napoli, » 
4 V. Francia, ‘L’Immacolata Concezione : alla ricerca di un modello iconografico’, in : G. Morello e.a., Una donna 
vestita di sole : l’Immacolata Concezione nelle opere di grandi maestri, exhib.cat. Vatican 2005, pp. 33-40 
5 A. Laneri, ‘L’iconografia dell’Immacolata Concezione a Napoli tra ‘500 e ‘600’, in: Arte Cristiana: rivista 
internazionale di storia dell’arte e di arti liturgiche (nuova serie), vol. LXXIX, fasc.744 (1991), pp. 195-206 
6 See note 2 of this entry. 
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The notary who arranged the commission was probably the same Marco Ciucciano involved 
in the larger commission of 1582 (A1). The painting was to be hung in the chapel of Giovan 
Domenico de Abate in the church of Santa Maria Maggiore in Albano. The church has been  
heavily restored over the years and nothing is left of the original chapels. The Annunciation 
(A1) commissioned to Mijtens is still found in the church, as is a Madonna della Neve (C4), 
attributed to Mijtens as well.  
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B5  
Madonna del Popolo 
1583  
Oil on canvas, p. 11 x 4,5 ( = 288,2 x 117,9 cm) 
original destination: Grottole (Basilicata), Confraternity of the Holy Sacrament, commissioned 
by Annibale de Querquis (duc. 90)1 
lit.: Filangieri VI 1891, p. 157; Bredius & Moes 1906, p. 5 ; Leone de Castris 1991, p. 333; 
Leone de Castris 1999, p. 72 
 
The main subject of the painting is the Madonna del Popolo. In this Madonna-iconography 
the Virgin is wearing a large mantle under which men and women can find safety. The 
subject gained popularity at times when the Black Death tormented Europe, since the Virgin 
acts as a protectress against the disease. On the right hand of the Virgin gentlemen and 
Saint Stephen were placed under the mantle, on the left hand the gentlewomen and Saint 
Francis of Assisi. In a separate frame underneath the main canvas the members of the 
Confraternity of the Holy Sacrament were adorning the veiled Sacrament. The two canvases 
were framed by two columns, probably made of wood, that were decorated with figures and 
leaves.2 The main picture was relatively narrow, which makes one wonder what the 
composition must have been like, since the Madonna del Popolo normally had a horizontal 
composition. 
 
Annibale the Querquis, apparently the consul of the Confraternity of the Holy Sacrament in 
Grottole, spent the amount of 90 ducats on this artwork. It was one of Mijtens’ best paying 
commissions. The description of the woodcutting and the demand for the expensive lapis 
lazuli ultramarine pigment ascertain us that it was an important commission. Two kind of 
confraternities devoted to the Holy Sacrament exist, one founded at the end of the fifteenth 
century by the Franciscans and one founded in 1539 by the Dominican priest Thomas Stella 
in the Santa Maria sopra Minerva in Rome. The second confraternity was far more successful 
and widespread. However, the depiction of Saint Francis of Assisi, the founder of the 
Franciscan order, on the altar piece could point us in the direction of the Franciscans. 

                                                 
1 Document 15 January 1583, see Appendix 1, document IV 
2 ibidem 
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B6 
Virgin and Child with saints 
1583  
p. 11 x 7,5 (= 288,2 x 196,5 cm) 
original destination: Cosenza, commissioned by Giulio de Raho (duc. 51)1 
lit.: Leone de Castris 1991, p. 333; Leone de Castris 1999, p. 72 
 
The central frame featured a Virgin and Child with Saint Francis and Saint Peter. In the upper 
part of the altarpiece Mijtens had to depict an Assumption of the Virgin and in the lower part 
a confraternity. 
 
This painting probably functioned as an altarpiece for a confraternity of unknown devotion. 
The confraternity was depicted in the lower frame, possibly in a similar manner as for 
example B5. The rest of the iconography makes it clear that the devotion of the confraternity 
was oriented towards the Virgin Mary. The fact that Saint Francis of Assisi was part of the 
iconography might indicate a Franciscan origin of the devotion. It is possible that Giulio de 
Raho lived in Naples instead of in his hometown Cosenza in Calabria, but this is unlikely. 
 

                                                 
1 Document 26 March 1583, see Appendix 1, summary by Leone de Castris 
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B7 
Pietà 
1585  
p. 15 x 10 (= 393 x 262 cm) 
original destination: Naples, commissioned by Marcantonio Todeschi (duc. 80)1  
lit.: Filangieri VI 1891, p. 156 ; Bredius & Moes 1906, p. 5 ; Leone de Castris 1991, p. 333; 
Leone de Castris 1999, p. 72 
 
Although it is the only painting by Mijtens with this subject that we know of, the Pietà was a 
very common subject in 16th century Naples. The fact that, as the contract shows, the patron 
thought no misunderstanding could exist as to which figures should be part of the 
composition next to the Virgin Mary, the body of Christ and Saint John, proves this.2 The 
patron ordered Mijtens to paint God the Father and the Annunciation above the central 
panel.  
 
The Neapolitan Marcantonio Todeschi gave Aert Mijtens four months to complete the 
painting after the drawing which he had presented to him. The painting is called ‘cona’, 
which suggest that the painting would function as an altarpiece. Whether it would be hung in 
a private chapel or a family chapel in a public church remains uncertain. We have no further 
information on the patron. It is stated specifically that the mantle of the Virgin Mary should 
be painted with ultramarine and that the woodcutting is to be gilded.    

                                                 
1 Document 6 June 1585, see Appendix 1, document VI 
2 Ibidem: “tutti li altri personaggi necessarii a ditto misterio” (“other persons necessary for this mystery”) 
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B8 
Madonna del Rosario 
1586  
Oil on wood?, p. 11 x 7,75 (= 288,2 x 203,05 cm)  
original destination: Mercogliano (Campania), commissioned by Nicola Cecinella (duc. 55)1 
lit.: Filangieri VI 1891, p. 157; Leone de Castris 1991, p. 333; Leone de Castris 1999, p. 73 
 
Another Madonna del Rosario, in accordance with the traditional iconography. However, it 
was stated that Mijtens did not have to paint the part of the upper frame, which usually 
included a depiction of God the Father, nor the lower frame with the confraternity or the 
Preaching of Saint Dominic.  
 
The notary Nicola Cecinella from Mercogliano, procurator of some university,  commissioned 
Mijtens to paint an altarpiece for the church of Saint Peter in Mercogliano. Although 
Filangieri wrote that the painting was for the university, this cannot be deducted from the 
transcription of the commission provided by Filangieri.2 Maybe the church already owned 
depictions of the upper and lower parts of the iconography of the Madonna del Rosario. The 
fact that the commission comprised only the central piece of the painting, might account for 
the fact that Mijtens received only 55 ducats even though it is stated that he should use the 
finest colours and wood. Another possible reason for the relatively low price is suggested by 
the fact that they literally order a copy after the work in Ospedaletto. Maybe this copy was 
produced by Mijtens’ workshop assistants instead of by the master himself, even though this 
is not mentioned anywhere. 

                                                 
1 Document 5 March 1586, see Appendix 1, document VII 
2 Filangieri 1891 (VI), p. 157 (Appendix 1, document VII) 
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B9 
Madonna del Rosario  
1587 
p. 12 x 7 (= 314,4 x 138,4 cm) 
original destination: Pogerola (Amalficoast), unknown Chapel of the Rosary, commission by 
the masters of the chapel (duc. 90) 1 
Lit.: Leone de Castris 1999, p. 74 
 
The iconography of this altarpiece seems traditional, with the exception of the depiction of 
the Purgatory in the lower part of the construction.  
 
The altarpiece was commissioned by a Rosary confraternity, as was the case with several of 
the Madonne del Rosario that Mijtens painted during his career. In the commission it is 
stated that the altarpiece for Pogerola should resemble the painting Mijtens produced for the 
Neapolitan church of San Severo Maggiore al Pendino (A2), thus confirming the popularity of 
that work. The confraternity was ready to pay a large sum to Mijtens.  

                                                 
1 Document 4 April 1587, see Appendix 1, summary Leone de Castris 1999, no. II 
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B10 
Transfiguration 
1589  
p. 12 x 8 (= 314,4 x 209,6 cm)  
original destination: Avellino, commissioned by Marcello Scalella di Gesualdo for Vescovo 
Pietro Antonio Vicedomini (duc. 60)1 
lit.: Leone de Castris 1991, p. 333; Leone de Castris 1999, p. 73 
 
Unfortunately the (summary of the) contract of the commission tells us little about the 
subject of this painting. A traditional depiction of the Transfiguration would have included 
Christ, Moses and Elias and the disciples Peter, James and John on mount Thabor (Luke 9: 
27-36). 
 
Avellino was an important bishopric in the province of Campania and the fact that Mijtens 
was commissioned to work for bishop Vicedomini was very honourable. We cannot ascertain 
whether the function of the altarpiece was private or public. Although it was a large work, 
the bishop paid only 60 ducats, a small amount compared to other prices paid for Mijtens’ 
work.  
  

                                                 
1 Document 1 January 1589, see Appendix 1, summary by Leone de Castris 
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B11 
“li misteri delli tre Magi” (Adoration of the Magi?) 
1589 
p. 13,5 x 10,5 (= 353,7 x 275,1 cm) 
original destination: Benevento, monastery of San Pietro (i.e. San Domenico), commissioned 
by Diana de Rogerio (duc. 80)1 
lit.: Leone de Castris 1991, p. 333; Leone de Castris 1999, p. 73 
 
We can assume that the subject of this painting was the Adoration of the Magi, painted by 
Mijtens for the San Bernardino in l’Aquila (A5). However, the description can also indicate a 
less common subject from apocryphal sources featuring the three Magi. The coat of arms of 
the De Roggerio was depicted in a frame under the main subject.  
 
This painting was ordered by Diana de Rogerio together with the Madonna del Rosario for 
Antonia and Giovanna Bilotti (A3). The three ladies were nuns in the monastery of Saint Peter 
in Benevento. Diana de Rogerio was from an important family that reigned over several 
towns in the region. 

                                                 
1 Document 6 July 1589, see Appendix 1, summary by Leone de Castris 1991 
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B12 
Madonna del Rosario   
1593  
original destination: Naples, convent of San Tomasso d'Aquino, commission by Fra Luca 
Aulisio di Bagnoli (duc. 10)1 
lit.: Leone de Castris 1991, p. 333; Leone de Castris 1999, p. 73 
 
Another Madonna del Rosario was commissioned to Mijtens in 1593. By then he must have 
been known as a specialist in painting this subject. We only have an entry of  the payment of 
the artwork by the monastery of San Tomasso in Naples in the statement of accounts of the 
Banco Santo Spirito. Unfortunately the entry does not tell us anything as to the iconography, 
size or the location of  the painting in the monastery. There is a possibility that a painting 
with the same subject that was in the same churhc, formerly ascribed to Giovanni Battista 
Azzolino and Giovanni Imparato, 2 is in fact the Madonna del Rosario commissioned to 
Mijtens. The whereabouts of this artwork are currently unknown. 
 
The Neapolitan monastery of the Dominican order dedicated to Saint Thomas was located at 
the end of the current Via dei Tribunali, near the Castel Capuana. The cloister was founded 
in 1530 by the prominent Neapolitan family D’Avalos as a women’s cloister of the Dominican 
order. However, in 1582 the construction was not yet finished and its function had been 
changed into that of a men’s monastery with a scientific and intellectual orientation3. By 
1595 it seems to have been finished, since it was then described as “one of the beautiful 
churches and convents of Naples”.4 Already in 1530 Dominican priests from Bagnoli were 
involved with the monastery,5 and this seems the case in later years as is for example 
evident from the commission to Mijtens by Luca Auliso from Bagnoli. The church had ten 
chapels with nine altars, viz. St Maria della Fede, St Thomas Aquinas, Holy Rosary, St. 
Giacinto, S. Vincenzo, Resurrection, St. Catherine, St Antony of Padua and St. Francesco di 
Paola.6 There was a Rosary confraternity based in the church.7 I have been unable to find 
mention of the Rosary altarpiece by Mijtens in the church, although there is mention of 
“seven beautiful altarpieces”8, of which a St Thomas and a St Maria Maggiore are identified in 
the inventory and a baldachin above the altar of the Rosary.9 It is very well possible that 
Mijtens’ painting was placed at another location within the monastery and did not function 
as an altarpiece. There is however, mention of a Madonna del Rosario within the church in 
travel guides since 1692. This altarpiece has been ascribed to both Giovan Bernardino 
Azzolino and Girolamo Imparato, but we might just as well be dealing with Mijtens’ 
painting.10 The monastery and church were renovated in the 18th century, abandoned in 1806 
and since the 1920s the building has  functioned as the Palazzo degli Uffizi Finanziari.11 

                                                 
1 Document 15 September 1593, see Appendix 1, summary by Leone de Castris 
2 De Mieri 2005, p. 192 
3 Liguori 2004, p. 15 
4 Divenuto 1990, p. 60, fol. 329r: « che al presente si vede, ch’è una delle belle chiese et conventi di Napoli » 
5 idem, fol. 328v 
6 Liguori 2004, p. 16 
7 Idem, p. 24 
8 ASN, Monasteri soppressi 828, ‘Inventario della chiesa e sacrestia di Santo Thomaso’, undated, cc 142-143 
9 Idem, “Inventario San Tommaso”(1621), c. 148 
10 De Mieri 2005, p. 192 no. 41 
11 Liguori 2004, pp. 17-20 
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B13a 
Four separate paintings of the Evangelists (ceiling painting) 
1594  
Destroyed   
original destination: Naples, commissioned by the governors of the church of Santissima 
Annunziata (duc. 64)1 
lit.: Van Mander 1604, p. 263v ; Leone de Castris 1991, pp. 104:n.41, 333; Miedema 1994-
1999, vol. 5, p. 28 (n.59); Leone de Castris 1999, p. 73 
 
The four evangelists (Matthew, Mark, Luke and John) commissioned to Mijtens on 25 
February 1594 were part of the larger iconography of the ceiling of the Neapolitan church of 
the Santissima Annunziata consisting of twenty-four paintings. Apart from the evangelists, 
Mijtens was contracted to paint four paintings with angels for the ceiling (B13b). 
Unfortunately the entire programme of the ceiling painting in the Santissima Annunziata is 
unknown to us.  
 
Van Mander probably meant  these paintings when he wrote: “Then four evangelists, 
different form each other, in Naples.”2 The other paintings for the programme were painted 
by Johannes Snyers, Giulio d’Oca, Giovan Vincenzo Forlì, Giovann’Angelo D’Amato and 
Curzio de Giorgio. The Governors were in a hurry, because they only granted the painters 
from 25 February 1595 until the end of May to finish their work. It is interesting that all of 
the painters have elements derived from Netherlandish art in their work.3 Another lead 
towards an interest in Netherlandish art on the part of the Governors of the church is the 
fact that they appointed the Antwerp painter, archaeologist and architect Wenzel Cobergher 
to appraise the work of Mijtens.  
 
B13b 
Aert Mijtens and Curzio de Giorgio 
Four couples of angels (ceiling painting) 
1594 
Destroyed 
original destination: Naples, commissioned by the Governors of the church of Santissima 
Annunziata (duc. 64)4 
Lit.: Leone de Castris 1991, p. 333; 
 
These four paintings should be seen as a decorative part of the iconography of the ceiling 
painting. They were of minor importance within the programme. 
 
For more information on the commission see B13a. The difference between the sets of 
paintings is that apparently Mijtens only co-operated with De Giorgio in the production of 
the four paintings of angels. Mijtens probably worked together with other painters as well. 
We know for example that he worked with Pieter Mennens for Pietro Yueglia (B14). 
 
 

                                                 
1 Document 25 February 1594, see Appendix 1, document XI 
2 Van Mander 1604, fol. 264r and Appendix 2: “Noch vier Euangelisten, verscheyden van malcanderen, binnen 
Napels.” 
3 This has previously been noted by Carmela Vargas (1991, p. 636)  
4 See note 1 of this entry 
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B14 
Aert Mijtens and Pieter Mennens 
"Pittura per li galeoni di sua Squadra di Galeoni" 
1596  
original destination: Naples, commissioned by Pietro Yueglia (duc. 20)1 
lit.: Leone de Castris 1991, p. 334; Leone de Castris 1999, p. 73 
 
Again, the exact subject of the painting commissioned by Pietro Yueglia remains uncertain. 
Apparently Yueglia owned galleons for which he needed paintings. Naples had a large 
production of ships and galleons in the 16th century.2 The “fiame and gagliardetti”3 were 
decorated by Mijtens and his compatriot Pieter Mennens. Judging from the small sum of 
money Yueglia paid for the painting, we can assume that the commission was of minor 
importance for the two artists. Perhaps it was merely decorative. However, this might be one 
of the few leads suggesting that Mijtens painted non sacred subjects as well.  
 

                                                 
1 Document 31 January 1596, see Appendix 1, summary by Leone de Castris 
2 Storia di Napoli, Vol. III, p. 674 
3 Document 31 January 1596, see appendix 1 : summary by Leone de Castris 1991 
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B15 
"Doi quadretti piccoli" 
1595   
original destination: Naples, commissioned (or bought) by Giovan Andrea di Mare (duc. 4)1 
lit.: Leone de Castris 1991, p. 334; Leone de Castris 1999, p. 73 
 
In the payment of 13 September 1595, the subject is not mentioned by the notary and about 
the size we only know that they were two small paintings. It is not even clear whether the 
small paintings for which Giovan Andrea di Mare paid Mijtens were by Mijtens’ own hand or 
that he acted as an art dealer. We know that Isaac Jacobsz Swanenburgh and Wenzel 
Coebergher acted as art dealers in Naples.2 

                                                 
1 Document 13 September 1595, see Appendix 1, summary by Leone de Castris 
2 For Swanenburgh: Amabile 1890, pp. 17-18;  for Coebergher: Nappi 2004, p. 168 no. 159/160 
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B16 
Martyrdom of Saint Catherine  
original destination : Naples, Church of San Luigi di Palazzo (destroyed)    
lit.: Van Mander 1604, fol. 264r, Leone de Castris 1991, p. 104: n.41; Leone de Castris 1999, 
pp. 69-78 
 
Van Mander provides us with an elaborate description of this altarpiece: “St Catherine as the 
lightening strikes the wheel and a splinter hits one of the rogues or torturers in which the 
art-full painter has depicted fear very naturally, with the mouth open screaming, and also a 
lot of panic among the bystanders both on horseback and on foot.”1 From this description, 
we can assume that the composition of the artwork must have been very dynamic, with many 
figures with strong facial expressions. Van Mander praises Mijtens’ skill in depicting the 
scene in a very realistic way. Such depictions of martyrdoms were very popular in the first 
decades after the Council of Trent.2 
 
Unfortunately the work is not dated by Van Mander. The fact that Van Mander is able to give 
such a comprehensive description, suggests that his eyewitnesses, probably Mijtens’ 
daughter Dianora and her husband Bernard van Somer, had the painting fresh in their 
memories, which could mean that the two paintings in the church of San Luigi are amongst 
the master’s later works. We know that the church and monastery of San Luigi di Palazzo 
were founded around 1460 by St Francis di Paola, the founder of the Order of the Minims on 
“a solitary location”3 and dedicated to St Louis IX, king of France and brother of Carlo I, king 
of Naples. The monastery was protected by the viceroys. Therefore, it was an important 
church and the commission testifies of Mijtens’ status. The adjective ‘di Palazzo’ was added 
after viceroy Conte di Lemos had built the palace of the Spanish Viceroys close to the church 
in 1600-1602.4 The church was demolished in the 19th century when the current Piazza 
Plebescito was constructed. It is unknown what happened to the artworks in the church after 
the demolition of the San Luigi di Palazzo. There is a possibility that the Martyrdom of St 
Catherine that hangs, according to Leone de Castris, in the church of Santa Maria la Nova 
(D12) is in fact the painting described by Van Mander, but this remains unconfirmed for now. 

                                                 
1 Van Mander 1604, fol. 264r : « S. Catharina, alsoo den brandt in de raders slaet, en een splinter een van de 
Rackers oft Pijnighers is rakende, alwaer den constighen Schilder seer eyghentlijck heeft uytghebeedt met open keel 
een crijtende bevreestheyt, oock een groote verbaestheyt onder den omstandt te Peerdt en te voet.” 
2 Well-known examples are the cycles in the churches of San Stefano Rotondo and San Vitale in Rome. 
3 Divenuto 1990, p. 73 (fol. 338v-339r) : « … detto s. Francesco, che lui fabricava la sudetta chiesa in luogo solitario, 
nel quale non sarebbe concorso alcuno, » 
4 TCI Napoli 2005, p. 121 
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B17 
Madonna del Soccorso   
original destination: Naples, Church of San Luigi di Palazzo (destroyed) 
lit.: Van Mander 1604, p. 264r, Miedema 1994-1999, vol.5, p. 28 (n.61); Leone de Castris 
1999, pp. 69-78 
 
The subject of the Madonna del Soccorso was very popular in the fifteenth and sixteenth 
centuries, especially in Tuscany and Umbria.1 The legend tells us that a farmer (or his wife) 
was so infuriated that he cursed his son to the devil. Satan appeared instantly to claim his 
prize, whereupon the child’s mother prayed to the Virgin Mary, who appeared on her turn to 
cast away the devil and save the child.2 The central theme of the legend is the mortal sin of 
Wrath, which leads to more sins, and of course the divine power and help of the Virgin 
Mary.3 Van Mander described the scene on Mijtens’ painting as follows: “an altarpiece by him 
showing St Maria del Soccorso who, with a club, strikes a devil lying beneath her, there are 
two other figures and angels as well – all executed competently and ably.”4 The other figures 
of whom Van Mander wrote were probably the mother and her child from the legend. We 
know of an altarpiece by the Neapolitan artist Fabrizio Santafede with this subject painted 
during the last decade of the sixteenth century for the church of Santo Spirito in Naples (fig. 
11) 
   
The altarpiece was hung in the same church as B16, the San Luigi di Palazzo. Apart from the 
reason mentioned in relation to the Martyrdom of St Catherine, another argument for dating 
the paintings at a later stage of Mijtens’ development is provided by the following remark by 
Van Mander, placed directly after the description of the painting: “Afterwards he went to live 
on his own with his children an journeymen on account of the unpleasantness of his second 
wife and her children;”5 In 1592 Mijtens remarried the widow of his compatriot Cornelis 
Smet, who allegedly spent too much money as did her two children. The paintings should be 
dated around this time.   
 

                                                 
1 Walter 1993, pp. 133 – 145, p. 134 
2 C. Franciotti, Historie delle miracolose imagini e delle vite de’santi, i corpi de’quali sono nella città di Lucca, Lucca 
1613, p. 540 ff. (Walter 1993, p.144 n. 16) 
3 Walter 1993, pp. 139 - 141 
4 Van Mander 1604, fol. 264r and Appendix 2 : « Noch in de selve Kerck is van hem een Altaer-tafel van S. Maria del 
Secors, slaende met eenen cluppel een Duyvel, die onder haer leyt, met noch ander Figueren en Engelen daer by, 
alles wel dapper en cloeck ghehandelt.” 
5 ibidem : « Hier naer door onbescheydenheyt zijner tweedder Huysvrouwe en haer kinderen, trock woonen op zijn 
self, met zijn kinderen en gesellen,” 
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B18 
Madonna del Rosario 
before 1586 
original destination: Ospedaletto (Campania), unknown church1 
lit.: Filangieri VI 1891, p. 157 
 
We know that Mijtens produced a Madonna del Rosario for an unknown church in the small 
town of Ospedaletto2 since it is mentioned in the contract to paint a work similar to this 
Madonna del Rosario for the near town of Mercogliano (B8). The iconography of the painting 
is described as follows: “in the middle of the painting he should make the image of the 
Madonna with the Child in her arms and the angels above and all the other figures that are 
present in the altarpiece which master Raynaldo has made in Spitaletto and with that 
perfection of hand similar to the church of Spitaletto.”3 It is apparent that the patron from 
Mercogliano was deeply impressed by the perfection of the painting in Ospedaletto. The 
altarpiece in Ospedaletto should be dated before 5 March 1586, when the Madonna del 
Rosario was ordered for Mercogliano.  

                                                 
1 Document 5 March 1586, see Appendix 1, document VII 
2 There is a small change that the notary is referring not to the village Ospedaletto, but to the monastery of San 
Gioacchino in Naples, which was nicknamed Ospedaletto (Pontieri 1971, p. 58). However, the choice of words (see 
next note)  suggests that he was talking  about the neighbouring village.  
3 Appendix 1, document VII: « in mezzo del quadro debia fare l’imagine de la madonna con il figliuolo in braccio et 
li angeli sopra et tutte le altre figure de santi che sono posti nella cona che detto messer Raynaldo ha fatto nel 
Spitaletto et de quella perfetione de mano, conforme sta in l’ecclesia del Spitaletto. » 
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B19 
Portrait  
Date, size and technique unknown 
Prov.: possession of Dianora Mijtens-van Someren (14 September 1649)1 
Lit. Bredius & Moes 1906, pp. 7-8 
 
B19 and B20 are the only two remaining portraits by Aert Mijtens that we know of. If we 
believe Van Mander, Mijtens must have painted many portraits.2 Unfortunately the sitter of 
the portrait discussed here is unidentified in the inventory. The fact that the man portrayed 
on the other portrait (B20) is identified as Mijtens’ son-in-law Barent van Someren, might 
suggest that the sitter of B19 was also a personal relation of Aert or Dianora Mijtens. Why 
else would they have carried a portrait of an unknown person with them from Italy? In this is 
in fact the case, it should be someone they knew in Naples, whereas Dianora’s children, who 
were present when the inventory was made, were unable to identify him or her.

                                                 
1 Inventory of the possesions of Mrs Leonora van Someren, widow of Barent van Someren, 14 Sept. 1649 Notary A. 
Lock (Amsterdams Stadsarchief, Notarial archive 5075, inv.no. 2188B): “Een Conterfeijtsel gedaen by aert Mytens. 
2 Van Mander 1604, fol. 263v  and Appendix 2, see also the paragraph on subjects in this Chapter. 
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B20 
Portrait of Barent van Someren 
Date, size and technique unknown  
Prov.: possession of Dianora Mijtens-van Someren (14 September 1649)1 
Lit. Bredius & Moes 1906, pp. 7-8 
  
This is one of the two portraits by Mijtens’ hand listed in the inventory of his daughter 
Dianora. Dianora was buried in the NIeuwe Zijds Kapel in Amsterdam on 11 September 
1649.2 She and her late husband, the painter Barent van Someren had left Rome soon after 
Aert Mijtens death in 1601 and moved to Amsterdam, where they are documented since 
1604.3 Apparently the newly-wed couple had taken a number of paintings by Aert Mijtens 
with them to the Netherlands, amongst others two portraits (B19 & B20), a Cleopatra (B21) 
and the Mocking of Christ (A9). 4  

                                                 
1 Inventory of the possesions of Mrs Leonora van Someren, widow of Barent van Someren, 14 Sept. 1649 Notary A. 
Lock (Amsterdams Stadsarchief, Notarial archive 5075, inv.no. 2188B): "Een conterfeytsel van Barent van Someren 
gedaen by Aert Mytens.” 
2 Bredius & Moes 1906, p. 7 
3 On 10 March 1604, Van Someren made his will in Amsterdam with notary D. Mostaert (Bredius & Moes 1906, p. 6) 
4 Van Mander 1604, fol. 264r Van Mander saw the Mocking in their house: “The aforementioned piece with the 
Coronation is still in Amsterdam with Bernardt van Somer, painter, who married his daughter.” 
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B21 
Cleopatra 
Date, size and technique unknown 
Prov.: possession of Dianora Mijtens-van Someren (14 September 1649)1 
Lit. Bredius & Moes 1906, pp. 7-8 
  
This painting takes in a special place in Mijtens’ oeuvre, since it is the only work by Mijtens 
with a non-religious subject  that we know of, apart from the two portraits B19 & B20. 
Unfortunately, we know nothing about the size of the work or whether it was a historic 
portrait of the Egyptian princess of a history painting.  
 
I have been unable to investigate the note by Leone de Castris2 on a (Death of) Cleopatra, 
currently in Hampton Court (inv.no. RCIN 406053) (fig.12). In that case, the Cleopatra was a 
copy of a work by Rosso Fiorentino, currently in Braunschweig. However, the painting in 
Hampton Court does not resemble Mijtens style and the identification seems to be based on 
the inventory of Charles I of England of 1639-40. 
   

                                                 
1 Inventory of the possesions of Mrs Leonora van Someren, widow of Barent van Someren, 14 Sept. 1649 Notary A. 
Lock (Amsterdams Stadsarchief, Notarial archive 5075, inv.no. 2188B): “Een dito van Cleopatra, gedaen by Aert 
Mijtens, met een vergulde lijst.” 
2 Leone de Castris 1991, p. 102: n.21 : « È probabilmente a Roma e forse in questo breve periodo ‘formativo’che 
Mytens potrebbe aver studiato e replicato la Cleopatra del Rosso Fiorentino ora a Braunschweig; sempre che la copia 
esistente ad Hampton Court possa davvero essere idenificata (come evince il Millar e, con qualche dubbio il 
Fredericksen (1984, pp. 326, 331:n.13-14) con la Cleopatra detta di Mytens e invertariata nel 1639-40 dal van der 
Doort nella raccolta di Carlo I d’Inghilterra, a Nonesuch.” 
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C: Attributed works 
 
 
C1 
Virgin and Child with St Francis of Assisi and St Catherine 
Oil on canvas, 102 x 79 cm 
(restored in 1966) 
l'Aquila, Museo Nazionale d' Abruzzo, inv.no. 380  
L'Aquila, church of Santa Caterina 
Lit.: Moretti 1968, p. 166; Previtali 1978, p. 103, Leone de Castris 1991, p. 102 :n.17, Leone 
de Castris 1999, pp. 69-78 
 
First attributed to Aert Mijtens by Moretti in 1968. The painting was probably executed 
around the same time as the Circumcision (A4) and the Adoration of the Magi (A5), for a 
different church in l’Aquila. The similarities between these paintings and the painting that is 
here under examination, confirm the attribution by Moretti. The group of the Madonna and 
child in the Adoration is very similar to this composition, especially in the pose of the Child 
and the interaction between the figures. We are also reminded of Mijtens’ choice of pastel 
tones in the garment of the Virgin. The softness of the faces and the lucid depiction of hair 
is equally familiar. 
 
  
C2 
St Michael  
Oil on canvas?  
Naples, Church of Santa Maria la Nova  
Lit.: Galante 1872, p. 137 (as Girolamo Imparato); Previtali 1978, p. 104; Leone de Castris 
1991, p. 102 :17, fig. p. 190 ; idem 1999, pp. 69-78 
 
It is certainly not Mijtens’ best painting. It seems to me that it was one of the first paintings 
in which Mijtens experimented with more elaborate poses and he does not convince entirely. 
Michael is relatively large when compared to the Virgin Mary. The composition is not 
particularly good and, especially there is a lack of connection between the upper and lower 
part of the painting. Perhaps, although very uncertain, the lack of equilibrium is due to the 
fact that the painting may have been originally larger and that a figure at the right side is 
lacking. At any rate, characteristics such as the physiognomic features, the use of colour, 
particularly in the soft tones of the sky and the Madonna, do point towards Mijtens. The face 
of the angel shows similarities with C1 and also with A5. The form and position of the 
Madonna and Child in the sky resemble the group on the Madonna della Neve in Albano 
Lucania (C4).  
 
When compared to Dirck Hendricksz Centen’s version of the subject in the same church,1 
Mijtens’ composition is certainly the more dynamic of the two, but Centen succeeded in a 
better way when depicting the power and grandeur of the angel. Both paintings are highly 
influenced by Marco Pino’s altarpiece with the same subject in the church of Sant’ Angelo a 
Nilo 1573.2 
 
C2a 
Copy after Mijtens? 
Polyptych containing:St Michael, St Claire, St Elisabeth of Hungary, St. Louis, St. Bonaventura 
Vietri di Potenza, church of the convent of the Capuchins 
Lit.: A. Grelle Iusco 2001 [1981], p. 275, fig. 409 and 410 ;  
 
The similarities between the St Michael of this polyptych and C2 are striking, although the 
quality of the painting in Naples is higher. The posture of the archangel are similar as is the 

                                                 
1 For Centen’s painting, see Leone de Castris 1991, fig. on p. 38  
2 For Pino’s painting, see Previtali 1978, fig. 76 
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depiction of the skin and hair. It is an interesting question whether the work in the Santa 
Maria la Nova was originally part of a polyptych as well.  
 
 
C3 
The Immaculate Conception with St Agata and St Francis of Paola  
Sant'Antimo, Church of Spirito Santo  
Lit.: Leone de Castris 1988, pp. 497, 779 (as Mytens) ; Leone de Castris 1991, p.87, fig. p. 
53 ; Leone de Castris 1999, p. 73, fig. 6 
 
This very beautiful painting, first attributed to Mijtens by Leone de Castris in 1988, fits 
perfectly within his oeuvre. We recognise the roundness of the faces and the choice of 
colours used for the incarnate and the sky. The colour of the Virgin’s mantle is somewhat 
hard, but this seems to be the result of an attempt to restore the damaged painting. The 
composition was probably similar to that of the Immaculate Conception ordered for the 
church in Scigliano in 1580 (B2).  
 
 
C4 
Madonna della Neve  
Albano di Lucania, Santa Maria Assunta  
Lit.: A. Grelle Iusco 2001 [1981], p. 92, 96, fig. 204 ; Leone de Castris 1991, pp.102 :n.17, 
104 :n.37, fig. on p. 93 ; Leone de Castris 1999, pp. 69-78 
 
The painting depicts the legend of the founding of the Santa Maria Maggiore in Rome. The 
story is that the Virgin appeared in a vision to Pope Liberius and ordered him to build the 
church on the location that the snow would indicate. This is the only time that Mijtens 
painted this subject, for as far as we know.  
 
The similarity of the group of the Madonna with that in the St Michael (C2) has already been 
noted. For the upper part of the painting Mijtens used the same pastel colours that are so 
characteristic for his early work. The lower part however, has many red accents that are 
probably even more visible due to the discoloration of the other pigments, which points 
towards Mijtens’ later work. A problem is posed by the rendering of the faces: especially the 
group of men surrounding the pope does not show the characteristic roundness and 
softness so typical for Mijtens work. The detailed depiction of the hairs and the strong 
contours point in the direction of Mijtens’ compatriot Cornelis Smet. However, the faces and 
poses of the men on the left-hand side of the painting have a lot in common with those on 
the Calvary in l’Aquila (A8). We can see that Mijtens was working towards a more 
accentuated use of contrast in light and dark. 
 
It is important to realise that four paintings in this church were painted by Northern artists. 
Apart from the works ascribed to Mijtens, there is a Last Supper, attributable to Gaspar 
Hovic.3 The church in Albano was dedicated to the Virgin of the snow prior to 1924, which 
means that this painting was one of the most important altarpieces in the church. 
 
 
C5 
Aert Mijtens (and collaborators?) 
Christ nailed on the Cross  
Naples, Church of Santi Severino e Sossio  
Lit.: Previtali 1978, p. 105, fig. 119 (as Flemish painter - Aert Mijtens) ; Leone de Castris 
1988, p.494 (as Cornelis Smet); Leone de Castris 1991, fig. p. 33, p. 102: n. 17 (as Cornelis 
Smet); Vargas 1991, p. 632, fig. 19 
 

                                                 
3 For as far as I know this painting has never been published or attributed to Hovic before, but I think it is worth to 
consider this attribution. 
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Giovanni Previtali suggested that Mijtens could be the painter of this large Crucifixion. He 
wrote that not only the style was Northern, but the subject as well. As to other options he 
mentioned Frans Pourbus sr and the unknown Francisco ‘Frutet’ who was active in Sevilla4. 
Leone de Castris no longer agreed with him, but did see Northern elements in the work and 
attributed the painting to Cornelis Smet. This questionable attribution would mean that the 
painting has to be dated before 1591, on which I certainly do not agree. In my perception, 
certain elements in this painting show great resemblance with the Calvary in l’Aquila (A8), 
for example the group of the Virgin Mary and St John on the left and the horsemen with the 
Roman flag in the background. The rendering of the bodies of the men in the foreground  
and their strong facial expressions resembles that of the men in the Madonna della Neve in 
Albano (C4) and the Mocking of Christ in Stockholm (A9). I have been unable to see and 
study the painting in itself, though, which makes it impossible to say more about the use of 
colour and the technique. The painting should be studied more thoroughly before I can 
express myself further on the authorship of Mytens and/or collaborators or another artist. 
 
 
C6 
Holy Family with St. Elisabeth, St. John the Baptist and angels 
Oil on slate, 26 x 22 cm 
Coll. Gerbrand Hoornweg Rome (Oct. 1966) (attr. Jan Soens) 
Lit. unpublished, illustration in RKD (BD/0800 - ONS/Voorordening schilderkunst) 
 
This small painting has never before been attributed to Aert Mijtens. In my opinion it 
resembles Mijtens’ early style to a high degree. Especially in the face and pose of the Virgin 
and Child, the use of colour and the drapery. 
 
 
C7 
Assumption of the Virgin Mary  
Red chalk, 35 x 60 cm 
Artdealer Jan de Maere, Brussels (as Aert Mijtens) (RKD BD-ONT 0010/Religie, mythologie etc. 
3) 
Lit. unpublished ? 
 
This is one of the three drawings that are attributed to Aert Mijtens today and moreover the 
only drawing in chalk without washings.5 It is therefore difficult to make a comparison based 
on drawing technique. We can recognise Mijtens’ soft contour lines in the faces and bodies 
of the putti and somewhat heavy but supple rendering of drapery. The body shape of the 
Virgin and the energetic putti is also similar to the figures on Mijtens’ paintings, although 
the Virgin in the drawing has more movement than usual. This kind of movement does 
however exist in the Calvary in l’Aquila and the Mocking of Christ in Stockholm. Therefore a 
date towards the end of the 1590s seems in order. In all probability this sketch is for the 
upper part of a, so far unknown, altarpiece or perhaps a fresco-painting.  

                                                 
4 This is a curious option posed by the art historian, since we do not know any works by this last artist. 
Unfortunately Previtali does not give us any arguments for this suggestion. 
5 The other drawings can be found under A9 and D14 
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D: Rejected works 
 
 
D1 
Madonna delle Grazie with saints and ecclesiastic  
1580?1  
Sorrento, Palace of the Archbishop  
Prov.: Sorrento, Cathedral, commissioned by Giuseppe Donzelli, Archbishop of Sorrento? 
Lit.: G. Previtali 1978, p. 102-106, fig. 118; Leone de Castris 1988, p. 197 (as Mytens); 
Vargas 1988, p. 76-78;  idem 1991, pp. 102:n.17, 656 (as Aert Mijtens and collaborators) ; 
P. Scaramella, Le Madonne del Purgatorio: Iconografia e religione in Campania tra 
rinascimento e controriforma, Genoa 1991, p.232, fig. 66 (unknown artist);  
 
The date of this painting is too early to fit into Mijtens’ oeuvre. Moreover, the lower part of 
the painting seems Neapolitan instead of Netherlandish. The use of colour is also different 
from Mijtens, the colour are not bright enough. 
  
 
D2 
Virgin and Child  
Calascio (Abruzzo), convent of Santa Maria delle Grazie  
Lit.: Leone de Castris 1988, pp. 479, 779 ; Leone de Castris 1991, p. 104 :n. 45 ; Leone de 
Castris 1999, pp. 69-78 
 
If the painting I saw in the convent, which was under renovation at the time I visited it 
(September 2007), is in fact the same as the one mentioned by Leone de Castris, I am not 
convinced since the worked lacked the Mijtens’ stylistic characteristics. Leone de Castris 
unfortunately did not provide any evidence of this identification.  
 
 
D3 
Saint Catherine of Siena  
Naples, Museo Capodimonte (deposit, inv.nr. Q772)   
Oil on wood, 94 x 78 cm 
Lit.: inv. Capodimonte 1821 (inv.no. 11800) (as Pompeo Landolfo); Previtali 1972 (as Dirck 
Hendricksz Centen); Leone de Castris 1988, pp. 514,n. 28, 740 (as Centen); Vargas 1988, 
p.150, n.37 (as unknown); Leone de Castris 1991, pp. 88, 104:n. 44 (as Aert Mijtens); Leone 
de Castris 1999, pp. 69-78 (as Aert Mijtens), fig. 8, cat. Capodimonte 1999, pp. 173-174 
 
This is certainly not a very interesting painting to look at. The subtle depiction of the saint’s 
features does point towards Mijtens. The varnish is very yellowed, which makes it difficult to 
assess the level of refinement of the brushstroke. The painting was previously attributed tot 
the Neapolitan artist Pompeo Landolfo. In 1972 Giovanni Previtali thought it to be the work 
of a Northern artist, most likely Dirck Hendricksz Centen. In 1988 Carmela Vargas dismissed 
this attribution, because of the lack of convincing similarities with Hendricksz’ oeuvre. Leone 
de Castris first thought it to be by Hendricksz. after all and later he attributed it to 
Hendricksz’ studio. In 2001 he argued that it was probably painted by Mijtens during the 
1590s, when the artist’s work “showed the closest resemblance with that of Hendricksz.” In 
my opinion, if it is in fact a work by Mijtens, it is definitely not from the period proposed by 
Leone de Castris, but from a decade earlier. For now, I propose to attribute the painting 
examined here to another Netherlandish artist in the ‘colony’ in Naples, whose oeuvre is 
until this point unknown to us.  
 

                                                 
1 Mario Russo of the Museo Correale di Terranova in Sorrento and Pasqualino Ferraiuolo informed me that the 
painting was made in 1580 for archbishop Donzelli, who is supposedly the portrayed ecclesiastic. According to 
them, the date can be found in: Santa Visita di Mons. Vincenzo Calà - 1812, p. 88 (arcivescovo di Sorrento dal 1805 
al 1817), Sorrento Archivio Diocesano. I have been unable to check this information. 
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D4 
Madonna del Rosario  
Santa Lucia (Campania), church of Santa Lucia  
ca 1590 
Lit.: Leone de Castris 2005, pp. 123-137 
 
The painting is of average quality, certainly not good enough to be painted by Mijtens. Leone 
de Castris dates the altarpiece around 1590, based on documents on the commission of an 
unspecified altarpiece for the Rosary chapel in Santa Lucia in this period. Although the 
composition and palette does resemble those by Mijtens (e.g. A2 & A3), a attribution to an 
assistant of the artist, or to a painter closely related to Mijtens and his style seems to be 
more likely. Similarities can be found to a Madonna del Rosario currently in the deposits of 
the Museo Capodimonte (inv.no. Q1275) that has previously been attributed to Dirck 
Hendricksz Centen and Francesco Curia and his currently ascribed to an unknown 
Netherlandish artist, end of the sixteenth century. 2 
 
 
D5 
Calvary  
Oil on wood, 125 x 105 cm (middle panel) & 125 x 45 cm (side panels)  
Antwerp, Cathedral of Our Lady 
Lit. M. van Dyck, De kathedraal: O.-L.-Vrouwekathedraal, Antwerpen: gids, Antwerp 2003 
  
This painting shows non of Mijtens’characteristics. Moreover, it should have been shipped 
from Naples to Antwerp, which is highly unlikely.  
 
 
D6       
Madonna del Rosario  
Ottati (Campania), Church of San Blasio  
Prov.: Ottati (Campania), Church of Santissima Annunziata 
Lit.: Il Cilento ritrovato, exhib cat. Padula, Padula 1990, no. 29, pp. 131-132 (as circle 
Cornelis Smet); Leone de Castris 1991, pp. 88, 102:n.36, fig. on p. 90; Leone de Castris 
1999, pp. 69-78 ; idem 2005, pp. 123-137, fig. 4 
  
The quality is of the painting is average, and the work is in very bad condition. Although the 
artist was probably of Netherlandish origins, I do not think that it is by Mijtens’ hand. The 
similarities in harsh colours, sharp contours in the Virgin Mary’s face and a crowded, 
disorganised composition make me believe that the painting is by the same artist as the 
Madonna del Rosario in Dipginiano (D7). Possibly this artist was closely related to Cornelis 
Smet, compare for example the rendering of the noblewoman on the painting here discussed 
with the noblewomen painted by Smet (e.g. Cornelis Smet, Madonna del Rosario with saint 
Domenic and Catherine, ca. 1589-90, Cathedral of Muro Lucano).3  
 
 
D7 
Madonna del Rosario  
Dipignano (Calabria), church of Ecce Homo 
Lit.: Mostra d’opere d’arte restaurate in Calabria (1989) (as unknown artist); M.P. Guida di 
Dario, Calabria, Roma 1983, p. 104:n.37 (as Dirck Hendricksz Centen); Leone de Castris 
1991, p. 104:n. 37 (as Aert Mijtens or Cornelis Smet); Leone de Castris 1999, pp. 69-78, 
fig.2 (as unknown Flemish artist) 
 

                                                 
2 More on this altarpiece, see: I tesori dei d’Avalos: committenza e collezionismo di una grande famiglia napoletana, 
exhib.cat. Naples Castel Sant’Elmo 1995, Naples 1994, p. 40, no 4 
3 Previtali 1980, p. 211, fig. 1 
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To my knowledge Leone de Castris was the first to suggest that this painting could be by 
Aert Mijtens, although he is not certain. The composition is very crowded and unbalanced, 
different from the rest of Mijtens’ oeuvre. The depiction of the fabric is softer, less heavy, 
than we are used to from Mijtens the details and strong contours point in the direction of an 
artist close to Cornelis Smet, perhaps the same as the one who painted the work in Ottati 
(D6).  
 
 
D8 
Madonna del Rosario  
Sant'Anastasia (Campania), parochial church 
Lit.: Leone de Castris 1999, p.76, fig. 5 
 
Although Leone de Castris was convinced that this work belonged to Mijtens’ oeuvre, I find it 
hard to see similarities with other paintings by Mijtens.4 The similarities to Hendricksz 
Centen, also mentioned but dismissed by Leone de Castris, seem more likely to me.  
 
 
D9 
Madonna del Rosario  
Mercogliano (Campania), church of Sant'Antonio e San Giovanni 
Lit.: Leone de Castris 1999, p. 73 (as uncerain attr. to Mijtens)  
 
In an attempt to identify the work commissioned to Mijtens on 5 March 1586 by Cecinella5, 
Leone de Castris proposed this altarpiece. However, the scholar questioned his own 
attribution. His doubt seems entirely justified. The painting in the church of Sant’Antonio e 
San Giovanni in Mercogliano is of terrible artistic quality, not even close to Mijtens or any 
other Netherlandish artist in Naples at the last quarter of the sixteenth century.  
 
 
D10 
Madonna di Loreto  
Naples, Palazzo Reale (deposits) 
Lit.: Leone de Castris 1999, p. 76, fig. 11  
 
Although there is a small possibility that this is a very early work of Mijtens after his arrival 
in Naples, the quality is too low for him. The composition is very chaotic and the posture of 
the figures unrealistic. Currently students of the school of restoration in Naples are 
investigating the technique and material used by the artist. It should be noted that the face 
of the Virgin shows resemblance with the Madonna del Rosario in Santa Lucia (D4). 
 
 
D11 
Martyrdom of Saint Bartholomew  
Naples, Church of Santa Maria di Constantinopoli  
Lit.: Celano 1692 (ed. 1856, vol. II, p. 817) (as Giovan Filippo Criscuolo); Previtali 1978, pp. 
105, 136:n.33 (subject ‘Martyrdom of St Erasmus’) (as Aert Mijtens); Leone de Castris 1991, 
pp. 102: n. 17, fig. on p.55 (as Cobergher) 
 
 
D12   

                                                 
4 Leone de Castris 1999, p. 76: “un’altra, ma meno affollata e più severa ‘Madonna del Rosario’conservata, senza 
nome né data, nella parrocchiale di Sant’Anastasia, in cui i putti soliti, il guscio sodo della Vergine, la fattura dei 
panni o la figura della Santa Caterina non lasciano dubbi sull’attribuzione a Mijtens e sull’apparentamento ai quadri 
citati, ma in cui il volto estatico e densamente ombreggiato del San Domenico e l’esuberanza decorativa dei 
particolari – la corazza ad esmpio del sovrano – ribadiscono di contro una più stretta prossimità al miglior Teodoro 
d’Errico.” 
5 Document 5 March 1586, see Appendix 1, document VII 
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Martyrdom of Saint Catherine  
Naples, Church of Santa Maria la Nova  
Lit. Leone de Castris 1991, p. 104 :n.41 (as Aert Mijtens, or copy after) 
 
Unfortunately, I was unable to examine this work and I have found no illustrations of it. To 
my knowledge, Leone de Castris is the only one who mentioned this painting. He saw 
similarities with the paintings in l’Aquila. He suggests that this painting might be a copy 
after the now lost Martyrdom of Saint Catherine painted for the church of San Luigi di 
palazzo (B16). 
 
  
D13 
Virgin and Saints  
Naples, Church of San Giacomo degli Spagnoli  
Lit.: Leone de Castris 1999, p76, fig.10 
 
Unfortunately, I was unable to find and therefore examine this painting. The illustrations 
provided by Leone de Castris is insufficient to tell much. My first impression is that the 
upper part of the composition comes close to work of the Netherlanders in Naples, although 
it could just as well been painted by a Neapolitan artist. As for the lower part, it certainly 
points into the direction of a local artist, especially the static depiction of the fabric and the 
harsh contours of the faces.   
 
 
D14 
Betrayal of Peter 
Pen in black/brown, pencil in colour, washed in light and dark brown, 29,8 x 22,1 cm 
Vienna, Graphische Sammlung Albertina, inv.no. 8436 
Prov.: coll. Fries 
Lit.: cat. Albertina (Benesch) 1928, no. 199 (as Aert Mijtens) 
 
Otto Benesch, who in 1952 also attributed a drawing in the Windsor Collection (A8a) to 
Mijtens, dismissed the attribution of this drawing in an old inventory of the Albertina to 
Gerard Seghers. He attributed it to Aert Mijtens, based on a comparison to “the only known 
work of Mijtens” (at the time), the painting of the Mocking of Christ in Stockholm. He 
specifically underlined the similar use of clairobscur “accentuating the shapes”.  
 
Today Benesch’s pioneering attempt in finding a drawing by Mijtens’ hand is no longer 
convincing, since we can compare the Betrayal of Peter to the study for the Mocking of Christ 
(A8a). In the latter drawing we can see that Mijtens, using a similar drawing technique, 
delivered an entirely different result. The sharp contour lines in the Betrayal as well as the 
flat rendering of the architecture are different from those in the former drawing. 
 
 
D15a 
Adoration of the shepherds 
Oil on leather (octagonal), 26,7 x 26 cm 
Avignon, Musée Calvet (since 1834, inv.no. 834.5.1) 
Prov.: gift Bayol 1834 to Museum (as ‘anonymous’) 
Lit.: mus.cat. 1858, no 189 ( as ‘Arnolt Mytens’); 1879, no 409; 1909, no 623; 1924, no 540; 
2006 (as French master, first half of 17th century), p. 254-255 no R12; Benezit 1999, X, p. 61 
(as Arnold Mytens) 
 
D15b 
Martyrdom of St. Catherine of Alexandria 
Oil on leather (octagonal), 26,7 x 25,8 cm 
Avignon, Musée Calvet (since 1834, inv.no. 834.5.2) 
Prov.: gift Bayol 1834 to Museum (as ‘anonyme’) 
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Lit.: mus.cat. 1858, no 188 ( as ‘Arnolt Mytens’); 1879, no 408; 1909, no 622; 1924, no 539; 
2006 (as French master, first half of 17th century, after Simon Vouet), p. 254-255 no R13; 
Benezit 1999, X, p. 61 (as Arnold Mytens) 
 
It is unclear to me why these two small paintings were ever attributed to Aert Mijtens.6 When 
they were donated to the Museum in Avignon in 1834, they were called anonymous. In 1858 
however, the museum catalogue first mentions the name of Mijtens as the artist who 
produced them. In the recent museum catalogue the paintings are described as respectively 
by an unknown seventeenth century French master (D16a) and as a copy after Simon Vouet, 
based on an etching by Claude Mellan of 1625 (D16b). This seems far more plausible. Cat. 
2006:  
 
 

                                                 
6 The museum catalogue of 2006 (S. Boyer & F. Guillaume, Les Maîtres du Nord. Musée Calvet Avignon, Avignon, 
2006), pp. 254-155,  agrees on this: “Ces deux petits cuivres de format octogonal, formant une paire, portent une 
attribution inexplicable à Arnold Mytens (1541-1601). » … « Selon Pierre Rosenberg, l’Adoration des bergers serait 
une composition peinte d’après une gravure tirée de l’œuvre de Simon Vouet. Malgré nos patientes recherches, nous 
n’avons pu trouver de gravure correspondant à la composition d’origine. »… « Le 834.5.2 s’est avéré être une 
composition peinte d’après une gravure de Claude Mellan datée 1625, tirée du Martyre de saitne Catherine de 
Simon Vouet. L’original de Simon Vouet, qui a appartenu à la collection du preince électeur palatin à Düsseldorf, 
n’est plus localisé. » 
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Conclusion 
 

In 1604, Carel van Mander wrote that Aert Mijtens (1556 - 1601) had succeeded in making 

the Italians speak more moderately of Netherlandish artists and say less often that the 

Fiamminghi had no proper approach to the painting of figures. Aert Mijtens was to be 

regarded as an example for young painters who aspired to become great artists. 

 

Who was this artist and why did he deserve such praise? The young Aert had been a real 

prodigy in his youth, both capable and gifted. Carel van Mander, who was Mijtens’ 

contemporary and could make use of recent and accurate information, tells us that Mijtens 

was exceptionally industrious  and even took the risk of stealing a hangman’s body from the 

gallows to study human anatomy. At an early age he had decided that Italy would be the 

country where he would find inspiration and fortune. He first went to Rome, where he was in 

close contact with some of the leading figures of the Netherlandish colony in the city, such 

as Hans Speckaert and Antonis van Santvoort. Around the year 1575 Mijtens chose to leave 

Rome and settle in Naples, the capital of the Spanish Viceroyalty. There he worked 

successfully for twenty-five years. At the end of his life he returned to Rome. His return to 

the Eternal City did not go unnoticed. He received the commission to paint a large painting 

for the most important church in the Catholic world, St Peter’s Cathedral. The combination of 

this prestigious commission and the overwhelming impression Mijtens’ Mocking of Christ 

made on Van Mander, when he admired it in Bernard van Somer’s house in Amsterdam,  

motivated Van Mander to describe Mijtens with words of the highest praise.   

 

How was it possible that Aert Mijtens had left Rome as a talented and ambitious, but young 

and inexperienced painter, not even a master yet, only to return there twenty-five years later 

and receive a very prestigious commission? In order to receive such a commission, an artist 

had to be very talented and have an excellent reputation and social standing. What had 

happened during his years in the Viceroyalty? I have tried to find the factors in Neapolitan 

society which, in combination with his talent, were of influence on Mijtens’ success. 

 

The capital of the Spanish Viceroyalty had different rules of survival than Rome, or the 

Netherlands for that matter. Naples was an internationally orientated harbour city from 

which the immense territory of the Viceroyalty was governed with a strong hand by the 

Viceroys. The power of the nobility, that had once been in absolute control, was challenged 

by the increasing number of the successful upper middle class and the powerful clergy. Due 

to its function as a harbour and moreover the numerous foreign invaders that had occupied 

the city throughout the centuries, the Neapolitans had grown accustomed to the presence of 

foreigners within their city. Next to the Spanish, Genoese and Venetian businessmen, many 

craftsmen and merchants from the Netherlands were active in the Viceroyalty. The merchant 
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Maarten della Faille for example, established an overseas trading route between Antwerp and 

Naples in 1585. It is not to be excluded that the presence of the Fiamminghi in Naples may 

be in some way related to the ‘Habsburg connection’, that is to say the fact that both the 

Southern Netherlands and Naples were ruled by the Spanish king. Nevertheless a special 

relationship between the two regions is difficult to find and would need further investigation. 

Maybe the very capable and influential Viceroy Antoine Perrenot de Granvelle (1571 - 1575), 

who had been counsellor to the Emperor Charles V and his daughter in Brussels just before 

the beginning of the Eighty-Year-War, gave an extra impulse to the relationship and presence 

of Netherlandish artists in Naples. Painting in Naples also had a very international 

orientation, similar to other Italian cities. This becomes evident from the number of North-

Italian artists and artists from above the Alps who settled in the Viceroyalty through the 

years, leaving their mark on local painting. Towards the 1570s, Neapolitan artists had 

developed a local style, in which foreign influences were amalgamated, but with its own 

character.  

 

From seventeenth century inventories we have seen that Netherlandish painting was highly 

appreciated by Neapolitan collectors. It was the second-most important group within their 

collections, directly after work by local artists. From the middle of the sixteenth century 

Netherlandish artists undertook the journey to Naples in an ever increasing number. Most of 

them only visited the city for a short period, to work on commissions or to see the natural 

marvels at Pozzuoli and the Antiquities and other artworks in Naples and the surrounding 

area. However, from the 1570s on, the number of Fiamminghi that settled in Naples 

increased  to such a degree that they can arguably be called a small ‘colony’. Even though 

they all had their own characteristics and careers, similarities in style must have been 

stimulated and/or recognised as such by their Neapolitan patrons as well as their extensive 

social connections in the city have led art historians to describe them as a colony. The social 

network of compatriots, both artists and businessmen, provided a steady and secure home 

base for the Netherlandish artists who came to Naples to try their luck. The most significant 

artists within this group were the pater familias Cornelis Smet, head of a large and 

productive studio Dirck Hendricksz Centen, and pictor doctus Wenzel Cobergher.  Amongst 

these artists, Mijtens should be seen as the commercial and artistic talent.    

 

In chapter three I discussed Mijtens’ output during his stay in the Viceroyalty. In the 

catalogue of his oeuvre, we have seen that as soon as he begun to receive his own 

commissions in the Viceroyalty he came to be regarded as an expert in certain popular 

topics, such as the Madonna del Rosario. He executed the commissions he received from his 

patrons with the greatest care and craftsmanship, while keeping to the strict conventions of 

the post-Tridentine era. This seems to have been a conscientious choice of Mijtens, possibly 

instigated by the religious severity of his patrons, since we know that he was very well able 
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to adapt to the latest developments in art. This becomes apparent from the Calvary in 

l’Aquila (A8) and his last work, the Mocking of Christ (A9). Another sign of Mijtens’ 

commercial insight is the fact that he seems to have focussed almost exclusively on patrons 

related to the Dominican order, both in the capital and in the province. The Dominicans were 

very powerful during the last quarter of the sixteenth century, due to the  pontificate of the 

Dominican pope Pius V, the battle of Lepanto in 1571 and the power of the Roman 

inquisition. Even though the Dominicans were not the largest order in Naples at that time, 

the increased popularity of the order and the settlement of the reformed Dominicans from 

Abruzzo in the capital of the Spanish Viceroyalty, assured Mijtens of commissions once he 

and his previous work had convinced the friars of his talent. In one way or another an artistic 

relationship must have existed between Aert and the other Fiamminghi in addition to their 

social connections. However, it is clear that they did not work as often and exclusively for 

the Dominicans as he did. 

 

We can conclude that Naples was a city were an ambitious and talented painter such as Aert 

Mijtens was able to develop himself. The international orientation of the city in economical, 

political and artistic sense created a good working environment for foreign artists. The 

increased presence of religious orders after the Council of Trent assured artists of 

commissions to decorate the many, often newly build, churches, confraternity chapels and 

monasteries. Netherlandish art was sought-after by Neapolitan patrons and it influenced 

local artists. However, Netherlandish art was not as widespread in the last quarter of the 

sixteenth century that the market was saturated, it was still seen as an exotic rarity. His 

connections with Netherlandish artists in Naples provided Mijtens with a base and starting 

point from which he could further develop himself. In my opinion however, the key to 

Mijtens’ success was a combination of on the one hand his talent and character as revealed 

by Van Mander and by his oeuvre and on the other hand his ability to adapt to the wishes of 

patrons in Naples and the rest of the Spanish Viceroyalty. To put it in other words, his 

commercial insight. When he arrived in the Viceroyalty, he had not much more to offer but 

his talent and ambition. When he left twenty-four years later, he was a successful artist, 

working in a manner very different from the usual Netherlandish manner, who was worthy to 

paint for the Saint Peter’s cathedral.  
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Appendix 1: Documents 
 
This Appendix contains the transcriptions and summaries of the archival sources on Aert 
Mijtens that are today known to us. Unfortunately the section of the Archivio di Stato di 
Napoli which contains the documents on Mijtens, was closed for renovation during the 
period I worked on my thesis. Therefore, I can only provide the full transcriptions of 
documents that have previously been published. If provided, the description of the 
document by the author of the publication will be included. Leone de Castris has 
summarised the rest of the documents on Aert Mijtens that have been found so far.1 I have 
chosen to include his summaries integrally in this appendix, to show the documents in 
chronological order and as correct as possible. The three documents cited by Leone de 
Castris in 1999 are also included in the form of quotations from the article. 
 
For the calculation of the measurements in the catalogue I have used the Dictionnaire 
universel des poids et measures anciens et modernes by Horace Doursther, third edition 
Amsterdam 1976. The Neapolitan measures were used in the entire Spanish Viceroyalty. 
 
1 Neapolitan palmo (p.)  =  262,0145 mm ≈ 26,2 cm 
1 Neapolitan canna =  8 palmi ≈ 209,6 cm 
 
Abbreviations: 
 
AFN =  Archivio del Museo Filangieri a Napoli 
ASAQ =  Archivio di Stato del’Aquila 
ASN =   Archivio di Stato di Napoli 
ASBN =  Archivio Storico del Banco di Napoli 
ASDN = Archivio Storico Diocesano di Napoli 
ASV =   Archivio Segreto Vaticano 
 
Cannatà =  R. Cannatà, ‘Pittura meridionale del tardo Cinquecento in Abruzzo: 

dipinti di Teodoro d’Errico, Silvestro Buono, Giovan Bernardo Lama, 
Aert Mytens e Giuseppe Cesari’, in: Bolletino d’Arte 77 (1993), pp. 79–
92 

De Mieri = S. De Mieri, Girolamo Imparato (1549 ca. – 1607) ed altre questioni del 
tardo Cinquecento Napoletano, diss. Università degli studi di Napoli 
Federico II, 2004-2005 [unpublished manuscript 2005], pp. 215-217 

Filangieri IV = G. Filangieri di Satiano, Documenti per la storia le arti e le industrie 
delle provincie napoletane, Naples 1883-91, vol. IV, p. XIX : n. 7  

Filangieri VI = G. Filangieri di Satiano, Documenti per la storia le arti e le industrie 
delle provincie napoletane, Naples 1883-91, vol. VI, pp. 156-157 

Hoogewerff = G.J. Hoogewerff, Nederlandsche kunstenaars te Rome (1600-1725): 
uittreksels uit de parochiale archieven, The Hague 1942 

 
 
 
Documents 
 
I: 21 febbraio 1581 –  

Conviene coi nobili fratelli Geronimo ed Ettore Boccia di Napoli per la pittura 
d’un’ancona col suo arnamento di legno intagliato e dorato, rappresentante la imagine 
di N. D.a di Piedigrotta, con vista della città di Napoli e fuga di cavalli turcheschi, ed 
al disotto, in figura di oranti i ritratti in piedi di essi due fratelli Boccia, con le loro 
armi ed insegne : il tutto pel prezzo di duc. 24  

                                                 
1 Leone de Castris 1991, pp. 333-334 
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“Die xxj februarij…1581…nobilis Raynaldus Maydens flamineus pictor sicut ad 
conuentionem deuenit cum nobilibus Hieronimo boccia et Hettore bocia de neapoli 
fratribus…promisit facere infrascriptam conam videlicet: una cona de palmi noue alta 
et sei e uno quarto larga con la cornice de uno quarto de palmo intagliata et indorata 
de ligname stascinato che non spache per tre anni: ditto ligname a laude de experti: 
con una madonna con dui angeli che tenino la corona in testa conforme a l’immagine 
de santa maria de piedegrotte. Intorno la Madonna uno sblendore con serafini et 
angeli tanto quanto sera nicessario a correspondentia de la detta cona con un paese 
con una città conforme napole con una fuga de cavalli turcheschi una figura a mano 
dritta intitulata santo anello patrone de napole con sua bandera in mano : a la sinistra 
santa lucia con lo vaso dentro l’ochi con dui retratti uno alla destra et l’altro alla 
sinistra uno de messer Geronimo boccia e l’altro di detto messer Hettorre…quale 
promette farele de naturale a l’una parte et l’altra. In pede di detta cona farci le arme 
de li detti fratelli fare detta pittura de colori fini a oglio et lauorata due volte et poi 
retochata et lo manto de la madonna lauorato de azulo ultra marino l’ultima volta da 
consignarsi per detti fratelli detto azulo : bona ben fatta a laude di experti in tale per lo 
prezo de ducati vinti quattro quali pro rata detti fratelli prometteno pagarli a detto 
messer Raynaldo videlicet de li quali ne recepe ducati cinque da detto messer 
Geronimo altri ducati cinque fra uno mese et li altri finita detta cona in pace. Promette 
detta cona et opera farela complita ben fatta ut supra in fra quattro mesi da hogi in 
pace. »  

{ASN : Notai ‘500, Prot. Di Not. Aniello Rosanova del 1580-82, a cart. 131, in: 
Filangieri IV} 

 
 
II : 9 marzo 1581 –  

Prende a bottega il giovinetto Donato Antonio Bruno di Altavilla – 
« Die nouo martij…1581…honorabilis Joannes donatus bruno de altavilla…cum 
expresso consensu honorabilis Andreae bruno eius patris sicut ad conuentionem 
deuenit cum honorabili Raynaldo maytens flamineo pittore sponte locauit opera et 
seuitita sue persone eidem Raynoldo durante tempore annorum quator…Et versa vice 
predictus Raynaldus promisit durante dicto tempore dictum Joannem donatum tenere 
in eius domo ipsique dare victum et lectum…ac ipsum docere artem predictam 
picotris iuxta sui ingenij capacitatem. »  

{ASN: Notai ‘500, prot. Di Not. Aniello Rosanova del 1580-1582, a cart. 142, in: 
Filangieri IV} 

 
 
III:      8 Luglio 1581 –  

Promette al Notajo Giov. Marco Cinciano, della terra di Albano, in Basilicata, 
stipulante anche in nome di Giov. Domenico de Abate, della medesima terra, di  

“pintare in tela in oglio una cona con l’imagine de santa Maria de la conceptione de 
palmi nove d’altezza e sette de larghezza, et la madonna habia da essere de palmi 
sette alta, de la medesima manera et pictura che se ritrova pintata dentro la ecclesia 
de Montecalvario de questa città de Napoli, de li medesmi colori et l’azulo sia de 
ultramarino, et sopra la testa de la madonna nel medesmo quatro ci habbia da 
depengere l’Idio patre con cinque angeli intorno et nel triangolo sopre detto quatro 
quale ha da essere d’altezza de palmi tre et mezzo ultra li nove palmi di detto quatro 
et di larghezza palmi sette, con lo spirito Santo depinto in cima, et sotto da l’una parte 
un angelo et da l’altra santa Maria de l’Annuntiata et intorno di detta madonna de la 
conceptione di detta ecclesia de Montecalvario….iuxta la forma del designo mostratoli 
in presentia nostra et subscripto per mano di me predetto notajo…quale cona haverà 
da servire per la cappella del detto signor Domenico constructa dentro la venerabile 
ecclesia de Santa Maria maggiore matre ecclesia di detta terra d’Albano… et questo 
per lo prezzo…de ducati trenta otto… »  

{ASN: Notai ‘500, prot. Di Not. Cesare Rosanova, an. 1581, a car. 262, in: Filangieri 
VI} 
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IV :     15 Gennaio 1583 –  
Promette ad Annibale de Querquis della terra di Griptile, in Basilicata, di dipingere 
una cona alta palmi 15 e mezzo e larga palmi 10, incluse le colonne, col quadro 

 « in tela, et che sia il quatro palmi undici alto et palmi quattro et mezo largo, il tunno 
con li scabelli alti uno palmo et quarto de canna, et in quella pintare l’imagine de Santa 
Maria del Populo con lo manto aperto che si de azulo ultramarino con li due angeli che 
li ponendo la corona in testa et dalla banda de la man destra l’immagine de Santo 
Stefano et da l’altra banda…l’immagine de Santa Francesco d’Assisa con loro 
perfectione, et dentro l’istesso quatro ce sia lo popolo, videlicet dalla banda dextra 
l’homini et dalla banda sinistra le donne che parano vestiti da gentil’homini et 
gentildonne : al scabello nella mità con la immagine del santissimo Sacramento 
coperto con lo velo et da l’una banda et da l’altra la confrateria verstita torchino con 
altri homini et donne che vadano appresso, et che le colonne siano intagliate con 
figure et fogliame menute, inorate con soi cornicioni et architravi et inorati dove sarà 
necessario et intagliati… » et cio pel prezzo di ducati novanta  

{ASN : Notai ‘500, prot. Di not. Cesare Rosanova, an. 1583, a car. 33, in : Filangieri VI} 
 

 
V :       18 Gennaio 1584 –   

Conviene coi maestri e governatori della venerabile cappella di S. Maria del Rosario, 
esistente nella chiesa di S. Severo al Pendino, di fare un’ancona con la imagine di 
N.D. del Rosario, una al suo ornamento, giusta il disegno del magnifico Lama, ed il 
pittore Venceslao Cuberger, ed in caso di dissenso i questi due, inappellabilmente da 
quattro altri pittori, nominati da ambo le parti, e che fisseranno il prezzo della detta 
ancona, in conto del quale esso Maytens ha già ricvuto ducati 91 e grana dieci. La 
detta cona inoltre finita dev’essere armata in una chiesa di Napoli dove tornerà più 
comodo, o nella casa del Sig. Jacobo Agnello de Bottis (palazzo Como), con pagarsi 
duc. 10 a falgenami che l’armeranno  [Questa cona, conservatasi fino a che la 
Congregazione de’Recitanti il SS. Rosario era a stanza nel pianterreno del Palazzo 
Como, nel disfacimento di questa, in occasione dell’apertura della nuova Via del 
Duomo, essendo stata tota di posto, venne distrutta vandalicamente da’muratori intenti 
alla demolizione.] 

« Eodem die (18 jan. 1584)…magnificus Raynaldus maytens flamineus pictor… sicut 
ad conuentionem deuenit cum magnificis Joanne dominico de apucze Jacobo antonio 
de federico Joanne ambrosio de fraya et Joanne dominico colonia de neapooli 
magistris et gubernatoribus venerabilis cappelle sancte Marie de lo rosario constructe 
intus ecclesiam santi Seuerij huius civitatis neapolis presentibus sponte promisit 
complere et pictare quandam conam per eum inceptam in eius domo pro seruitio ditte 
cappelle cum omnibus figuris et designis sancte Marie del rosario de colori fini con 
pede et cimmasa conforme al designo fatto per lo magnifico Joan bernardo dela lama 
ben fatta a laude di experti infra menses duos a presente die pro pretio quo comuniter 
aprretiabitur per dicutm magnificum Joannem bernardum de la lama et Venceslaum 
cuberger flamineum elettos per ambus partes ipsas et in casu discordie debeat decidi 
et reuideri per quatuor artis predicte pictoris dicto quorum debeat credi et non 
appellare aliqua ratione et in partem pretii predicti predictus Raynaldus confexus fuit 
recepisse…ducatos nonoginta unum et grana decem et reliquos ad complementum 
pretij predicti predicit magistri promiserunt soluere ditto Raynaldo finita ditta cona et 
fatto appretio predicto in pace cum patto quod si defecerit a consigmatione predicta 
liceat ditis magistris illam fieri facere ab aliis personis ab omnia damna predicti 
Raynaldi : quale cona finit anche sarà si deba armare ad una ecclesia doue più 
comodo sera a dette parte et quella armata si debia pagare subito quello sera 
appreczata o vero a lo palazo del quondam Jacobo anello de bottis…verum li predicti 
magnifici mastri debiano pagare ducati dece a bon cunto per li mastri d’ascia di detta 
cona. »  

{ASN : Notai ‘500, prot. Di not. Aniello Rosanova, del 1582-84, a cart. 167, in : 
Filangieri IV} 
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VI : 6 Giugno 1585 – 

Fa una cona pel magnifico Marco Antonio Todeschi di Napoli, rappresentante N.D.a 
della pietà, con sopraornato, in cui Iddio padre ed il mistero dell’Annunziata, pel 
prezzo di Duc. 80, compreso l’ornamento itarsiato e dorato –  

“Eodem die ( 6 Jun. 1585)…nobilis Raynaldus maytens pictor sicut ad conuentionem 
deuenit cum Magnifico Marco Antonio todeschi de neapoli…promisit fare et pintare 
una cona de l’imagine de la pieta con nostro signore in braccie con san gioanne et 
con tutti li altri personaggi necessarii a ditto misterio de langhezza palmi quindici et de 
larghezza palmi diece conforme il desegno ha dato a ditto magnifico Marco Antonio 
con farci sopra detta cona un altra figura con l’imagine de Iddio patre et de 
l’Annunciata et quella pintare de colori fini et il manto de la Madonna farlo de colore 
azuro ultra marino con ponerci anco ditto Raynaldo tutto lo legname necessario et 
anco l’intaglio indoratura et ogni algra cosa spettante al complimento de detta coa. Et 
quella darla complita al detto Marco antonio per tutto il mese di 8bre primo futuro del 
presente anno 1585. Et hoc pro…pretio ducatorm octuaginta de carlenis argenti… »  

{ASN, Notai’500, prot. Di not. Ottavio Nastaro del 1584-85, a cart. 409, in: Filangieri 
IV} 
 

 
VII : 5 marzo 1586 –   

Fa una cona per la università e gli uomini di Mercogliano (in Provincia d’Avellino), ed 
in essa dipinto il mistero del SS. Rosario con ornamento intagliato e dorato, avente nel 
mezzo N.aD.a col figliuolo in braccio e così pure gli angeli e tutte alter figure, come in 
altra tavola fatta da esso pittore per la chiesa dell’Ospedaletto con cimasa e predella 
pel prezzo di Ducati cinquantacinque di carlini d’argento  

“Die quinto martij…1586 neapoli…nobilis Raynaldus maytens de neapoli pictor sicut 
ad conuentionem deyenit cum magnifico notario Nicolao cecinella de terra Mercogliani 
procuratore universitatis et hominum predicte terre Mercogliani…promisit…facere 
infrascriptam conam sanctissimi Rosarii pro venerabili ecclesia divi Petri sita intus 
predictam terram modo infrascripto. Videlicet una cona quatra de alteza palmi undici 
de larghza palmi otto meno un quarto con una cornice profilata et intagliata intorno 
indorata de oro fino: et detta cona debia essere con lo misterio de santissimo Rosario 
et partimento da uno misterio a l’altro et che la cornice attorno sia un quarto de palmo 
larga et che il legname da detta cona sia staggionato et non spacchi: de colori 
finissimi de tutta paragona et in mezzo del quadro debia fare l’imagine de la madonna 
con il figliuolo in braccio et li angeli sopra et tutte le altre figure de santi che sono posti 
nella cona che detto messer Raynaldo ha fatto nel Spitaletto et de quella perfetione 
de mano, conforme sta in l’ecclesia del Spitaletto con ponerci detto Raynaldo tutte le 
cose necessarie per compinmento de detta cona. Verum in detta cona non se intende 
incluso nè il scabello nè la cimasa : qual cona detto messer Raynaldo ce l’ahbbia a 
consignare cqua in Napoli in sua poteca. Et hoc pro…pretio ducatorum quinquaginta 
quinque de carlenis argenti… »  

{ASN : Notai’500, prot. Di not. Ottavio Nastaro del 1586-87, a cart. 50, in: Filangieri 
IV} 

 
 

VIII : 16 aprile 1586 –  
Prende a bottega il giovinetto quindicenne Bartolomeo de Castagnara di Battista de 
Genova  

“Eodem die ( 17 apr. 1586)…honorabilis Baptista castangara ianuencis pater 
Bartolomei castagnara…etatis annorum quindecim in circa sicut ad conuentionem 
deuenit cum nobili Raynaldo Maytens de neapoli pittore…locavit opera et seruitia 
persone predicti Bartolomei…eidem Raynaldo…durante tempore annorum trium…et 
versa in eius domo et seruitio ipsumque docere predictam pictoris.”  

{ASN : Notai’500, Prot. Di not. Ottavio Nastaro del 1586-87, a cart. 101, in: Filangieri 
IV} 
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IX : 7 gennaio 1592 -  

« Signori Governatori del banco dela Nonciata de Napoli piaccia alle Signorie vostre 
pagare per me alli Magnifici Michele Curia mastro et Cancellero dela Cappella de 
santo Luca de li pittori de Napoli, Curcio de Georgio mastro et Thesorero Rinaldo 
Mithe, Sebastiano Sellitto, Francesco Spasiano, Geronimo Imperato et Matheo de 
Guido similmente mastri de detta Cappella, docati diece correnti, et sono per saldo et 
final conto dela administracione per me fatta come thesorero de dita Cappella de tre 
anni passati del Consolato de pittori dela quale administracione ne hò dato conto 
come appare per li libri de la Cappella predetta et resto saldato de detta 
administracione de deta Cappella, salvo et reservato a la Cappella lo apprezzo fatto 
delle Galeazze de lo quale apprezzo ne resta lo pigno in mio potere in beneficio de la 
Cappella. In Napoli jl dì sette de Januario 1592  
Al comando de le signorie vostre Marino Bonocore per mano de notaro Giovan 
Domenico Cavaliero per llui non sapere scrivere » 

{ASBN: Banco dell’Annunziata, volume di polizze, matricola 100, in: De Mieri} 
 
 
X : 21 giugno 1592 –  
  « die 21 Junij 1592 neap. 

Rinaldus mitens fiamengo al presente comunale in napoli alla incoronata dice pittore 
etatis annij circa triginta sex (…) ho presi moglie qua in napoli sono da anni quattordici 
che si chiamantava Giuditta di negro Neapolitana, la quale Giuditta tre anni sara 
questo Sante Gioanne primo ventuno 1592 cascò amalata et si morse et ho sepellita 
nella chiesa JesuMaria, et del hora io sono stato viduo et senza moglie, excepto che 
al presente voglio fare matrimonio con la madonna margerita de medina napoletana 
vidua et questa e la verita et non altramente. – Rinaldo Mijtens 
Codendie 
Theodorij de Arricho fiamengo al presente comunale in napoli alla porta delo spirito 
santo dice essere pittore, etatij annij circa quatraginta otto (…) haveva da anni 
dicisette che ho conosco lo detto rinaldo cqua in napoli atteso facimo tutta sua arte di 
pittore et semo paisani, et so che il detto Rinaldo gli anni passati che haveva da tredici 
in quattordici anni presi moglie cqua in napoli che si dimandava Giuditta de Negro 
laquale Giuditta come a Dio piacque si morse haveva da tre anni et ho proprio la vidde 
morta et ho sepellita à Jesumaria et dal hora lo pittore Rinaldo è stato viduo et senza 
moglie ne tam poco have data fede a nescuna excepto che alla presente Margarita di 
medina napoletana che è mia cognata sorella de mia moglie che similmente è vidua 
che il suo marito si dimandava Cornelis Smetto fiamengo che si è morto che havev da 
otto mesi qua in napoli et ho sepellito a montecalvario, del che hanno fare detto 
matrimonio insieme essendo tutti di saluti et questa è la verita (…) io teodoris de 
henrico fiamingo sono … 
Codendie 
Petrus Menencia fiamengo d’anversa comunale in napoli alla incoronata dice essere 
pittore etatis annoi circa triginta trie (…) sono più de dudici anni che ho conosco lo 
pittore Rinaldo mitens fiamengo, qua in napoli il quale Rinaldo io so benissimo che 
haveva moglie qua in napoli e monastero nela strada di sana jacomo deli spagnoli che 
habitavano di casa, che si dimantava Giuditta de Negro neapolitana la quale Giuditta 
tre anni sono che è morta et ho proprio la vidde morta et ho sepellita à Jesumaria, et il 
detto Rinaldo dal hora è stato libero et senza moglie ne have data fede à nescuna 
excepta che al presente vuole fare matrimonio con margerita di medina neapolitana la 
quale margarita de medina similmente conosco da molti anni che have marito che si 
dimantava Cornelio Smette che era moi compare che similmente è morto meglio 
mese passato li ottobre 1592 sara otto mesi, et ho sepellito à montecalvario al che 
hanno contrassere insieme detto matrimonio essendo saluti l’uno et l’altra et questa è 
la verita (…) dixit - Peeter Mennens » 

{ASDN : processetti matrimoniali ‘500, n. 1624, my own transcription, unfortunately 
only partial} 
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XI : 25 febbraio 1594 -  
Ai nostri Governatori dela Nuntiata centonovantadue ducati e per loro a Simeone 
Ranalo Meytens, Giovanni Inyers, Giulio del Loco, Giovan Vincenzo Forli, Angelo 
d’Amato et Curtio di Giorgio pittori, dissero in parte di ducati 384 per l’integro prezzo 
dell’opera di pittura che haurano da fare nell’intempiatura di detta Santa Casa  
nell’ecclesia, consistente in ventiquattro quatri, venti di essi di palmi tredici in circa di 
larghezza et palmi sei in circa di altezza per ciascheduno di essi, in li quali se ci 
haverà da fare per ognuno di essi doi angioli che tengono in mano uno epiteto della 
Madonna Santissima, et quattro altri quatri di sette palmi di ogni lato in circa nelli quali 
si hanno da fare li quattro evangelisti di quel modo migliore parerà a Simeone 
Vincenzo Coberger, Fabritio Santafede, Geronimo Imparato, e Giovan Battista 
Cavagni como soprastanti di detti 24 quatri declarando che tanto li quattro quatri 
dell’Evangelisti predetti quanti quattro altri delli suddetti 20 che circondano il quatro 
grande dell’Assumptione si haveranno di da fare per lo magnifico Rinaldo Mitens cioè 
li quattro evangelisti et li quali altri quattro sopradetti per il magnifico Giovanni Iniers 
quali debbano essere a soddisfatione del detto magnifico Vincenzo Coberger et non 
altrimenti tanto nella perfetione et bontà di colori quanto d’ogni altra cosa necessaria 
per la summa di altri quatri sedici remanenti de la suma di detti 24 siano et debbano 
essere fatti cioè otto per li magnifici Giulio del Loco et Giovan Vincenzo Forli a 
soddisfatione del magnifico Fabritio Santafede con le conditioni predette et per la 
summa di altri quattro quatri siano et debbano essere fatti per lo magnifico Angelo 
d’Amato a sodisfatione del magnifico Geronimo Imperato de la bontà et conditione 
necessaria et li restanti quattro quatri per compimento di detto numero 24 siano et 
debbano essere fatti per lo magnifico Curtio di Giorgio a sodisfatione del magnifico 
Giovan Battista Cavagni della bontà et perfetione ut supra, declarando che detti 
magnifici pittori che averanno da fare detti quatri 24 siano tenuti ponerci essi tutti li 
colori fini et necessari et lo avessero indorato cenere di prezzo di uno ducato in circa 
l’onza et ogni altra cosa necessaria eccetto che la tela, declarando che tutta detta 
opera di pittura si obligano et prometteno ogni uno di essi magnifici Rinaldo Meijtens, 
Giovanni Inyers, Giulio del Loco, Giovan Vincenzo Forli, Angelo d’Amato et Curtio di 
Giorgio darla fatta et atta a potersi ponere all’intempiatura per tutti il mese di maggio 
prossimo venturo 1594 et mancando ognuno di essi di finire li quatri con la bontà et 
perfetione sopradetta per detto mese di maggio debba perdere per sedici della rata 
che li spetterà di ducati sessantaquattro il quale è il prezzo di quattro quatri che tocca 
ad ogn’uno di essi di fare pronto d’interesse cossì da mò e per allora liquidato fra di 
essi, a loro contanti. 

{ASBN : Banco dell’Annunziata, giornale di cassa, matricola 18, in : De Mieri} 
 
 
XII: 29 novembre 1599 -  

“Convenctio pro Guardiano Vicario et procuratoribus Sancti Bernardini ac etiam pro 
Raynaldo Mites de Flandria pictore. Die 29 novembre 1599 Aquile et proprie in 
sacrestia ecclesie Sancti Bernardini (…): nos Johannes Battista Caraccius iudex, 
Johannes Martinus Angeli notarius et testes infrascripti videlicet Marcus-antonius de 
Antonellis Prosperus de Picis Georgeus Satorninus de Aquila et Magister Bernardinus 
Ferradino mediolanensis sartor Aquile, presenti scriptura testamur quod personaliter 
constitui frater Thomas de Thiono ad presens Guardianus Conventus Sancti 
Bernardini de Aquila, frater Johanne Baptista de Calasio vicarus eiusdem conventus 
et frater Bonifacius civitatis Reate aromatarius ac etiam Alferius Jacobus de 
Lucentinus, Hieronimus Casteglioni et Bartholomeus interverius economy et 
procurators eiusdem ecclesie et tam pro se ipsis quibus supra nominibus quam pro 
aliys fratribus et officialibus dicti conventus successore futuris pro quibus orato 
promittunt quantum opus sit ex una parte, et magister Raynaldus Mites de Flandria 
pictor ex altera parte sponte etc, namque partes ipse devenerunt ad infrascriptam 
conventionem videlicet che detto Aurd Rinaldo promette et solennemente se obliga a, 
decti guardiano Vicario et procuraturi presenty etc., pegnere la facciata dentro il coro 
della predetta ecclesia de Sancto Bernardino, cioè, la facciata del altare magiore in 
tela et farlo secondo il disegno sopro di ciò tra esse parti fatto et quello migliorando de 
figure et paesi et de colori finy et dicta pictura si faccia di mano propria desso Rinaldo, 
quale pittura promette finirla in termine d’un anno … ab hodie numerando etc, col 
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patto che la tela per detta pittura si compre a spese del convento de Sancto 
Bernardino, tra lo qual tempo esso nostro Rinaldo non possa pigliare ad fare altra 
opera, ma attendere continuamente alla pittura predetta, et per sua mercede gli 
presenti padri et procuraturi pro se et altri officiali successore da venire, gli promettono 
dare ducati quattrocento de regno delli quali esso mastro Rinaldo a buon conto ne ave 
et tenne manualmente ducati settanta et lo restante gli predetti padri et procuraturi pro 
se ipsis et nominibus quibus supra ci li promettono dare et pagare in questo modo 
videlicet in fine d’ogni mese ducati vinticinque includendoci li detti ducati settanta 
scienti et pagati, et al ultimo del opera pagarly ducati cento pro complimento delli dicti 
ducati quattrocento overo quel che restarrando debitori, et debitori, et dicta opera in 
tela finita ponerla et accomodarla in detto capo altare alla facciata respondente dentro 
il coro di detta ecclesia, et circa l’alteza se rimette ad arbitrio de detto mastro Rinaldo 
cioe della proportione del quadro (…) hi acti etc. que omnia etc. promittent etc. 
obligant sub pena dupli etc. acceptant ( ?) iuraverunt ius presenti patres tacto pectore 
more religiosorum et predicti economi et Rainaldus tactis scripturis. De quetazione … 
manu mey soprascripti notarii sub die secunda octobris 1600. » 

{ASAQ: Notar Angelini, vol. XXIX, scheda 93, cc. 507v, 508r, 508v., in: Cannatà} 
 
 
XIII : March 1601 – 
  « In Via di Ripetta, verso il fiume, nell’altra casa di Santo Rocho a no. 2 : 

Maestro Bartolomeo de Santfort d’Anversa, herede di maestro Antonio, pitore d’anni 
35, con un servitore. Cresimato et comunicato. – Guglielmo Pedrino, fiandrese, suo 
servitore, d’anni 22. Cres. et com. 
Et più : Rinaldo Mittens di Bruseles, pitore, d’anni 44. Con due figlie et un figlio. 
Cresimato et comunicato. [added in a different hand:] Morto.  
Dianora, d’anni 18, maritata, sua figlia. Cres.et com. 
Bernardo Vanzumero, fiandrese, suo marito, d’anni 28. Cres. et com. 
Francesca, d’anni 12, sua figlia. Cres. 
Marco, suo figlio, d’anni 14. Cres. et com. 
Et più : Jacomo de Ase, fiandrese, pitore, d’anni 26. Con un servitore. Cresimato et 
comunicato. – Leonardo di Stefano, todesco, Romano d’anni 24, servitore. Cres. et 
com. 
Valerio Aps, fiandrese, pitore, d’anni 23. Cres. et com. 
Jacomo, notario fiamengo, de Bolduco, d’anni 40. Cres. et com. » 

{ASV : Libri status animarum di Santa Maria del Popolo (1601-1604), vol. 1, fol. 7, in: 
Hoogewerff 1942} 
 
 
 
XIV: 28 september 1601 –  

“Settembre 1601, Arnaldi Maitens morse nella strada del Corso sepolto in S. Lorenzo 
a di 28.”  

{Burial register of the church of San Lorenzo in Lucina in Rome (vol. I, 1588-1610, c. 127), in: 
Cannatà} 
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Summaries Leone de Castris 1999 
 
I „Nel primo [documento], del 7 aprile 1580, egli promette a un Giovan 

Bernardino Milano di Scigliano in Calabria, di dipingere entro tre mese e per la 
somma di 30 ducati, una tela di palmi 10 per 6 raffigurante la ‘Circoncisione’ 
corredata in alto da un Paradiso con l’Eterno in gloria’ e in bassa da ’le pene 
dell’Inferno e del Purgatorio’ „  
{AFN : Documenti sui pittori, già Napoli, Archivio Notarile, C. Cerlone (?), prot. 
15, 7- 4 -1580, in: Leone de Castris 1999} 

 
II “…nel secondo, del 4 aprile 1587, s’impegna invece per 90 ducati coi maestri 

della cappella del Rosario di Pogerola, presso Amalfi, a realizzare una cona 
della Madonna del Rosario coi suoi Misteri e, nella predella, il Purgatorio e i 
Santi Andrea e Pietro Martire di palmi 12 per 7 e a somiglianza di quella della 
chiesa napoletana di San Severo Maggiore,“ 
{ASN: Notai del 500, G.C. De Ruggiero, prot. Del 1587, c. 98, 4-4-1587, in: 
Leonde de Castris 1999} 

 
III „ …e nel terzo, infine, prende in fitto per un anno e per 35 ducati, il 22 febbraio 

1589, dal duca di Monteleone Ettore Pigantelli una bottega con camera, 
camerino e cantina sita sotto il suo palazzo.“ 
{ASN: Notai del 500, C. Cerlone, prot. 24, ff. 286-287, in: Leone de Castris 
1999} 
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Summaries Leone de Castris 1991  
p. 333 
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p. 333 (part 2) & 334 
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Appendix 2: Aert Mijtens in Carel van Mander’s Schilder-boeck 
(1604) 
 
Carel van Mander dedicated a Life to Aert Mijtens in his Schilder-boeck (fol. 263v – 264r). 
Furthermore, Mijtens is mentioned by Van Mander on three other occasions, namely when he 
writes on Marco Pino (fol. 195r), Mijtens’ alleged tutor, in the Life of Joos van Winghe (fol. 
264r) and in connection with Mijtens’ son-in-law Bernard van Somer (300r).  
 
An English translation of the Schilder-boeck can be found in Miedema 1994-1999. The 
citations in this study are also taken from this translation. 
 
 
(263v – 264r): 
Het leven van Aert Mijtens, Schilder van Brussel. 
Ghelijck de cracht van eenighen versschen dranck soo gheweldich is, dat hy openinghe soeckende, 
t'vat doet barsten, en uytloopt: also gaet het toe met Menschen, daer van jongs in is eenen 
overvloedighen en cloecken geest, die niet en can verborghen blijven. Het welck oock is gheschiet en 
bevonden aen den seer cloecken en gheestighen Schilder Aert Mijtens, die in Italien, daer hy meest 
zijn Const gheoeffent, en zijn wesen ghehadt heeft, wierdt gheheeten Renaldo, dan de Latijnsche 
seggen Arnoldus. Hy is van in zijn jeught uytnemende yverigh gheweest, om tot volcomenheyt in de 
Const te moghen comen: niet alleen met schilderen en teeckenen, maer oock met af te gieten op 
t'leven: als oock te halen buyten Brussel van t'ghericht eenen dooden, daer een belachlijcke clucht 
gebeurde. Want hy hebbende een ander van zijn doen, die oock de Const toeghedaen was, tot zijner 
hulp, welcken hem volghde op de leere, die altijt aen de galgh stont, en soude den Dief ophouden tot 
hy hem af ghesneden hadde, om dan t'samen af te brengen, liet desen den Dief los voelende vallen, 
meenende uyt verschricktheyt, dat hy hem te lijve wouw om quaet te doen: des hy af sprongh, oft 
haestlijck af liep, en haestede hem vollen loops nae de Stadt: Aert yverigh in zijn stuck, liep hem 
dapper na. Het Boersche Marct-volck siende t'verbaest vluchten, en ernstigh volghen, bekeven Aert, en 
sochten hem te schutten, meenende hy hem vervolghde om uyt toornicheyt yet quaets te doen. 
Eyndlinghe hem achterhalende, bestrafte zijn verbaest wech loopen, segghende: T'is u geen ernst, ghy 
sult nemmer leeren, en derghelijcke woorden. Des hy hem weder willich maeckte, en brachten dit doot 
lichaem in eenen sack t'huys. Den Vader dit vernemende, bekeef den soon, segghende: Wat hebdy 
gemaeckt? hem voorhoudende de misdaet en swarticheyt van sulcx te doen. Het welck hy 
verontschuldighde met zijnen leer-lust die hy hadde, om de leden der Menschen lichamen te verstaen. 
Dit gingh den Vader by den besondersten Burgher-meester, van zijn vriendtschap oft kennis, als een 
dinghen dat te gheschieden mocht wesen, effen maken. Aert is heel jongh in Italien ghecomen, en 
schilderde veel by eenen Anthoni Santvoort, die men hiet den groenen Anthonis, te Room, makende 
veel Maria Magior op Coper, en hadde veel omgang met Hans Speeckaert. Daer nae te Napels 
gecomen, wrocht by eenen Nederlander, Cornelis Pijp ghenoemt. Hier nae ghehouwt wesende, 
maeckte veel Altaer-tafels, Historien, en Conterfeytselen, seer cloeck en cluchtigh van Oly-verwe. 
Hier in veel Iaer volherdt, veel Discipulen tot Meesters ghemaeckt hebbende, als dat zijn wercken in 
veel Kercken van Napels en door t'heel Coningrijck en ander Landtschappen waren verspreyt. Sijn 
lieve Vrouwe overleden, en vier zijn kinderen tot de Best-moeder bestelt hebbende, quam zijn 
vrienden te Brussel en zijn Broeder in den Haegh besoecken. Te Napels herkeert wesende, troude zijn 
Meester Cornelis Pijps Weduwe. Doe heeft hy ghemaeckt een ons Vrouwen Hemelvaert, met veel 
Enghelen, en d'Apostelen, meerder als t'leven, in welck hy  
 
[fol. 264r] 
hem dapper en wel heeft ghequeten, en staet in een Kerck buyten Napels. Noch vier Euangelisten, 
verscheyden van malcanderen, binnen Napels. Onder ander Altaer-tafels, is van hem een tot S. 
Louwijs, by t'Paleys van den Viceroy te Napels, van S. Catharina, alsoo den brandt in de raders slaet, 
en een splinter een van de Rackers oft Pijnighers is rakende, alwaer den constighen Schilder seer 
eyghentlijck heeft uytghebeedt met open keel een crijtende bevreestheyt, oock een groote verbaestheyt 
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onder den omstandt te Peerdt en te voet. Noch in de selve Kerck is van hem een Altaer-tafel van S. 
Maria del Secors, slaende met eenen cluppel een Duyvel, die onder haer leyt, met noch ander Figueren 
en Engelen daer by, alles wel dapper en cloeck ghehandelt. Hier naer door onbescheydenheyt zijner 
tweedder Huysvrouwe en haer kinderen, trock woonen op zijn self, met zijn kinderen en gesellen, 
schilderende cloeckmoedich verscheyden veel groote stucken, besonder twee, die nae Abruzzo 
ghevoert wierden, een de dry Coninghen, en t'ander de Besnijdenis, seer heerlijck en cierlijck gedaen 
wesende. Eyndlinge trock hy met zijn kinderen tot Abruzzo en Aquila, met hem voerende een stuck op 
doeck, daer Christus gecroont werdt in der nacht, het welck hy hadde begonnen. Tot Aquila, heeft hy 
onder ander dinghen ghemaeckt een boven al uytnemende groot stuck op doeck, een heel vack van een 
Kerck beslaende, wesende een Crucifix, vol groote Personnagien en werck, wonder versierlijck 
geordineert en gheschildert: doch met groote ongheleghentheyt op een leere en derghelijcke 
onghemack, dat een dinghen is om alle Constenaers te doen verschricken en verwonderen. Van hier te 
Room ghecomen wesende, heeft t'verhaelde stuck van de Crooninge, met noch eenige ander, voldaen. 
En also hem aenbesteedt was een groot heerlijck stuck in't nieuw werck van S. Pieters Kerck te 
maken, waer in hy wouw toonen, wat een Nederlander in onse Const vermocht. Nae dat hy zijn 
oudtste dochter hadde bestelt te Houwlijck, is hy te Room gestorven, in't Iaer ons Heeren 1602. 
T'verhaelde stuck van de Crooninghe is noch t'Amsterdam by Bernardt van Somer, Schilder, die de 
dochter heeft ghetrouwt, en is wonder cloeck ghehandelt, heel afgescheyden van de ghemeen 
Nederlandtsche maniere, soo dat hy is gheweest een treflijck Meester, die den Italianen heeft 
spaerlijcker doen verhalen, dat Nederlanders geen handelinghe in beelden hebben, oft heeftse stoffe 
genoech gegheven en oorsaeck sulcx te swijghen, oft maetlijcker van ons te spreken. 
 
 
 
195 r (from: Van verscheyden Italiaensche Schilders, die in mijnen tijdt te Room waren, tusschen Ao. 
1573. en 1577.) 
 
“Daer is noch geweest eenen Marco da Siena, een uytnemende Schilder, al van in den tijt van Michael 
Agnolo, en was van hem oock hooger, oft soo hoogh als Raphael Vrbijn gheacht. By hem heeft 
gheleert Arnoldus Mijtens, soo dat hy lange gheleeft moet hebben.” 
 
 
 
264r (from: Het leven van Ioos van Winghen, uytnemende Schilder, van Brussel) 
 
“Op dat de Hoflijcke stadt Brussel, in onse Const soude hebben in desen onsen tijt een dobbel eerlijcke 
vercieringhe, soo is neffens den verhaelden constighen Aert Mijtens, uyt haer oock ontstaen den 
uytnemenden en gheestighen Schilder Ioos van Winghen” 
 
 
 
300r (from: Van verscheyden Nederlandtsche Schilders, teghenwoordigh levendigh.) 
 
“Daer zijn oock t'Amsterstam noch twee Schilders van Antwerpen, ghebroeders, Bernaert, en Pauwels 
van SomerBernaert en Pauwels van Somer.. Bernaert ghetrouwt en uyt Italien ghebracht hebbende de 
dochter van Aert Mijtens, is een seer goet Conterfeyter nae t'leven, en aerdigh van ordinantien, 
hebbende eenighe Iaren in Italien ghewoont.” 
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Illustrations 
 
 
Part 1: illustrations to the text (fig. 1 – 12) 

Part 2: illustrations to the catalogue (A2 – D15) 
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